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Summary of Comments Received during the 
Alternatives Screening Comment Period 
This summary provides a high-level overview of public and agency comments submitted during the 
alternatives screening comment period that ran from June 7 through July 22, 2022. This summary 
represents views or opinions of individual commenters; therefore, comments can conflict with one 
another and may not be factually correct.  During the comment period 441 comments were received. Of 
the 441 comments, two comments were signed by multiple people: 1 petition was received with 1,099 
comments and signatories contained within, and another comment was submitted by a group of 110 
citizens.  

Common Themes 
• The north fields are sacred, don’t destroy the north fields.  

• Concern for impacts to natural resources (wetlands, creeks, aquifer, wildlife, and the Provo River). 

• Concern for impacts to open space and development of open land.  

• Concern for the rate of growth in the valley and changing character.  

• Comments against alternatives WB3 and WB4 due to impacts in the north fields. 

• Support for alternatives WB3 and WB4 due to planned growth north of 900 North along existing U.S. 
40.  

• Support for alternatives WA1 and WB1 because they are the closest to the urban area. 

• Support for No-action as the best solution.  

• Suggestions for alternative features such as interchanges.  

• Concern for the future of Main Street, its character, and its businesses with and without a bypass.  

• Concern for truck travel on Main Street with and without a bypass.  

• Frustration with the environmental process. 

Purpose and Need 
• Statement that the project is not needed and is a waste of taxpayer money. 

• Desire to preserve nature instead of accommodating vehicles and more pollution.  

• Desire to remove heavy trucks off Main Street.  

• Statements that a west side bypass will not support or be attractive to Unita Basin truck traffic.  

• Concerns for future development in the valley.  

• Concerns that there are contradictions in the purpose and need and the proposed alternatives. 
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Purpose and Need Statement 
• Frustration that UDOT is does not include all of the vision in Heber City’s plan and requests to 

expand project purpose to include preserving the north fields, or requests to include all vision 
statements in the project purpose.  

• Frustration that protection of the north fields and open space are not project purposes.  

Heber City’s Vision for Historic Town Center 
• Frustration that the screening methodology only includes part of Heber City’s vision (the historic 

town center) and not all vision statements, in particular protection of open lands and rural character.  

• Concerns that citizen’s desires to protect open space and rural character are being ignored.  

• Comments against alternatives WB3 and WB4 as not supporting Heber City’s vision and General 
Plan.  

• Request for clarification or legal mechanism for removing trucks from Main Street or encouraging 
trucks to take a longer route such as a bypass.  

• Statements that UDOT does not understand Heber City’s vision for Main Street or what is achievable 
for Main Street in the future based on traffic analysis.  

• Main Street will never be a quaint, walkable, town center. 

• Support for protecting the historic city center, revitalizing the downtown, reducing traffic on Main 
Street, and increasing walkability of Main Street.  

• Statements against protecting the historic city center or Main Street at the expense of open lands.  

• Main Street will never be pedestrian friendly because there is nowhere interesting to walk to or shop. 
It is too late and impossible to transform Main Street into a walkable or bikeable tourist friendly 
place. 

• A walkable downtown is achievable without a bypass.  

• Decreasing traffic on Main Street is not Heber City’s goal.  

• Request for UDOT to implement the downtown vision now (pedestrian and bicycle safety elements) 
regardless of the EIS.  

Traffic Congestion 
• Concern that if a bypass is built, traffic will increase due to induced demand. A new road will just get 

congested due to induced demand. 

• The proposed plan will not solve the traffic problem on Main Street. 

• Traffic congestion on Main Street is terrible, dangerous, and/or unstainable. Traffic will only get 
worse. Requests to expedite the project.  
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• Current traffic congestion is restricting movements on and off of US-40 and restricting east-west 
movements across US-40 for trucks and passenger vehicles. 

• Traffic congestion is tolerable, and the project is not necessary. The traffic is only bad for a couple 
hours a day. 

• Heber City is not providing infrastructure needed to accommodate the development they permit. 

• Traffic signals could be better synchronized to improve Main Street or eliminate the need for a 
bypass.   

• Congestion slows traffic to safe speeds 

Traffic Analysis 
• Request for clarification on traffic split between Provo Canyon (US-189) and Daniels Canyon (south 

US-40).  

• Most traffic is coming from south US-40, not US-189.  

• Most traffic is coming from or headed to the east side; therefore, a bypass should be proposed for 
the east side not west side.  

• UDOT’s traffic analysis is out of date. It needs to be redone post Covid with collection of data that 
will support optimization of local roads. Flow from the east side needs to be addressed. 

• UDOT’s traffic analysis should be redone to include remote work assumptions post Covid and 
evaluate traffic from the current and future developments which will make up the greatest share of 
future traffic.  

• If the rail spur is constructed, oil truck traffic will end. Oil truck traffic is only 4% of traffic and does not 
warrant a new road.  

• A bypass does not prevent traffic congestion on Main Street from feeder roads (2400 S, 1200 S, 500 
N, Center Street, and the Daniel area) from the east of the valley. 

• Why would anyone take a bypass with traffic lights that increases the distance for travel without any 
real time savings? Each scenario presented doesn’t help traffic. 

• UDOT has failed to show with data how any of the alternatives will alleviate traffic challenges of 
Heber Valley.  

• Where are the actual numbers studying actual traffic? UDOT’s proposals for the bypass center 
around assumptions about what traffic will look like in the future, but those are only assumptions and 
have no data to back them up. 

• The study fails to consider the impact of the bypass road and increased traffic on Provo and Orem. A 
proper traffic study over 1-2 years would quantify the potential traffic. 

• Request to model a scenario of jurisdictional transfer of Main Street with truck restrictions and 
update travel time results.  

• UDOT should improve Main Street first, then evaluate a need for a bypass afterwards.  
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Growth 
• Frustrations with the pace of growth and development in the valley.  

• Frustrations with particular development approvals.  

• Requests to limit growth or stop the approval of new developments.  

• Residents have moved to Heber Valley to get away from traffic and crowds. The Heber Valley 
should stay rural.  

• The valley’s natural resources cannot support the current rate of growth.  

• Requests to better plan for growth to maintain the qualities that brought people to the valley.  

• All of the growth is on the east side, why is UDOT considering a road on the west side? 

• Traffic should be expected due to growth.  

• A bypass may not be needed now, but it will be after the approved development is in place.  

• Stopping the bypass will not stop growth.  

• Concerns that the alternatives are designed specifically to increase growth and traffic in the valley.  

• Has UDOT considered the growth in Midway and the ski resort expansion?  

• The screening report implies that municipalities have preserved a northern terminus and roadway 
corridor through the north fields to accommodate growth. However, this is not found in planning 
documents.   

• Frustrations with Heber City, Wasatch County, and developers for not ensuring proper infrastructure 
for existing and future development.   

• The study should look long term and not require another study in 10 years.  

• Heber City should work toward alleviating traffic as part of the development on the east side.  

Non-motorized Transportation 
• Local planning documents do not contemplate bike and walking trails on current US-40 or 

improvements to US-40. Most people don’t want to walk adjacent to a freeway. 

• Heber City Envision 2050 shows planned bike paths on 100 East and 100 West 

• Introducing non-motorized transportation in the north fields threatens the agricultural businesses and 
families and are incompatible uses.  

• Bikeways and walkways need to be located where people live and work, not in the north fields.  
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Alternatives 

No-action Alternative 
• Support for No-action.  

• No-action is the best alternative. Keep the traffic on Main Street. Congestion is OK.  

• The bypass should have been built long ago. Now the impacts are too great, so doing nothing is 
best. 

• No-action protects homes, north fields, and prevents development in open space.  

• No-action saves taxpayers money.  

• Red Ledges should complete an eastern bypass.  

• Suggestion that with time, the traffic congestion will remedy itself and save tax dollars. 

• Suggestion that a western bypass connecting US-40/River Road to US-189 [further to the west than 
the current alternatives] is the solution, without that as an alternative, no-action is then the best 
solution.  

• Heber City has at least two internal streets that serve residents as an adequate bypass. Perhaps 
that is all that is really needed.  

• UDOT and Heber City should identify an outside engineering company to evaluate Heber City traffic 
needs and formulate a plan that does not include a bypass road. This should be the No-action.  

• We can’t afford to do nothing again.  
 

Heber City Main Street / U.S. 40 
• Keep Main Street as a highway 

• Improve Main Street or upgrade the roads we already have instead of impacting open lands with a 
west bypass.  

• Make Main Street limited access (don’t allow people to exit or enter) with pedestrian/bike 
overpasses. Encourage businesses to move or switch to a back entrance 

• Main Street should be widened to 7 lanes and parking should be removed.  

• Keep traffic on straight, easy to maintain US-40 and US-189 

• The traffic is in Heber, not in the north fields. Keep the traffic by the roads that are already built.  

• Preserving Main Street should not be given priority 

• Main Street is already a bypass. The road to Midway can be turned into a cute walkable Main Street 
with shops and the train station.  
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• Building a bypass will not solve the safety problems from strip developments on Main Street. UDOT 
should study traffic calming techniques and regulating truck traffic.   

• Suggestions of future design needs or changes to Main Street if Heber City were to receive Main 
Street in a jurisdictional transfer from UDOT after a bypass is constructed.  

• The least impactful option is a tunnel under Main Street. 

• Operational comments: 

o Keep the traffic on Main Street and add speed bumps. 

o Suggestion for roundabouts or one-way-traffic on Main Street in addition to a west bypass.  

o Improve the signal at SR-32 and traffic will improve on Main Street.  

o Speed limit on Main Street is too high 

o Do not install medians in the center of Main Street, it is a nightmare for snow removal.   

o Require new development along highway 40 use on and off ramps instead of stoplights. 

o Improve signal timing and/or add left turn signals throughout US-40 to improve traffic flow.  

o Address traffic issues at Center St and 100 South.  

• Truck specific comments: 

o Limit truck traffic to between 6 PM to 8 AM 

o Make trucks use the right lane only and 20 mph at most 

o Tax oil tankers, let the oil refineries help pay for traffic  

o Keep oil tankers off Utah highways. Make them drive through Heber at 25 mph. 

o Remove tankers off Main Street 

o Make trucks use a designated lane on Main Street, time traffic lights, and remove all street 
parking and designate current parking spots as right turn only lanes. 

• Business specific: 

o Local businesses prosper when drivers stop on Main Street  

o Plan should be to keep traffic on Main Street with shops on 100-200 East and West 

o None of the bypass alternatives will solve traffic because the issues are caused by local traffic 
accessing businesses on Main Street. UDOT should make improvements to Main Street so 
people can more easily access Main Street from the side streets  

Alternative 40F: One-Way-Couplet 
• Removal of the one-way-couplet is a mistake or the result of a flawed analysis. Bring back the one-

way-couplet for further study.  

• Support for the one-way-couplet alternative.  
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• Heber City’s vision for a walkable Main Street is not feasible. The City should focus on making 100 
South and Center Street the walkable destinations.  

• The one-way-couplet alternative keeps traffic on or near Main Street and will benefit businesses and 
the economy.  

• The one-way-couplet will not impact historic buildings or the historic quality of downtown.  

• One-way-couplets have worked well in other western and rural towns. UDOT should meet with 
representatives from Colorado, Montana, and Oregon to better understand how one-way-couplets 
have worked for them.  

• UDOT did not fully consider the one-way-couplet alternative before eliminating it.  

Bypass (General) 
• Suggestion to use Carson City, Nevada as an example bypass.  

• Suggestion to use Price, Utah as an example bypass.  

• Frustration with bypass proposals.  

West Bypass  
• Comments against alternatives through the north fields.  

• A bypass through the north fields will impact underground water supply, farms, and the Provo River.  

• Comments against a bypass, any bypass. No bypass is necessary.  

• Statements that most residents or locals don’t want a bypass.  

• Support for alternatives through the north fields. And, suggestions to start the bypass as far north as 
possible. 

• A bypass should go farther south through Daniel  

• Suggestion to plant trees to visually screen north field alignments.  

• Support for western bypass alternatives because they impact fewer homes.  

• Support for a bypass because of future growth. 

• Statement that a bypass has not been planned.  

• Suggestion to tunnel the bypass to reduce noise and light pollution.  

• Build it right the first time. Do not repeat Bangerter Highway (i.e., intersections first, then 
interchanges).  

• Design the bypass as limited access to reduce potential for future development in the existing open 
space.   

• Suggestion to connect to US-40 at 1200 North. There would be fewer wetlands impacts on 1200 
North because there is an existing dirt road and it would be less intrusive to neighborhoods.  
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• Suggestion to eliminate the connection at 800 North. 

• The bypass should be designated as US-40 once constructed. Main Street should go back to the 
locals.  

• Faster non-stop traffic would disrupt the local economy and health in unexpected ways 

• Suggestion to phase a western bypass – start with WA1, WB1 or WB2 (loop around the City), then 
build WB3 or WB4 (loop around future development). 

• A west bypass will not work. UDOT should study another alterative.  

• Suggestion to improve several local roads in addition to building a new bypass.  

Alternative WA1 
• Support for frontage roads along US-40. Full frontage roads with Alternative WA1 would provide 

access to everything and would be less confusing than partial frontage roads 

• There is not enough room for frontage roads on the east side of US-40.  

• Support for Alternative WA1 as the best long-term solution to move traffic and protect the north 
fields.  

• Comments against Alternative WA1 and suggestions it will require another future investment to solve 
traffic in the valley. Alternative WA1 only serves Heber City, and not the rest of the valley.  

• There is no need for on/off ramps or interchanges.  

• Alternative WA1 is the best because it has interchanges. Interchanges are preferred.  

• Alternative WA1 is too expensive and is unnecessary or oversized for Heber.  

• Alternative WA1 will only move congestion around or cause new problem areas in Heber.  

• Alternative WA1 would significantly impact the water flow to properties located south and east of the 
route and affect historic flows into the special aquatic site. 

Alternative WB1 
• Alternative WB1 will not work, will not be safe, or will create traffic delays.  

• The partial frontage roads with Alternative WB1 are confusing. 

• Support for Alternative WB1 as the best solution with the fewest impacts.  

• Support for Alternative WB1 because it protects the north fields.  

• Comments against Alternative WB1 and suggestions it will require another future investment to solve 
traffic in the valley. Alternative WB1 only serves Heber City, and not the rest of the valley.  

• Alternative WB1 is a good compromise for the valley.  

• Alternative WB1 has too many signalized intersections, defeating the purpose of the bypass. 
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• Comments against Alternative WB1 for impacts to homes, businesses, and historic buildings.  

Alternative WB2 
• Alternative WB2 wanders through the north fields unnecessarily  

• Alternatives WB2 and WB4 destroy too much of the south fields  

• There is no need to realign US-189 

• Comments against Alternative WB2 and suggestions it will require another future investment to solve 
traffic in the valley. Alternative WB2 only serves Heber City, and not the rest of the valley.  

• Support for alternative WB2 because it is furthest to the west and protects the north fields.  

• Support for alternative WB2 because it keeps traffic closest to areas of commerce.  

• Alternative WB2 will not work for traffic and does not have enough lanes.  

• Suggestion to combine elements of WA1 and WB2.  

• Comment that realigning US-189 will hinder travel between Utah Valley and Uintah Basin. The route 
will be longer than it is now.  

Alternative WB3 
• Comments against Alternative WB3 for its impacts to the north fields, open space, the $10 million 

open space bond, Class 1A aquifer, wetlands, viewsheds, Provo River restoration, landowners, 
community, livestock movements, and/or agricultural lands.  

• Comments requesting the removal of Alternative WB3 from further consideration. 

• Support for Alternative WB3 as the most direct and beneficial as a bypass. Alternative WB3 will 
provide the greatest benefit to Main Street and the valley.  

• By keeping WB3 and WB4, UDOT is ignoring the community.  

• Build WA1, WB1, or WB2 first. Then determine if a need to extend to SR-32 is necessary.  

• Alternatives WB3 and WB4 are preferable because they impact the fewest homes and businesses.  

• Let’s do this right the first time – the west bypass should connect to SR-32 to account for future 
growth. 

• WB3 and WB4 are the safest, fastest, and supports future improvements.  

• WB3 is the best because it keeps traffic, noise, and other pollutants further away from the city and 
residents and allows for growth.  

• Suggestions to grade-separate all intersections (interchanges).  

• WB3 and WB4 were added too late in the process. They have never been discussed by Heber 
Valley residents before. These alternatives have not been given the same level of thought as the 
other alternatives. 
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• No environmental studies have been done. UDOT is omitting data and studies that show the impact.  

• WB3 and WB4 violate the wishes of local municipalities and Wasatch County; it violates Heber City’s 
Envision 2050 General Plan; and it violates public referendums.  

• WB3 only serves commuting traffic while not addressing the explosive population growth and 
subsequent local traffic on north US-40.  

• WB3 and WB4 should be located on or east of 600 West to maintain connectivity of local roads in 
the north fields.  

• WB3 and WB4 are not supported by the purpose and need.  

• Lack of trust in the process or screening analysis. Assumptions that developers are choosing 
alignments.  

• WB3 and WB4 will trigger lawsuits and cost taxpayers.  

• WB3 should be modified with no access between SR-32 and SR-113. This would prevent the north 
fields from being developed.  

• Initial proposals of WD, and now WB3 and WB4 are suspect.  

• WB3 and WB4 will harm travel in Heber City.  

• WB3 and WB4 will be scenic and should incorporate pullouts for travelers.  

• WB3 and WB4 provide transportation system redundancy in the event of an emergency or natural 
disaster.  

• Alternatives WB3 and WB4 would encourage development or urban sprawl in the north fields.  

• UDOT has not studied traffic origins and destinations. UDOT does not know if a western bypass will 
remove traffic on Main Street.  

• Opposition to WB3 and WB4. The north fields, wetlands, and water quality should be protected.  

• Alternatives WB3 and WB4 discharge into the special aquatic site.  

• Alternatives WB3 and WB4 are not compatible with Heber City and Wasatch County planning 
documents.  

Alternative WB4 
Many comments for Alternative WB4 overlap with comments received for WB3 in Section A.3.4.5 
Alternative WB3.  

• Comments against Alternative WB4 for its impacts to the north fields, open space, the $10 million 
open space bond, quality of life, air quality, Class 1A aquifer, wetlands, viewsheds, Provo River 
restoration, landowners, community, livestock movements, and/or agricultural lands.  

• Comments requesting the removal of Alternative WB4 from further consideration. 

• Protect the north fields 
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• Support for Alternative WB4 as the most direct and beneficial as a bypass. Alternative WB4 will 
provide the greatest benefit to Main Street and the valley. WB4 would result in less pollution.  

• Support for WB4 as the best long-term solution.  

• Support for alternatives WB2 and WB4 because they are furthest to the west 

• Alternatives WB2 and WB4 destroy too much of the south fields by realigning US-189. 

• There is no need to realign US-189. 

• Alternative WB4 is the best because it is not close to residential housing at the US-40/US-189 
junction 

• WB4 would protect the north fields because there wouldn’t be a house on every 10-acre parcel.  

• WB4 would allow expansion room for the airport (which is a future need). 

• Suggestions to grade-separate all intersections (interchanges).  

• WB4 is only serving commuting traffic while not addressing the explosive population growth and 
subsequent local traffic on north 40 

Alternative WD  
Note: Petition with 1,099 signatures was focused on WD. Alternative WD was screened out, however 
comments may be applicable to WB3 and WB4 as all three alternatives are aligned through the north 
fields. See Sections A.3.4.5 Alternative WB3 and A.3.4.6 Alternative WB4 for similar comments. 

• Comments against WD for its alignment through the north fields.  

• WD was shown in October 2021 even though this option was not previously announced to the public 
for vetting 

Alternative WA3  
Note: Alternative WA3 was screened out. 

• Support for WA3 because it is a bypass with interchanges that will support future travel demand.  

East Bypass 
• Comments from west bypass opponents supporting east bypass options and limiting impacts to 

open space and the north fields on the west side. 

• Comments from east bypass opponents supporting west bypass options and limiting impacts to 
neighborhoods, schools, communities. 

• Support for a bypass on Old Mill Road.  

• Request for clarification on the screening information for the east bypasses.  

• Suggestion to build a frontage road on the east side of the valley as a truck bypass.  
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• UDOT did not connect US-189 from its junction with US-40 to the east side options as they did for all 
the west bypass options.  

• A bypass on the east side will be more beneficial to Main Street and remove more traffic than the 
west bypass options.  

• The east side options are not worth considering and solve nothing. 

• UDOT is ignoring the requests of west side residents in favor of east side residents.  

•  
 

Alternatives – Realigning U.S. 189 
• Support for the realignment of US-189 and the potential for the existing road segment to be 

redeveloped as a commercial center; and the potential to redesign the hub intersection to be safer.  

• Comments against the realignment of US-189 because it will route behind homes and be more 
impactful to residents, quality of life and home values.  

• Need for realignment has not been clearly explained to residents.  

• Opposition to airport expansion. Assumptions that the airport suggested the realignment. 

• Suggestions that with the realignment of US-189 the airport will expand and be an unwanted result 
of the realignment.  

• Opposition to closing the segment of US-189 that is proposed for realignment. If realigned, it should 
be kept open as another exit out of Heber.  

• Assertations that Heber City residents overwhelmingly do not want to see the realignment of US-
189. 

• US-189 should be expanded to a 4-lane freeway.  

• Realigning US-189 will negatively impact wildlife such as Canada geese, sandhill cranes, and deer. 

• It is not legal to build a road on the sewer fields. 

• 1300 South should be a residential street posted at 25 mph. 

• Concerns for safety of residents who live near and access 1300 South.  

Alternatives – Other  
• Suggestions to build a pipeline from the Uintah Basin to Salt Lake as a means to remove trucks from 

Main Street.  

• Convert the Heber Creeper into a freight rail corridor and extend it to Provo, Park City, and Vernal as 
a means to remove trucks from Main Street.  

• Suggestion to review the underground tunnels built by the Boring Company in Las Vegas. 
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• Incorporate travel demand strategies instead of building a new road.  

• Move the oil refineries. 

• Restrict trucks to a specific street and enforce a speed limit. Inconvenience the trucks instead of 
building a new highway that the community does not want.  

• Suggestion to remove roundabouts from consideration on any alternative as they are an impediment 
to trucks.  

• Suggestion to include roundabouts because they are safer, calm traffic, are better for air quality, 
cheaper to maintain, more visually pleasing.  

Transit Alternative 
• Concern that expanding public transportation was not considered 

• Suggestion to develop better public transportation from Park City to Heber City and Midway. 

• Suggestion to install light rail and not more roads. Installing a large rail loop that travels from 
Provo/Orem to Salt Lake City to Park City to Heber is the answer. 

• Suggestion that transit be incorporated into all alternatives.  

Alternatives – Active Transportation 
• Requests to provide safe trails in the designs.  

• Request to provide more trails in the valley.  

• Suggestion to include a rail trail for electric bikes along US-40. People need alternative 
transportation methods.  

• A western bypass will provide a paved trail and reduce traffic congestion on Main Street. 

Alternative Screening  

Screening Criteria and Process 
• Concern that there wasn’t an open and public process for defining and approving vision screening 

criteria.  

• Heber City’s Vision is weighted too high in the screening process. UDOT is too focused on the 
downtown.  

• Frustration that the screening criteria only includes part of Heber City’s vision (the historic town 
center) and not all vision statements, in particular protection of open lands and rural character.  

• The screening criteria should place more importance on the community’s past efforts to protect 
sensitive lands, water quality and open areas used for historical farming. 
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• Screening criteria used to select the best alternative should give weight to the least expensive, most 
direct, and least impactful alternative. 

• Thanks for having a thorough screening process that values public input.  

• Statements that the screening methodology, screening process, public notice, comment periods, 
project purpose and need are all flawed and failed to produce a reasonable range of alternatives.  

• Screening failed to satisfy requirements of Clean Water Act Section 404(b)(1).  

• Request to add additional resources, such as farmlands and open space, to the screening 
methodology and remove alternatives WB3 and WB4 based on farmland and open space impacts.  

• By screening out Main Street alternatives (including one-way-couplet and reversible lane 
alternatives), UDOT is not providing the public and other decisionmakers a complete understanding 
of impacts and alternatives.  

• UDOT should not have used snow removal to screen out an elevated bridge over Main Street 
because there are many bridges in Montana, Alaska, and Canada.  

• East side alternatives and Main Street alternatives should not be screened out because most of the 
development and traffic are on the east side.  

• UDOT needs to hold Heber City responsible for developing infrastructure solutions in and around 
Heber City and modify its proposals once Heber City has been held accountable. 

• Vision criteria need to be clarified.  

• Concerns that screening has been manipulated by political pressure or are not data driven.  

• Lack of trust in the process or screening analysis. Assumptions that developers are choosing 
alignments.   

Level 1 Criteria 
• UDOT fails to explain how traffic through Heber City will be sufficiently reduced to achieve both 

reduced congestion and slower traffic speed to achieve the feel of a historic town center, and at the 
same time enhance mobility.   

• Concern that UDOT ignored the EPA and is not compliant with the Clean Water Act by removing the 
east alternatives from consideration.  

• Travel time on Main Street is weighted too heavily and is a flaw in the analysis.  

• Protecting the historic town center conflicts with other screening criteria.  

• The north fields should be included as a valued place in the vision criteria.  

• There are no historic buildings on Main Street. 

• The historic buildings are not correctly identified by UDOT.  
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Level 2 Criteria 
• Concern that UDOT does not formally identify the Provo River Restoration Project (PRRP) area in 

the Section 4(f) properties evaluation and the screening criteria did not identify the potential direct, 
indirect, and cumulative impacts that could occur on PRRP lands. 

• Concern that UDOT did not provide analysis on indirect and cumulative impacts to surrounding 
wetlands and watercourses, including the Provo River.  

• Concern regarding the elimination of alternatives on the east side or Main Street that would less 
likely impact waterbodies and wetland complexes. Suggestion that the east side and Main Street 
alternatives be retained for detailed analysis in the EIS.  

• Support for the elimination of Alternative WA3, and its greatest impacts to wetlands.   

• Concern that the west bypasses and wetland impacts could result in an EIS that is inadequate for 
404 permitting purposes. 

• Support for cost assumptions. 

• Concern for the inclusion of cost as a criterion and that cost does not support the selection of the 
least environmentally harmful alternative.  

• Suggestion that cost should be calculated for all alternatives not just those that pass Level 1 
screening.  

• Concerns with the CWA 404(b)(1) analysis and the timing of the wetland delineation of the north 
fields.  

• UDOT should have screened out alternatives based on impacts to Rock Creek which is an 
immediate tributary to the Provo River and a spawning ground for Brown trout.  

• Alternatives WB3 and WB4 should be screened out based on wetland and water impacts.  

• The north fields are protected under Section 4(f).  

• The north fields have significant historic value.  

• The current projected costs neglected to take into account the property acquisitions. 
 

Public Notice and Comment on Screening 
• Statements that UDOT’s public notice and comment process is flawed.  

• UDOT did not provide enough public notice or opportunity for input on the alternatives in the north 
fields.  

• Frustration with the public comment process and desire to have the preferences stated in the public 
comments drive alternative screening. Request for UDOT to manage a public survey as a means to 
screen alternatives.  

• Suggestions that UDOT did not include local agencies in the early scoping process.  
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• UDOT has disregarded comments received for alternative WD1 when it developed WB3 and WB4.  

• Alternatives WB3 and WB4 should be screened out based on public opposition.  

• UDOTs process is biased and manipulated by political pressure or financial interests. 

• UDOT is not listening to residents.  

• Residents in the north fields have not been properly contacted about proposed alignments or 
wetland delineation work on their land.  

• The west side alternatives were chosen for fear of being sued by wealthy east side residents.  

• UDOT failed to notify all stakeholders regarding the five alternatives released in June 2022.  

• UDOT failed to identify a stakeholder to represent the retail and restaurant business owners on Main 
Street. The Main Street stakeholder is an office building owner that is not affected by the lack of 
tourism traffic. 

• Form letter responses stating the entire process is flawed, UDOT dismissed options without proper 
review, UDOT is ignoring public input and resident’s desires to protect the north fields, and UDOT is 
ignoring Heber City and Wasatch County planning documents.   

 

Resource Considerations 
• Has UDOT considered climate change and what is best environmentally?  

Community and Social Impacts 
• Assertions that no residents on the west side want a highway through their neighborhoods. 

• Concerns that property values will decrease near the bypass alignments.  

• Concerns for property access if a bypass is constructed. 

• County roads in the north fields are used for recreation. 

• Requests for clarification or more information on resource impacts not described in the screening 
report.  

• Concerns for the health and wellbeing of those who live near the alternatives and may be impacted 
by future noise, dust, and stress of living near a busier or larger road.  

• Concerns for disrupting the livelihood of farmers and ranchers and impacting agricultural lands.  

• Concern for hazardous materials traveling at higher speeds routed close to residential, schools, and 
ecologically sensitive zones. 

• Residents understand the need for the road, though they do not like the options.  
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• UDOT must consider and explain the effect of increased travel and traffic under WA1, WB3, and 
WB4 compared to other alternative alignments that have not been designed to accommodate and 
induce development and growth.  

• Suggestions to mitigate for noise and visual impacts such as sound walls, trees, berms, rubberized 
asphalt to reduce noise.  

• Concerns that eminent domain may be used in one jurisdiction (Wasatch County) to satisfy growth 
instigated by another jurisdiction (Heber City). 

• Concerns that eminent domain may be used to take historic, generationally owned, and important 
lands.  

• Concerns that the bypass is proposed for the west side because land is cheaper than the east side.  

• When north US-40 is developed, trucks should not be allowed on north US-40 for the safety of the 
new residents.  

• There is not enough room on north US-40 for frontage roads.  

• Concerns that UDOT has not fully evaluated the potential impact to the mobile home park on Daniel 
Road.  

• General statements against the alternatives and concerns for safety and quality of life.  

Downtown Heber City 
• Heber City can move downtown along Southfield Road 

• One business owner on Main Street does not justify moving a highway for his own profit.  

• Suggestion to encourage businesses to move off Main Street to an enterprise zone.  

• Downtown Heber City will never be walkable. Heber City has not taken the steps to make Main 
Street walkable or beautiful. Do not be deceived by promoters of narrowing Main Street. 

• There will always be too much traffic on Main Street for it to be walkable and pedestrian friendly.  

• Heber City Main Street is not Park City Main Street.  

Property Impacts  
• Concerns on how and when property impacts will be assessed and how and when property owners 

will be compensated.  

• Concerns for noise, change in access, and/or change in scenery of properties adjacent to the 
alternatives and how these changes will be assessed, and how property owners will be 
compensated.   

• Frustrations with the process and communication with landowners.  

• Support for alternatives that minimize personal property impacts.  

• Questions on mitigations for property impacts.  
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North Fields, South Fields, and Open Space 
• Protect the north fields, south fields, and open space. These areas are environmentally sensitive. 

These areas support wetlands, wildlife, recreation, good air quality, prevent climate change, and are 
visually important. Open space is important.  

• The north fields are iconic. The north fields are sacred. These areas are the reason people live in or 
have moved to the valley. Residents and the local government officials want the north fields 
protected.  

• Do not build a road through the north fields.  

• It is better to build the bypass through the north fields than impact more homes and businesses on 
north 40.  

• The north fields will get developed with or without a bypass. The bypass should move forward before 
development happens. The public cannot limit potential future development on private property in 
the north fields.   

• A bypass could be the mechanism to preserve the north fields. UDOT should work with Wasatch 
County to secure conservation easements around the bypass to limit development.  

• Concerns that development of the north fields will follow the construction of a bypass. Development 
in the north fields should be prevented. Preserving the north fields will prevent more taxes, more 
schools, more traffic. 

• The alternatives in the north fields threaten the Wasatch County Open Lands bond and threaten 
future open space preservation efforts.  

• The only way to protect the north fields is to buy the land.  

• The alternatives in the north fields conflict with local referendums and Envision Heber 2050.  

• Preservation of the north fields should have been considered a higher priority in alternative 
development. Residents would prefer to have the north fields protected more so than have a 
walkable Main Street.  

• Alternatives should not consider intersections. Interchanges only. 

• Landowners in the north fields would like to continue their way of life (agricultural, ranching). 
Respect private property rights.  

• Support for north field alternatives and sympathy for impacted landowners.  

• Concern for impacts to Provo River. Fishing guides depend on river to support families. Provo River 
is blue-ribbon fly-fishing stream. Rock Creek is pristine fish hatchery.  

• Concern for impacts extending beyond the alternatives to adjacent properties and impacting quality 
of recreation experiences with noise, poor water quality, and visual impacts.   

• UDOT is ignoring the citizens by including alternatives through the north fields. UDOT does not 
understand what makes the north fields special.  
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• UDOT needs to evaluate the impacts to irrigation, agriculture, ranching, cattle movements, property 
access, wildlife, recreation and horseback riding, and hydrology.  

• The north fields are wetlands and cannot be touched.  

• Scenic beauty is #1 tourist draw and major economic driver for the valley. 

• Flood irrigation replenishes pristine aquifer which supplies culinary water to thousands of citizens.  

• Highway in the north fields would cross Ute ceremonial grounds  

• The best solution is to keep traffic where it is (Main Street). The worst option is to put traffic where 
none exists (on a river or marsh lands).  

• Suggestions to add design enhancements to create a road that complements the surrounding 
landscape, or that visually and acoustically screens the road from the landscape.  

• Concern that developers want to use the north fields for stormwater treatment. 

• Suggestion that the land in the north fields is a historic site. There are approximately three buildings 
on Heber City’s Main Street that can be considered historical sites.  

• Protect the land between the bypass alternatives and the Provo River.  

• Bypasses through the north fields will negatively impact traffic in Midway.  

• North fields soils are not suitable for road building.  

• UDOT has not adequately disclosed the adverse impact on the open lands.   

• A bypass provides the greatest benefit to most residents in the valley. Protecting the north fields only 
benefits a small number of landowners.  

• The north fields are a designated livestock corridor.  

Wildlife 
 

• Protect wildlife, do the least harm.  

• Request for the studies or analysis on wildlife such as the impact to fisheries of the Provo River, bald 
eagles, hawks, falcons, deer, Canada Geese, blue heron, and other fowl.  

• North fields are habitat for sand cranes, white spotted owls, bald eagles, bobolinks, herons, red tail 
hawks and other animals. The north fields protect the Provo River.  

• The north fields are home to or is a stopover point for rare or endangered plants including Ute-
Ladies-Tresses and animals such as the Columbia spotted frog, northern Goshawk, yellow-billed 
cuckoo and many other migratory birds. 

• There are fireflies in the north fields, and they are amazing. Protect the fireflies.  

• The environmental impacts to the north fields have not been fully documented or analyzed by 
UDOT.  
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Air Quality 
• The report does not discern differences in air quality impacts among the identified and screened 

alternatives.  

• Concerns for air pollution, inversions, and impacts to health.  

• Concerns if the airport is expanded that air pollution will increase. 

• Suggestion to study air quality as part of alternatives development.  

• Use the latest version of MOVES (air quality model).  

Water Resources and Wetlands 
• Concerns for wetlands, water quality, hydrology, groundwater, the watershed, the Provo River, 

pristine 1A aquifer, and the plants and wildlife that depend on the features.  

• UDOT needs to find an alternative that does not impact water resources.  

• Concerns for water rights, irrigation, and increased development pressure.  

• UDOT has not adequately studied the effects of a bypass on water resources. 

• A road in the north fields would create a dam, disrupting the flow of groundwater from east to west. 
Existing US-40 has tile drains that help prevent the road from acting as a dam; they appear to be 
working. 

• UDOT needs to study the Provo River Restoration Corridor. The bypass cannot be within 0.5 mile of 
the mitigation project.   

• The north fields hold water like a reservoir for Utah County. A bypass could disturb this underground 
storge basin.  

• Concerns regarding errant motorists leaving the road and damaging irrigation facilities. 

• Groundwater levels are high in the north fields.  

• The north fields overlay a class 1A aquifer (pristine). Charleston and Daniel get their water from 
wells. Flow in the north fields recharge the aquifer. UDOT needs to think through plan B if the wells 
and springs dry up.  

• Tailwater is important. Many people use the water over and over. There is a water right to irrigate the 
north fields, then the Provo River, then the Great Salt Lake. 

• The wetlands in the north fields are manmade (through irrigation). 

• Studies need to be completed to verify that there will be no decrease in the water flow, both surface 
and subsurface water 

• To help minimize impacts on North Field water, at a minimum, any new roadways should be placed 
east of all Rock Creek irrigation ditches 
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• The north fields have historically been too wet to build on. Percolation tests done in the drought will 
not reflect the extent of groundwater in the future.  

• North fields irrigation system has built up the groundwater table, developed sub-surface irrigation by 
groundwater, developed the area into prime ground for production of hay and grazing for cattle 
operations.  

• To achieve compliance with section 404(b)(1) the alternative selected in the ROD must be the least 
environmentally damaging practicable alternative. 

• There are springs in the north fields and east of US-40. These are important to the area’s hydrology.  

• The antifreeze, oil, salt and fuels will impact adjacent wetlands and groundwater.  

• Concerns for property impacts and water right impacts.  

• Review the Federal Court Decree issues known as the Prove River Decree and also called the 
Morris Decree. 

Business Impacts and Economics 
• UDOT should evaluate business impacts.  

• Concern that the bypass is more impactful to residents than businesses.  

• The bypass will negatively impact businesses on Main Street.  

• Business owners on Main Street support the bypass.  

• Concern the bypass will impact outdoor recreation and fishing guide services.  

• To be walkable, the businesses on Main Street need to change.  

• UDOT will need to evaluate how a bypass could negatively impact certain businesses on Main 
Street and make downtown less economically viable.  

• The north fields cannot be replaced. There are family businesses that rely on these fields.  

• The subsurface water in the north fields supplies water to the Provo River. Irrigation and agricultural 
land uses protect this subsurface water flow. A road will compact soils and act like a dam.  

• The existing irrigation ditches are historic and are ideal method of recharging groundwater and 
providing habitat.  

• Concerns a bypass will eliminate agriculture and ranching livelihoods.  

• Concerns a bypass will impact the views from the Heber Creeper.  

• Design enhancements will make the bypass and the downtown more inviting.  

• All of these alternatives destroy my business, or destroy my property, or will remove value in some 
way.  

• Economic impacts to Main Street businesses and rerouting of tourism traffic were not considered.  
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Environmental Justice 
• UDOT has not evaluated environmental justice. UDOT needs to consider environmental justice 

when identifying final alternatives.  

Miscellaneous 
• Frustration with the pace of the environmental process and desire to have the bypass constructed 

soon to reduce existing traffic congestion.  

• NEPA regulations and court precedent prohibit the practice of segmenting a project for separate 
NEPA review if each action does not have independent utility. The interchange at SR-32 and US-40 
should be evaluated with this EIS.  

• It appears there are several groups who profess to represent a large section of the town but in many 
cases are funded by a very few who do not want to see a bypass road for any reason. They are only 
looking at ways to find fault with the process in order to try and delay for technical reasons.  

• A new road won’t help with the climate crisis 

• UDOT is not listening to residents. The alternatives should be chosen by residents.  

• Get the bypass done, this is taking too long.   

• Distrust in the process or how the alternatives have been identified.  

• Concern for cost or expense on taxpayers. Questions on who pays for the bypass and who pays for 
Main Street improvements.  

• Where is the study about the impact through Provo Canyon and on 800 North in Provo? 

• You have already ruined the Wasatch Front. Please don’t ruin the Wasatch Back.  

• The public and businesses on Main Street have not been able to provide enough input.  

• Do not expand the airport.  

• UDOT has ignored input from the Bureau of Reclamation 

• A jurisdictional change would increase development.  

• The general plan does not discuss a jurisdictional change.  

• UDOT has failed to address the need for robust arterial roads in the developments to be built on the 
east side of North Highway 40. These roads will relieve pressure on US-40.  

• Concerns for safety and a request for center median cables and guard rails on US-40 and US-189.  

• Request to enforce existing noise ordinances.  

• Is UDOT utilizing the land the county and city purchased for a bypass with tax money? 

• If US-189 is realigned, UDOT and the city could face lawsuits, injunctions, and possible criminal 
charges for being untruthful in the execution of their duties. Build the bypass, but do not realign US-
189. 
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• Build a bridge to connect east-west over Main Street to reduce travel times and decrease congestion 
in conjunction with a bypass.  

• SR-113 will need improvements if a bypass is built.  

• Concerns for the expansion of the airport.   

• This study is a waste of taxpayer money.  



November 2022 
Utah Department of Transportation 

Public Comments Received
A total of 441 Comments were received. This total number includes two petitions with multiple signatures. 
By type the project team received 71 public comments through email, 5 public comments through mail, 3 
public comments by phone, 1 public comment by text, and 359 public comments through the project 
website. Personal address and contact information were redacted. 
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My name is George Hansen. I am a 35 year resident of Midway, Utah; residing at . I 

wish to comment on the Heber Valley Bypass Corridor. Though my comments are offered as a private 

citizen, perhaps  short introduction  of my history with conservation might be appropriate. 

• From 1990 to 1997, led the successful effort to preserve Snake Creek Canyon above Midway, which

now contains 1000 acres of land protected under perpetual easement with Utah Open Lands .

• Founding Director of the Friends of Wasatch Mountain State Park.

• Led the committee to rebuild the Tate Barn at Soldier Hollow.

• Involved in Soldier Hollow since its concept phase in 1997. On Legacy Foundation Board for 12 years.

• Recipient of the Pfeifferhorn Award (1996); Utah’s highest award for environmental activism. (Also

recipient of the Governor’s Medal for Science and Technology, 2018)

• Organized and led the effort in 2000 that resulted in Pacificorp abandoning the planned Provo to

Park City power line directly through the  North Fields (similar to bypass proposal WB4) and align it

with US 40 (similar to WA1).

• Member of the Midway City Commission, 1998-2002. Co-author of the Sensitive Lands Ordinance.

• Member of the Wasatch County North Fields Preservation Committee, 2008-2010.

• Second signature on the petition for referendum vote to preserve the A-20 zoning of the North

Fields. (My wife was the first signature. This successful effort was organized by Tracy Taylor. The

referendum passed with a 75% to 25%  (3:1) margin.)

From the above  list, you can pretty much know where both my heart and head lie. And although I speak 

from no official position, I believe I speak from a decent position of history, culture and knowledge. 

Please follow the responsible example set by PacifiCorp 20 years ago. Please respect the overwhelming 

vote of  the citizenry and taxpayers of Wasatch County. Please respect those that not only voted for the 

referendum, but also subsequently for the open space bond to “put our tax money where our mouth is”. 

Obviously    WB4  can result in significant sprawl  and measurable degradations to air quality, water 

quality , public health and quality of life.  I need not elucidate these metrics here. 

Neither do I support  WB1, WB2, or WB3. They all present the dangerous sprawl probabilities that the 

once well intended 10th West Bypass in Logan led to in its current urban sprawl condition. 

WA1 is the correct choice. Please follow the example and lead of Pacificorp. Honor the wishes of both 

the voters and taxpayers of Wasatch County. Please do not  become the catalyst that unravels the 

desires and qualities that this  community has worked for generations  to preserve. 

Thank you for listening. Thank for your service. Thank you in advance for decisions which will lead us to 

grow responsibly.  If I can be of further assistance, I may be contacted at , or 

. 
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I am writing in opposition of options WB3 and WB4 proposed by UDOT taking the bypass 
road through the North Fields. 

These proposals have been sprung on the residents by UDOT without the proper due diligence. 
The proposals also don’t take into account the following: 

- It will destroy the vistas of the valley. The North Fields are the most prominent feature
of the valley.

- Adding the bypass road, does not follow the Heber Valley 2050 award winning general
plan and misrepresents the cities vision.

- Bypass options WB3 and WB4 impact much larger area of wetlands.
- Failure by UDOT to read and adhere to Heber City’s General Plan statement, and

instead, to respond, listen to, and promote the plan of a group of individuals, has
seriously damaged UDOT’s process and has unduly weighted the voices of potentially
self-interested parties

- UDOT has not included how retail and restaurants will be impacted by rerouting traffic
away from main street.

- Highway through the North Fields seriously jeopardizes the $10 million bond that was
passed by Wasatch County. That bond was largely planned to be used in the North
Fields for open space preservation.

- UDOT did not take into account the will of the people as stated and studied by
EnvisionHeber 2050. (#1 is Rural Nature of city)

- “Open Space & Rural Character (page 7) “Heber City draws a clear distinction between
what is city and what is country, maintaining a distinct city that is surrounded by open
land, valuable for its beauty, ecology and agricultural
function.

- “Heber City Vision”: (page 5) “Heber city is nestled in a green valley, brimming with
historic agricultural uses, the beautiful Provo River, and unmatched views of the
Wasatch Mountains. Our residents value this beautiful and unique setting and are
committed to preserving its character while growing and nurturing our city. Together,
we desire to: Preserve the beautiful open lands that surround us; . . . [W]e foster a
vibrant community and a quiet countryside – a place residents and visitors alike will
enjoy for generations to come.” [Emphases in the original

- Wasatch County’s vision statement says: We are dedicated to honoring & protecting the
heritage and rural character of our community, and are committed to creating a unique
sense of place…

The bypass road must be stopped and other options must be looked at to save the North 
Fields. 

Thank you,  
Angela C. Parkin 
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To: Utah Department of Transportation
Fr: Nancy Otoole- Midway City, Utah
RE: Heber Valley Corridor summary report

The Purpose of the NEPA scoping report is to uncover technical and environmental issues that bring
significant and negative impacts and consequences to each option being considered. It is intended to indicate
problems in each option that can result in its failure as a viable choice in the Heber Valley Corridor, otherwise
known as “the bypass.” UDOT began with 23 possible remedies to our overcrowded Main Street. In various
ways these have been scaled down to 5, all on the West side of town and impacting the North Fields.
The challenges to the desirability and sensibility of the options to be located on Heber’s West side are related
to the subjects of aquifer recharge and other water issues, municipal sewer property and legally protected
habitat that replaces similar areas lost to earlier, much larger projects such as the Jordanelle Dam and the
Provo River Corridor.
UDOT stated that all of the East side options failed due to technical issues and that none diverted enough
trucks off Main Street. We note that you did not connect Rt 189 from its junction with US 40 to the East side
options as you consistently did for all of the West Corridor iterations. That is odd, given that there is already a
significant road way from the Rt 189/ US 40 junction to Mill Road, the best existing East side option.
“The eighteen that failed because they were not reasonable and practicable, they did not support local or
regional mobility or Heber Vision for a historic downtown or impact to key resources were to great compared to
other similar alternatives.”
Mobility, the efficient movement of traffic across town on either side of Main Street, will be dependent upon the
design of the new route, the attractiveness or ease of use of the access points and how well trucks can move
on the alternative routes, not whether it is East or West of US 40.
Heber City’s Vision for our down town will not be damaged more by East or West options. What will aid or
injure our down town businesses and access to our town’s center is the availability of parking and how inviting
the north and south entrances to a bypass are. If the entrances from US 40 are right angle turns, and the
access from Rt 189 is a convoluted series of cow paths Main Street will remain crowded.
Impacts to key resources, we believe, refer to water issues, our ability to safely dispose of our sewer plant
solid waste, and the potential for wet land destruction both as part of the building process and as a result of
winter road salt use and industrial spills over the future decades.
I would like to the east side options failed on key resources and why the west side and north fields options are
seen as viable and even desirable.
The council on Environmental Quality Regulations and Guidance defines “reasonable alternatives” as those
that meet the project’s purpose and need and that are technically and economically feasible. This is
determined during the level one screening. There are three primary reasons why an alternative might be
determined to be “not reasonable” and thus eliminated from further consideration.
First: The alternative does not satisfy the purpose of the project, Second: an option is not practical or feasible
from a technical and or economic standpoint and and using common sense. Third: An alternative that is
duplicate of another and gives no other extra benefit to be considered.”
East Side options collect through traffic from US 40 east of town at Mill Road, roughly a mile east of the Rt 189
stop light. It would then carry traffic north out at the edge of the built up part of town, skirt our cemetery and join
US 40 somewhere west of 500 N, well beyond the Smiths complex of businesses. Traffic from Rt 189 comes
north through the existing light, moves east on 1200 south to Mill Rd, turns left onto the new bypass and avoids
Main Street completely. The opposite pattern carries traffic around Heber as it moves from the West to points
East and South to Provo. Everyone living East of Heber Main Street will naturally use this as a more direct,
less crowded route to where the vast majority of Heber City’s expansion is and will continue. For transport and
tanker drivers it is the easier route to rejoin US 40 and continue on their way.
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This reduction in traffic on Heber’s Main Street will not be achieved by any of the West side options. It will not
take the east side residents off Main Street and it may not lure the truckers away from downtown.
With respect to the second point above, practicality, economics and “common sense”, on the West side there
will have to be a new road pushed through the businesses between US 40 and the airport, southwest travel to
where ever the bypass turns North, issues with the Sewer District fields, maybe a bridge over the Heber Valley
Railroad. This will require a total new road build from US 40 around to Rt 113. North of Rt 113 begins the
impact upon wetlands, stream crossings, and the further North it is taken the more of this sensitive aquifer
recharge zone is affected. It can be done. It may or may not be more expensive than the Eastern options.
There is no clear option left to us now. At this point we must select the option that does the least harm to our
valley, to our water issues, and is the least interfering with the Provo River Corridor protections. Water
recharge, already down by nearly 30% from 20 years ago, must not be adversely impacted. What is left of our
valley’s wetlands and habitat can not be rebuilt somewhere else. It is here. It must remain here.
The Clean Water Act, section 404(b)(1) guidelines was used during two aspects of the screening process.

First, to eliminate options that were not practicable due to limitations of technology, logistic and high costs. The
second one was to potential impacts to wetlands. To achieve compliance with section 404(b)(1) UDOT the
alternative selected in the ROD must be the least environmentally damaging practicable alternative.
Below I have brought up many points and concerns I don’t think UDOT gave enough consideration to in the
preliminary evaluation and level one scoping.
In the initial Early Scoping Summary Report in November 2020, (530 pages) you initiated agency coordination
with the ACE, U.S. EPA, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Services and the Division of Wildlife Resources. We know of a
virtual meeting where UDOT representatives gave a short presentation. No city or county engineers or staff
participate in this Zoom meeting. Why did you not included local agencies that have expertise with this issue
and location? Why is there no experts to inform the public and municipalities of problems our representatives
have with each option. I read the minutes of all the supposed stakeholder meetings and no local agencies
attended. They will wait and participate during the EIS process.
Below are important points made by locals with expertise on specific issues, mostly through submitted letters.
• Crossing at grade: All west side options must cross the Heber Valley Rail Road. This will be an issue
because the trains move very slowly. This will stop traffic. Rail speed is 25 mph.
• Frequency of train scheduling and length of trains, number of cars, will continue to grow. In 2020 our Rail
Road sent 600 trains carrying 120,000 people across South Fields Road.
• The Heber Valley Railroad requests any future road/railroad crossings be separated, especially for a high
volume, high speed road way. This means Bridges. More than likely the road will have to go over the rail due to
insufficient track length or ROW for rail to go over the road. Visual impact will be significant for train guests.
They look forward to an unobstructed view.
• Our Railroad is frequently used for filming and brings revenue for RR and community.
• A nonmotorized use trail is being built within the Rail Road right of way, beginning at the Soldier Hollow
Chalet and ending at the Heber Valley Railroad depot. The current South Fields Road is speed limited to 35
MPH. As it stands, this trail crossing will be reasonably safe, with good visibility for both drivers and train
engineers. Any higher speed highway, used specifically by truck traffic, will need intentional engineering
measures to ensure safe crossing for trail users, unless the highway passes over the Rail Road and trail on
bridges.
• Line of sight needs to be 1 to 1.5 miles for RR engineers, especially with trail users in the ROW once the
Railroad trail is built.
• Wetland impacts will be an issue in any option passing through the North Fields. There are over 750 acres of
wetland, streams, riparian areas and wet meadows within the affected area. Building what amounts to a
massive dike upon which to construct the new Bypass will interrupt the surface and subsurface movement of
water. The result will be a reduced local aquifer recharge rate and loss of what are now wetlands all along the
“downstream” side of this road way. The lush meadows will dry out, just as many meadows that used to be
inadvertently watered by the old, quite porous irrigation ditch system that served the valley until it was replaced



with concrete canals and pipelines in 2000 dried up. As an example go and compare the north side of Rt 113
west of Heber with the south side of it. Except right around the creeks that flow under bridges or through
culverts, the land immediately south of what we call Midway Lane is now dry ground requiring irrigation.
• What is known as the Sewer Farm, the area our County Sewer Treatment facility sends it’s solid waste to,
was purchased with federal funds. It is not available, nor is it permitted to build anything within this property.
There are no plans to change the operation or location of the sewer fields.
• This Northwest quadrant around Heber City includes sensitive high value aquatic resources, springs which
are difficult to mitigate. They are not replaceable.
• This well-watered area is home to or is a stopover point for rare or endangered plants including
Ute-Ladies-Tresses and animals such as the Columbia spotted frog, northern Goshawk, yellow-billed cuckoo
and many other migratory birds. A solid, deep dike, needed to support the weight of a major highway, cuts the
subsurface flow of water and will result in less recharge and a drying out of the area adjacent to the highway.
• A letter from Utah Reclamation Mitigation & Conservation Commission dated June 2, 2020 stated “they and
BOR oversee 1,500 acres of land in Wasatch County adjacent to the Provo River between Jordanelle and Deer
Creek Reservoir. This property is known as the Provo River Restoration Project. The land was acquired, and
the Provo River restored through this corridor as partial mitigation for fish and wildlife impacts from the Central
Utah Project.” Our valley has seen the results of a complete sealing of irrigation water into concrete or clay
canals and pipelines. Every time we dike, pipe or otherwise disrupt and impede the flow of surface water
across our valley floor we reduce our aquifer’s recharge ability. In this time of ever increasing water scarcity
anything that limits our valley’s ability to replenish its subsurface water must be counted as a critical issue and
weighted heavily to the negative.

• The Reclamation Commission also stated “of particular concern are direct impacts to wildlife and water
quality. Impacts from motorized transportation can extend beyond 0.5 miles from roads. Stormwater and
associated runoff from the future highway may pose water quality concerns to the Provo River and surrounding
watershed. The antifreeze, oil, salt and fuels that will be dribbled onto any West side by pass will swiftly get into
the wetlands adjacent to the roadways.

• In the final Environmental Impact Statement for the Provo River Restoration it tells us “…purposes are
habitat restoration, biodiversity, and fish and wildlife conservation. The public areas along the Provo River
between the two reservoirs will be managed under baseline conditions as a natural resource area, with primary
recreational uses consisting of angling and other low impact pursuits.”

• The U.S. EPA letter states if the West Corridor is selected as the final option new road construction has the
potential to impact the hydrology, water quality and wildlife habitat of the creek and other resources.
Completely identifying sensitive areas in the project zone and accurately defining them is necessary for best
possible selection among the many possibilities.

• Main Street afternoon peak traffic use by vehicle type reports 92% of traffic is private vehicles, pickups, vans,
cars and motorcycles. This means largely local traffic. Most of the development is on the East side of Main
Street. Therefore, most local traffic will still be using Main Street to turn East. This negates much of the hoped
for reduction in traffic. We note that there are currently 5 stop lights that will be missed as a result of a West
side alternative routing. On UDOT’s maps there will need to be at least 6 full stops including one for the train
and it’s nonmotorized trail companion on a West side bypass. These are not shown as such on the chart, but
must be included for citizen safety.

• At a Stakeholders meeting in August 2020, in the preliminary traffic information it is stated that most of the
vehicle trips that pass through Main Street and Center Street are internal to Heber City and the valley (50%).
At present about 30% of the traffic is just passing through the valley. This is expected to drop to 25% by 2050.



When the Basin oil and gas rail road removes the tanker traffic from US 40 we will see a significant reduction in
heavy truck traffic passing through Heber. Truth be told, we do not want to see a major reduction in “Pass
Through” traffic of a vacationing family sort. And if we open up access to the eastern side of the valley via an
East Side bypass we will remove far more ‘local’ vehicles from Main Street than a West side bypass ever will.

To me, the decision to have all of the final options West of Main Street and through the North Fields brought
the Department of Transportation Act of 1966 Section 4 (f) into play. When you have five choices and they are
all environmentally damaging it is not reasonable to pick the least disastrous out of the five and call it a good
choice.
Here are the concerns I felt were not recognized in the preliminary and level one scooping procedures other
than the stockholders comments.
The Heber Valley aquifer (HVA) is defined as Class 1A aquifer. This means its considered pristine and has met
the drinking water standards. HVA consists of both alluvial fill and bedrock that has a well-connected fracture
network and little separation between alluvial and bedrock units.
The total recharge of the aquifer from precipitation, infiltration, mountain front, unconsumed irrigation water

and subsurface inflow from consolidated rocks is 78,639 acre-ft/year. Discharge from the aquifer which
includes, evapotranspiration, seeps and surface water, wells and subsurface outflow to consolidated rock is
101,256 ace-ft/year. This indicates a deficit of 22,617 acre-ft/year. This confirms the results from testing of
ground water wells by USGS. Eleven out of twenty two wells indicate that water levels in the aquifer are in a
significant downward trend. The groundwater travel time through the aquifer can range as high as 24 feet per
day and as low as 3 feet per day. Based on the information complied for the groundwater transient time for
groundwater to cycle through the aquifer based on estimated flow velocity is 30 to 40 years. Flow generally
runs north to south and the North Fields acts like a huge sponge, enhancing the slow filtration of surface water
into deeper ground water and the aquifer. This allows for pollutants to remain close to the surface and not enter
the aquifer. A freeway with so much impervious surface area changes subsurface water motion. It speeds up
water flows during a storm event. It adds motor vehicle related pollutants and road salt to the waterscape. It
slows the general flow due to the dike affect of the highway base compaction, allowing pollutants to enter the
aquifer at a much faster rate. What is now clean drinking water, or pure irrigation water, will certainly be
adversely affected by limiting the flow of surface and subsurface water and by the inevitable contaminants that
will come off the new road.
The State of Utah code specifies that a pristine aquifer that maintains drinking water quality should be
protected as such. “Class 1A groundwater will be protected to the maximum extent feasible from degradation
due to facilities that discharge to ground water.7” I worry about where all the stormwater from the roads going
to be diverted to? Will it all be piped into our sewer treatment plant? And how do you replace all that rain and
snowmelt that should be working its way into the aquifer as it is now?
My concern is for groundwater contamination of our aquifer. For clarification, surface water includes any
freshwater that is sent into wetlands, stream systems and lakes. Groundwater moves underground slowly from
rainfall and snow melt and seeps into an aquifer of consolidated or unconsolidated rock.
Wasatch County Health Department ( WCHD) had an updated groundwater study done on septic systems in
Wasatch County in 2020. Testing was done around septic systems and USGS wells to test the HVA for water
quality standards and specific contaminants (metals). I will only report on the testing of the aquifer but note that
there is a direct correlation from testing septic systems and groundwater aquifer testing from USGS wells.
Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) - Identified statistically significant upward trends in TDS in four wells consistently

sampled for the aquifer as a whole.
Nitrate- (N) Identified statistically significant upward trends in nitrate in three wells consistently tested by
USGS wells. This can be from run-off from a stormwater event or agricultural practices.
Phosphorus- (P) or Total Phosphorus (TP) Allowable for rivers and streams is 0.05 mg/L or Parts per million
(PPM). The average measure value of total phosphorus in the HVA is 0.06 mg/L. Slightly above the allowable.



Chloride – (Cl) Most common source of Chloride is from road salt. Average Cl concentrations for the HVA is 29
mg/L, well below the EPA standards but with an upward trend in Chloride in six wells consistently sampled by
USGS for the aquifer as a whole
Summary of water quality for the HVA is mixed. It still meets the standards for a Class 1A aquifer but
statistically significant upward trends were found for TDS, nitrate, phosphorus and chloride.
Last but not least is the soil profile of the North and South Field area. An article in the Wasatch Wave in 2000
summed up the soils in the area by saying “the hydric soils of the north fields provide severe limitations to
development with potentials for shrink and swell, high seasonal water tables, low to moderate bearing strength,
and slow permeability.”
Kovich soil series are poorly drained soils with a shallow water table. Substrate extends up to 60 inches and
water capacity is 7 to 8 inches deep. Water table depth is 20 to 40 inches. Soils you find on a flood plains. Not
good for road building.
Crooked Creek soil series are also poorly drained soils, with clay, loam mix and very slow permeability. The
substrate can extend to 70 inches or more. This soil is mainly in seeps areas on alluvial fans with a shallow
water table. Poor road fill, potential for high shrink and swell and moderate bearing strength. No good for
roads.
The challenges to building a freeway in the south and north fields can be overcome. Engineering has come a
long way. We can dry up wetlands and divert stormwater away from the recharge area left in the fields after
construction. We can mitigate environmental impacts. They will be significant. Water Rights from the Morse
Decree ( Provo River decree) of 1921 are complicated. This decree dictates water rights from the Provo River.
It took many years in the courts to settle all the claims for water and how much each stakeholder had. Any
Bypass route that is on the West side of Heber will have water rights/ownership issues to deal with. Water
rights will have to be addressed in the EIS if this moves forward.
What is the point at which cost, technical difficulties, mitigation and water rights becomes too much to
overcome? At what point does it become unjustifiable? At what point does hammering a roadway through
become an unsupportable option? By the time this freeway is built the cost will be close to a billion dollars. Our
aquifer will be greatly impacted and our beloved north fields will be forever changed. All this to save six
minutes of travel time from River Road/Highway 40 to the intersection of Rt 189 is just too high a cost. Let’s
use the money for bus services, trails from the east side of Heber to downtown. Buy properties adjacent to
Main Street and provide parking for local business customers. Promote electric bike rentals. If we make 1st
West and 1st East attractive to local traffic and engineer safe exits and entrances to main street we reduce the
load on Main Street itself. The Basin Railroad has just been given the green light from the forest service to
build a railroad and will transport oil and gas by railcar, eliminating most big tanker trucks. The County and City
can partner with Summit and Utah Counties to partner with us to bring public buses into the picture. All of these
things will aid in managing traffic. All of these must be included in the conversation before we plow forward with
this latest options to choose from.

Respectfully Submitted,
Nancy O’Toole
Midway City, Ut



Heber Valley Corridor EIS Submission of Mark Wilson, President of North Field Irrigation 
Company  

I have lived all of my life on a farm at the north end of Heber Valley.  The Provo River runs 
through the middle of it.  As President of the North Field Irrigation company for the past 40 
years plus, I have personally witnessed the water flows in the North Fields.   

Before the construction of Jordanelle Dam, usually in July, when the flow was lower than the 
decreed water right in the river ditch, a tight dam in the Provo River was placed below the 
upper Midway bridge.  This sent all the flow down the river ditch which irrigated the eastern 
part of the Midway Irrigation Company.   

There was an access road down the east side of the river and you could actually see water from 
the North Fields’ side running back into the riverbed from groundwater. Gradually, as you went 
down the river it increased in flow to supply us with a flow and for our neighbors and the Island 
Ditch .  All this occurred above the confluence of Spring Creek and the Provo River.   

This means that even though the surface water runs south in the North Fields, a significant 
amount of the subsurface water runs west at an even flow back into the Provo River.  

This is supported by at least three studies.  One is done by Randy Ray Goetz for his masters 
thesis in Watershed Science at Utah State University in 2008: “A Post-Project Assessment of the 
Provo River Restoration Project: Channel Design, Reconfiguration, and the Re-Establishment of 
Critical Physical Processes.”.  Another is the “Final Environmental Impact Statement on the 
Provo River Restoration Project” by the Utah Reclamation Mitigation and Conservation 
Commission and U.S Department of the Interior published in December 1997. And a third is by 
the USGS (below). 

These three documents demonstrate and describe the return flow of water from the North 
Fields to recharge the Provo River that I earlier had witnessed with my own eyes. 

The Goetz study [https://digitalcommons.usu.edu/etd/45/] used a fluorescent dye to measure 
the amount of water entering the Provo River from regional groundwater.  He quantified the 
amount at 1 cubic meter per 650 meters of river length.  This amount was the same at any 
point that he measured along the Provo River through the North Fields down to the confluence 
of Spring Creek. This is a lot of groundwater going back into the river.] 

The Goetz study states: 

“All study reaches gain ground water discharge on the order of 1 cubic meter/sec over a typical 
reach length (approximately 650 meter).” Page 80 

“No significant in flow or outflow points occurred in the study reaches, though all reaches 
gained about 1 cubic meter/second of ground water discharge.” Page 90 
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“One naturally imposed limitation is the regional ground water regime [Woessner, 2000]. The 
Provo River gains on the order of 1 m3/s of flow per 650 m of channel length. The 
prevalent ground water gradient toward the stream could limit hyporheic flow from 
extending laterally any significant distance into the adjacent floodplain.”  Page 110 

On page 111 Mr. Goetz discusses “anthropogenic” effects and how compaction and clogging of 
subsurface soils by heavy machinery in construction of the PRRP may affect groundwater 
exchanges in his study. 

The Mitigation Commission study states: [https://contentdm.lib.byu.edu/digital/collection 

/WesternWatersProject/id/8083] 

 “Approximately 1.5 million acre-feet of water is stored in the Heber Valley ground water basin. 
The amount does not vary greatly over the 40-year period of hydrologic records.” (Utah Division 
of Water Resources 1991.” [page 166, 3-10, paragraph 3.2.5.2.   

T]he groundwater discharged from the basin (which includes groundwater return flow to
surface water) is an important source of water for Deer Creek Reservoir and water users
downstream of the reservoir.  The basin serves an important water supply function by helping
regulate surface water stream flows and irrigation water that is applied in Heber Valley.”
Paragraph 3.2.5.2

 “Water that enters the basin as groundwater recharge takes from a few months to several 
years to leave the basin as groundwater discharge, depending on where the irrigation water is 
applied.  This delay allows some water that would otherwise not be available to water users 
below Deer Creek Reservoir to be available because it enters the basin during spring and early 
summer and returns to the river at Deer Creek Reservoir during late summer and fall.  The 
benefits of Heber Valley diversions and the basin’s regulation of surface flows is recognized by 
the senior water right holders downstream of Deer Creek Reservoir in Utah County.  The Morse 
Decree (Morse Decree, 1921 [sic]), improves the water supply of downstream water users by 
using Heber Valley groundwater storage to delay the return flows to downstream water users.” 
Paragraph 3.2.5.2. [Underlined emphasis is mine] 

“Groundwater Recharge and Discharge.  Total average annual groundwater recharge and 
discharge closely match each other, but seasonal and monthly recharge and discharge are not 
similar.  Sixty percent of the annual groundwater recharge occurs during the irrigation season in 
May, June, July.  Groundwater discharge follows a different pattern, with peak discharge during 
July, August and September.” Paragraph 3.2.5.1, Bold in the original. 

“Provo River Below Island Ditch Diversion. Provo River flows below the Island Ditch Diversion 
represent the flows in the river immediately above the point of inflow from Spring Creek (see 
Map 3-2).  Groundwater return flows above this location are usually equal to or greater than the 
diversions from the Island Ditch Irrigation Company.” Paragraph 3.2.5.1.5, Bold in the original. 



 
“Provo River Inflow to Deer Creek Reservoir.  Provo River inflow at the inlet to Deer Creek 
Reservoir includes the inflow to the river from Spring Creek and Snake Creek (see Map 3-2).  It 
also includes all of the remaining return flow from the groundwater basin that returns directly 
to the river.” Paragraph 3.2.5.1.6, Bold in the original. 
 
“The groundwater flows mainly in a south and west direction toward Deer Creek Reservoir on 
the east side of the Provo River, except for the area near Heber City where groundwater flows 
toward the northeast to Spring Creek.” Paragraph 3.2.5.2.2 
 
 “Groundwater is in contact with the surface many places in the valley – most predominantly in 
the North Fields [sic] Irrigation Company.  Wetlands, springs, and seeps occur at locations such 
as these.  Seasonal groundwater levels fluctuate from 5 to 15 feet and up to 30 feet from year to 
year. . . The groundwater levels are highly dependent on irrigation recharge and thus fluctuate 
in response to irrigation.” Paragraph 3.2.5.2.2 

The USGS study, “HYDROLOGY OF HEBER AND ROUND VALLEYS, WASATCH COUNTY, UTAH, 
WITH EMPHASIS ON SIMULATICN OF GROUND-WATER FLOW IN HEBER VALLEY By D. Michael 
Roark et al.” (1991), https://waterrights.utah.gov/docSys/v920/y920/y9200009.pdf, states: 

  “Ground-Water Movement .  .  . Movement of ground water in the unconsolidated valley-fill 
deposits in Heber Valley generally is toward the Provo River and Deer Creek Reservoir at an 
average hydraulic gradient of about 50 feet per mile.” Page 22 

“Discharge Discharge from the unconsolidated Valley-fill deposits in Heber Valley is from 
evapotranspiration, leakage to Deer Creek Reservoir, seepage to the Provo River, springs and 
seeps, and wells. Discharge from the unconsolidated valley-fill deposits was estimated by Baker 
(1970, p. 27) to be about 119 cubic feet per second; 15.2 from evapotranspiration, 64.9 from 
leakage to Deer Creek Reservoir, 15.2 from seepage to the Provo River, and 23.5 from 
subsurface outflow.”   Page 23 

“Seepage to Provo River “Baker (1970, p. 12) reported discharge by seepage to the Provo River 
of 15.2 cubic feet per second. More detailed seepage studies conducted n the summer of 1988 
indicated gains of 18 cubic feet per second in the river between streamflow measurement site 
(D-3-4)24cdd-2W (pl. 1) and u.s. Bureau of Reclamation gage 1008, near the confluence with 
Deer Creek Reservoir.”  Page 24 

I also urge UDOT to get a copy of a 2020 study by Wasatch County “Characterization of 
Groundwater Quality in Wasatch County, Utah, with Recommendations for Septic System 
Development Regulations” confirms the same properties of the North Fields basin and 
groundwater described above. This study has led Wasatch County to designate the North Fields 
as highly sensitive to groundwater contamination and septic tank density is restricted and 
carefully monitored. 



It is important for UDOT to note from the above sources that development and sprinkling both 
decrease the recharge of the Provo River System.  That is why agriculture preservation and the 
flood irrigation system of the North Fields by North Field Irrigation Company is so important. 

Maintaining the high water table in the North Fields is very important.  If the static level goes 
below a certain point, the water directed on the field will sink within a few feet.  This is a result 
of the soil being so porous.    

I am afraid that the compaction of the new highway through the North Fields would alter the 
subsurface flows back in the Provo River.  This would lower the water table west of the 
proposed highway.   

There are thirteen streams in the North Fields.  Five in Rock Creek Ditch, one in the McDonald 
Ditch, and the remaining from springs.   

Depending on where exactly the highway is placed it could have a drying, negative impact on 
[properties to the west of the highway.  Similarly, lands to the east could become wetter.] I 
have asked, if this happens, how they could mitigate for it and they said it would be very 
difficult.   

Finally, the highway would have highly negative effects on the ditches of the North Field 
Irrigation Company.  

These historic ditches meander through the North Fields (rather than following a straight line). 
They were created this way by early settlers.  In fact, the North Field Irrigation company dates 
to the 19th century.  Early settlers of this area dug these ditches and their meandering may 
reflect the limited means they had to construct them, likely using topological features and soil 
conditions to guide them.  In any event they now provide an ideal method of recharging 
groundwater and providing habitat. 

A note in a local history shows the North Field Irrigation Company keeping minutes as early as 
1889.  This history describes, “Heber Giles who was watermaster for the North Field Irrigation 
Company in 1890 received twenty-five cents an hour while working in water and twenty cents 
an hour working out of water.”  [A History of Wasatch County, 1859-1899.  Leslie Shupe Raty.  
1954. Page 78] This description is certainly consistent with the high water table of the North 
Fields.   

The meandering nature of North Field Irrigation Company ditches not only functions in 
irrigation and recharging of the Heber Valley groundwater, it provides a large amount of habitat 
for plants, trout, amphibians, birds and mammals. 

A 4-lane highway through the North Fields will drastically disrupt the historic roles the North 
Field Irrigation Company has played for over 133 years in maintaining North Fields farming by 



irrigation, recharging Heber Valley ‘s groundwater as described above, and providing habitat to 
wildlife. 
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David and Ann George  July 19, 2022 

Heber City, UT 84032 

Dear UDOT,  

Ref: Comments on Deficiencies in the UDOT EIS for the Heber Valley Bypass Road 

This letter is in two parts, 1. Comments on deficiencies in the EIS process and findings and 2., Comments 
specific to my home and the proposed Bypass Road.   

Comments on Deficiencies in the EIS Process and Findings 

1. The opening statement in the EIS and associated presentation documents misinterprets the primary
goal of the Envision Heber 2050.   That Vision has as its primary value the preservation of the
agricultural ‘open land’ character of the Heber Valley.  It did refer to achieving a friendly town
feeling but it did not make a walkable and visitor accessible Main Street a primary goal.

The reality is Heber City has only a few fading legacy buildings on Main Street, four to be exact.
Main Street is a collection of auto and recreational vehicle dealerships, auto parts stores, fast food
restaurants and assorted buildings in various states of disuse.    These are the legacy of poor
planning on the part of Heber City, but it is too late and probably impossible to transform Main
Street into a walkable/bikeable tourist friendly space.

The EIS should have challenged this as a primary assumption.   This is particularly egregious when
considering the North Fields as a bypass route.  That selection is clearly opposite of the view of the
public.

Further to the failure of Heber City planning, the City Council some years ago had directed a study to
change Main Street into a walkable, accessible commercial and residential model.   The radical
design was roundly rejected by the Council, as It should have been, but the same concepts are seen
emerging in the EIS basis.   This seems to be a failing in Heber City planning, they are out of control
and appear to be trying to influence UDOT in a totally inappropriate manner.

2. Heber City and Wasatch County have failed miserably in development of streets and traffic flow that
support the continuing growth.    The EIS makes a vague reference that it assumes the street
improvements will be accomplished, but there is no evidence that a practical plan has been
advanced by Heber City and Wasatch County.    UDOT must have sufficient experience to know that
a lot of the heavy but brief traffic congestion can be addressed by surface street improvements.    To
accept the very deficient plans by local government as a base is simply wrong.

UDOT and the local governments should identify an outside engineering company that can evaluate
Heber’s traffic needs and formulate a practical plan that does not include the Bypass Road.  This
should be the do-nothing base case.
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The traffic studies used in the UDOT modeling are clearly out of date.   I recall it was from around 
2010 but it needs to be re-done post-Covid with collection of data that will support optimization of 
the local roads and access…the do-nothing case.   The flow from the east side needs to be 
addressed.   

Some simple suggestions include optimizing Southfield Road, accepting that Midway Lane is already 
being used as Bypass and optimize this route, finally getting the developments east of the city, in 
particular Red Ledges, to commit to and complete the development of feeder streets in their 
growing developments.     

It is my casual view that the dramatic change in working habits, working remotely, has had a large 
impact on traffic.   While UDOT does not possess a crystal ball, they should at least perform some 
scoping calculations to evaluate what if the traffic from current and new developments is, say 70% 
of the assumed traffic.     

3. The minimal environmental impacts claimed for the Bypass Road are weak given the diversity of
wildlife, particularly birds, in the North and South Fields area.   Currently these areas are relatively
dry, but old-timers tell of wet periods, years, when the land was very wet and surface water
impeded agricultural operations.    A few percolation tests in the current drought are not sufficient
to define the hydrological characteristics of the two Fields.

Some of the Bypass appears to be close to the Provo River and thus run counter to the Federal
Provo River Mitigation Project and Corridor restoration zone conditions.  This deficiency needs to be
addressed.

4. UDOT has apparently ignored the several referendums regarding zoning changes and development
in the North and South Fields.  These referendums overwhelmingly confirmed that development in
these areas was to be very limited.   Certainly, the referendums would have returned similar
objections to a de-facto freeway cut through both Fields.

5. The Uinta Railroad was just approved by the Federal Government and will have an impact on oil
truck traffic down Highway 40.   Whether this results in a net decrease in truck traffic is not known,
but the EIS did not address this project even though it has been in planning for some time.

6. Another flaw in the analysis is the unchallenged claim that lower transit time is some almost perfect
goal.   I find the focus on transit times is simply a comfortable way for engineers to express traffic
impacts, but with no real meaning for commuters.    A few minutes delay from the infrequent
congestion on Main Street is small in comparison the commute time for most to the Salt Lake or
Utah Valleys.

7. The study fails to consider the impact of the Bypass Road and increased traffic on Provo and Orem.
It is not ethical to fail to consider these impacts by simply excluding them from the study scope
without even a comment.   It is naïve to think that truck traffic, and I’m not referring to oil transport,
will route through Heber to get to Utah Valley and the I-15 corridor.    A proper traffic study over a
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year or two period would probably quantify the potential additional traffic, which must be 
happening now with nearly $6.00 per gallon diesel fuel, making every mile cut from a journey count.   

 
8. The routing has changed significantly since earlier routes were proposed.  Why were these changes 

made and who was advocating these?   Why was the bypass South of Midway Lane moved to the 
west through currently open fields instead of just west of Southfield Road, where it had been 
proposed for years?   Perhaps I missed the part on how this change was made, but I suspect was in 
collaboration with Heber City and County Planning plus input from many developers.    As an 
adjacent landowner I wrote about these issues but was never contacted about my views.     
 
The revised routes were never submitted to the public for comment.  It appears this was done in 
some ‘back room’.   Given the many referendums on the North and South Fields confirming their 
value to the public, there was no justification in keeping the routes confidential until the end.   This 
would appear to be a violation of a normal process, something I hope someone with a legal 
background can delve into.   

 

A few comments specific to my property.   
 
Again, I am surprised how a bad idea has gotten even worse.   We live in the epicenter of the proposed 
West Bypass Road on a lovely piece of agricultural land.   Earlier designs had the bypass road to our east, 
which is fraught with problems but probably livable.    We now learn the proposed freeway has moved 
to the West, probably immediately on our property line or even on our property.  The upcoming surveys 
will probably shed some light on this.   Of course, we have not been contacted at all, even though we 
must be one of the most impacted homeowners.    This is hardly the sort of public engagement that I 
expected.    
 
The intrusive freeway must be viewed in the context of other unfortunate decisions by local 
government.   
 
Heber City and Heber Light and Power, Rocky Mountain Power, and others on the HPL board made 
unfortunate decisions to locate a large electrical substation just to the south of our property.   This 
resulted in large and obscene steel power lines on our south and east.   The property for the substation 
was sold by a member of a locally influential family, who conveniently also own the company who are 
building the power lines and substation.     They also, I’m told, own the land to the west of the 
substation, probably no longer good development potential due to the substation but maybe they 
envision selling it for the bypass road.    
 
How is this related to the proposed Western Bypass?   The new bypass cuts through wonderful open hay 
fields which will, over time, be sites for a very few new homes…homes with substantial green lands in 
keeping with the agricultural history of the valley and the Envision Heber 2050 goals.   Moving the 
bypass to the west was not explained in any detail in the draft documents…why?    I will offer a view.    
 

1. The local governments, Wasatch County and Heber City, probably have plans to expand the 
Wasatch Sports complex to the West.  They already own land to the West of Southfield Road.    
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2. The bypass easement around 650 South and near to my properties eastern boundary was
improperly defined…it was too narrow for the increased UDOT road design, and they missed my
actual property boundary by some 20 to 30 ft.   This error was entirely due to negligence on the
part of Heber City Planning.   The owner of the land to the east and developers covet the
remaining land up to Southfield Road and moving the Bypass Road to the west allows them to
develop more property.

3. The local family, as mentioned earlier, own property to the west of the substation.   This land,
zoned R20 I believe, is probably not attractive due to their sale of the land that is now the
adjacent substation.    Sale for a Bypass Road would monetize their land but violate the intent of
the current zoning.

4. Over the last decade and with a clear idea that they wanted a Bypass Road, Heber City and
Wasatch County failed to procure the additional land immediately west of Southfield Road, land
that was until this spring, undeveloped.    This sporadic planning seems to be a characteristic of
our local governments.

My property will be very significantly degraded in value if the bypass is built.   I’m not sure how 
compensation will be calculated but a realistic valuation of the property is likely to be contentious.   
Cutting my property in pieces is not an option, the intrinsic value is in the open location.   The noise and 
proximity of a major freeway is simply unacceptable.   

Stop this project and focus on dispersal of traffic onto local roads.   Work on improving mass transit. 
Accept Heber City’s Main Street for what it is, a commercial thoroughfare.   Preserve our North and 
South Fields. 

Attached are some comments from Ann George that summarize well the issues and deficiencies. 

Kind regards, 

 Ann M. George 

David and Ann George 

cc:   Mayor Heidi Franco 
   Friends of Heber Valley attn:  Christi Judd 
   Wasatch County Commission  
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Heber Valley Bypass Road  

Comments on EIS from Ann George 

• It seems wrong to build a road through wetlands and environmentally
sensitive areas, as well as fertile farmland and pastoral scenery to bypass
approximately 20 city blocks.  This would be from 800 North to 1200
South.

• This will evidently cost about $200,000,000.00
• The building of this road will directly contradict the wishes of the citizens.

ENVISON HEBER 2050 makes it quite clear in number of places that
“Heber City draws a clear distinction between what is city and what is
country, maintaining a distinct city that is surrounded by OPEN LAND,
VALUABLE FOR ITS BEAUTY, ECOLOGY, AND AGRICULTURAL  FUNCTION.”
Further, “Heber City is nestled in a green valley, brimming with historical
agricultural uses, the beautiful Provo River, and unmatched views of the
Wasatch Mountains. Our residents value this beautiful and unique setting
and are committed to PRESERVING ITS CHARACTER WHILE GROWING
AND NURTURING OUR CITY. TOGETHER, WE DESIRE TO PRESERVE THE
BEAUTIFUL AND OPEN LANDS, etc.”

• The North Fields have historically been too wet to build much in.  Perc
tests done in the drought will not necessarily reflect the true extent of
groundwater in the future.

• The assumption made by UDOT is that the city of Heber desires to make
the city into a “walkable “one, with buildings built out to the street and
parking available behind or to the side of businesses.  This idea is taken
practically verbatim from an earlier study, which was roundly criticized
and excoriated by the people attending the meetings. It was subsequently
voted out by the city.

• The idea that Heber will become attractive to walk in is far-fetched at
best.  There are about three blocks on either side of Main Street that are
historically interesting.  The rest of Main is full of car dealerships, fast
food, and other uninteresting venues.

• Heber is not built like Park City, or even like Midway.  It is a highway, it is
wide and cannot be made narrower without rebuilding the entire thing,
and not really a place to walk for enjoyment.
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• For locals, the problem is usually getting onto Main Street or getting
across it.  It seems the city has willfully limited the use of traffic lights and
turn signals in order to make the case for this new road.

• In all the information there isn’t a reference to the new rail spur being
built which could spell the end of the oil truck traffic through Heber.

• In any case, the percentage of road use by oil truck traffic is some 4+%,
which doesn’t seem to warrant a whole road system to bypass Heber.

• Judicious use of traffic signals and clear suggestions to use another route
within the city could go a long way to mitigating traffic woes in Heber.



COMMENTS SUBMITTED TO THE UTAH DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORATION 
REGARDING THE DRAFT ALTERNATIVES DEVELOPMENT AND SCREENING 

REPORT, DATED JUNE 7, 2022 

JULY 21, 2022 

Introduction – Landowner/Rancher In Heber Valley, UT 

I am a member of a third-generation farming and ranching family who live in Heber Valley. I 
believe that the proposed Heber Valley Corridor Project (the “Project”), as currently described in 
the “Draft Alternatives Development and Screening Report,” dated June 7, 2022, threatens the 
quality of life in our community, poses significant environmental damage, and has not 
adequately been researched and planned to best increase the mobility of traffic for the Heber 
Valley. I believe that the Utah Department of Transportation (“UDOT”) needs to conduct a more 
robust screening analysis of the Project prior to any farther action taking place as the initial 
UDOT planning has significant flaws. The highlights include: 

1) Flawed Screening of Alternatives. The proposed solutions by UDOT assumes Heber Valley
congestion on Main Street can be solved by bypassing downtown Heber altogether. The 
Heber City congestion appears to be caused more by feeder roads from the East of valley to 
include 2400 South, 1200 South, 500 North, Center Street, and the Daniel area. The 
Northfields Project do not address a viable solution for any of these feeder roads through the 
city center. 

2) Flawed Public Notice and Comment. The decision and current design criteria appear to be
influenced by a small number of individuals who are interested in pushing traffic to the west 
of Heber City to the detriment of the North Fields area with little regard for alternative 
options. 

3) Flawed Purpose and Need. The Project does not support the stated vision of Heber Valley
as an open space area that provides a sense of rural living. Additionally, the Project disrupts 
the VITAL livestock corridor utilized daily by our family and other Ranching operations. 
Additionally, the current Project will cut through vital infrastructure in the South Field area 
that is currently utilized by the Heber Valley Special Services District as effluent for the 
valley’s wastewater treatment facility. Currently, this is a very well-designed system that 
would have to been researched as to the feasibility and cost of treating the water at a higher 
level to return the outflow into the Provo River drainage. Furthermore, the railway between 
the Uintah Basin and Helper area is eminent helping alleviate the tanker traffic from the area 
to Salt Lake City. 

Potential options for an alternate solution that does not destroy one of the central aspects of 
Heber Valley: 

A) Bypass alternates that divert traffic from the East of Heber Valley to the North of
Main Street. Utilize the current requirements imposed on the Red Ledges Development 
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and city of Heber for a North-East feeder from the rapidly growing East portion of Heber 
Valley bypassing downtown Heber City. 

B) Utilized a one-way bypass system through Heber City. Create a one-way system
running North-South through Heber City by using First East and First West. This will 
catch all of the feeder traffic from the most congested portions of the Heber Valley who 
may never utilize the Project as currently designed. 

In summary, I respectfully request that UDOT undertake a more rigorous approach to identify an 
appropriate purpose and need for the Project. Currently the Project interferes and destroys the 
incredible resource of the Northfields. An area that currently requires a 20 acre parcel or a lot of 
record to ascertain a building permit, ensuring this resource is not destroyed. 

Thank you for your consideration in this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Julio Rodriguez 



COMMENTS SUBMITTED TO THE UTAH DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORATION 

REGARDING THE DRAFT ALTERNATIVES DEVELOPMENT AND SCREENING 

REPORT, DATED JUNE 7, 2022 

JULY 21, 2022 

Introduction – Landowner/Rancher in Heber Valley, UT 

I am a member of a third-generation farming and ranching family who reside in Heber Valley. I 

believe that the proposed Heber Valley Corridor Project (the “Project”), as currently described in 

the “Draft Alternatives Development and Screening Report,” dated June 7, 2022, threatens the 

quality of life in our community, poses significant environmental damage, and has not been 

adequately researched and planned to best increase the mobility of traffic in the Heber Valley. I 

believe that the Utah Department of Transportation (“UDOT”) needs to conduct a more robust 

screening analysis of the Project prior to any further action taking place as the initial UDOT plan 

has significant flaws. These include: 

1) Flawed Screening of Alternatives. The proposed solutions by UDOT assumes Heber Valley

congestion on Main Street can be solved by bypassing downtown Heber altogether. The

Heber City congestion appears to be caused more by feeder roads from the East of the valley

to include 2400 South, 1200 South, 500 North, Center Street, and the Daniel area. The

Northfields Project does not address a viable solution for any of these feeder roads through

the city center.

2) Flawed Public Notice and Comment. The decision, and current design criteria, appear to be

influenced by a small number of individuals who are interested in pushing traffic to the west

of Heber City to the detriment of the North Fields area with little regard for alternative

options.

3) Flawed Purpose and Need. The Project does not support the stated vision of Heber Valley

as an open space area that provides a sense of rural living. Additionally, the Project disrupts

the VITAL livestock corridor utilized daily by our family and other ranching operations.

Additionally, the current Project will cut through vital infrastructure in the South Field area

that is currently utilized by the Heber Valley Special Services District as effluent for the

valley’s wastewater treatment facility. Currently, this is a very well-designed system that

would have to be researched as to the feasibility and cost of treating the water at a higher

level to return the outflow into the Provo River drainage. Furthermore, the railway between

the Uintah Basin and Helper area is imminent and will help alleviate the tanker traffic from

the area to Salt Lake City.

Potential options for an alternate solution that does not destroy one of the central aspects of 

Heber Valley: 

A) Bypass alternates that divert traffic from the East of Heber Valley to the North of

Main Street. Utilize the current requirements imposed on the Red Ledges Development
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and city of Heber for a North-East feeder from the rapidly growing East portion of Heber 

Valley bypassing downtown Heber City. 

B) Utilize a one-way bypass system through Heber City. Create a one-way system

running North-South through Heber City by using First East and First West. This will

catch all of the feeder traffic from the most congested portions of the Heber Valley who

may never utilize the Project as currently designed.

In summary, I respectfully request that UDOT undertake a more rigorous approach to identify an 

appropriate purpose and need for the Project. Currently, the Project interferes and destroys the 

invaluable resource of the Northfields. An area that currently requires a 20 acre parcel, or a lot of 

record to ascertain a building permit, ensuring this resource is not destroyed. 

Thank you for your consideration in this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Julio Rodriguez, Sr. 
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Comments on the proposed Highway 40 Bypass Road through the North Field 

by 

Dr. Robert K. Simons, P.E., Ph.D. 

The North Field area is located to the west of Heber, UT and is an agricultural area that lies between Heber 

and the Provo River.  This area has been irrigated by a system of canals and laterals which have provided 

water to this area for over 100 years.  This irrigation system has: 

1) built up the groundwater table and through flood irrigation of the land surface

2) developed sub-surface irrigation by groundwater

3) developed this area into prime ground for production of hay and grazing for significant cattle

operations which have been in existence for many decades.

 Figure 1 shows this irrigation system in the North Field.  The boundary of the North Field irrigation system 

is shown in green.  Some of the main irrigation canals are shown in blue, as is the Provo River which flows 

in a southern direction along the western boundary of the service area.  The irrigation canals are diverted 

from the Provo River north of the North Field and generally flow in a southerly direction through the North 

Field.  The ground surface in the North Field generally slopes to the south and west.  There is a 

groundwater gradient that slopes to the southwest through the North Field as groundwater generally 

flows from the higher sources on the north and east and flows towards the lowest level which is the Provo 

River along the western boundary of the North Field area. 
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Figure 1. North Field area and associated irrigation system 
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Recent photographs show the North Field area, as well as some of the main irrigation canals that provide 

water to this area. 
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The approximate location of the proposed Highway 40 Bypass Road through the North Field area is 

shown in the following Figure in yellow and orange.  The primary route in the north-south direction is 

shown in orange and essentially cuts the North Field area into two separate pieces.   
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The road will significantly affect the irrigation system and the delicate balance that has been developed 

over the past century between surface water and groundwater and the agricultural activity that it 

supports.  The road alignment essentially goes right over one of the primary canals that provides water to 

the fields.  This will require the realignment of the irrigation canal.  More significant is the impact on the 

groundwater flow that again flows generally from the northeast to the southwest across the North Field 

towards the low point of the Provo River on the western boundary of the North Field Service area. 

The effect of roads on groundwater has been studied and shows that the proposed road will adversely 

affect the North Field area. 

 

In Chapter 18 (ref) of a manual on highway design, the issue of groundwater and seepage is addressed: 

18 Groundwater and Seepage  
18.1 INTRODUCTION  
18.1.1 Purpose  
The impact of groundwater on the construction, maintenance and long-term performance of highways 

and highway structures must be considered on every project. Excessive and uncontrolled subsurface 

water has been responsible for large numbers of pavement and slope failures, and unsatisfactory 

projects. Subsurface drainage is essential for economical, long-term performance of roads and highways.  
This chapter discusses the effects of groundwater on highway projects, identification of groundwater 

problems, and methods for control of subsurface and subpavement water. Procedures and criteria for 

subsurface drainage design are presented, with emphasis on a multidisciplinary approach to 

groundwater problems with interaction between the hydraulics, geotechnical and roadway engineers. 

 

While most of the manual focuses on how to reduce problems to the highway, the concepts also apply 

to adverse effects on groundwater movement under the road. 

 

In section 18.3 ANALYSIS OF GROUNDWATER PROBLEMS, they discuss Darcy’s law which is used in 

quantifying the movement of groundwater: 

Darcy’s law relates flow through porous media linearly to a proportionality constant, k, and the 

hydraulic gradient, i. Darcy’s law is expressed in the following form:  

 

Q = k i A (18.1)  

 

where: Q = discharge through an area (volume/time); k = coefficient of permeability (length/time); i = 

hydraulic gradient, the ratio of change in water level and linear distance of fluid flow (dimensionless); A 

= area through which flow occurs (length2). 

When a road is constructed, one of the first steps is to compact the soil and build up a base by importing 

road base material.  This changes the value of k, which is the coefficient of permeability of the soil.  This 

will disrupt the historic movement of groundwater which has developed over the past century as it flows 

from northeast to southwest and crosses the proposed alignment of the road. 
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The manual then discusses the difficulty in determining the coefficient of permeability: 

18.3.3 Determination of the Coefficient of Permeability  
The coefficient of permeability, k in Darcy’s law, is defined as the flow rate through a unit area with a 

unit hydraulic gradient. It indicates the capability of a material to carry water. Both soil and fluid 

properties affect the coefficient of permeability. Permeability is a function of soil-particle size, soil void 

ratio, mineral composition, soil fabric, and degree of saturation. The coefficient of permeability is also a 

function of the fluid density and viscosity.  
It is preferable to determine permeability by direct methods in the laboratory or field. These methods 

include:  
• Laboratory - constant head test and falling head test; and  

• Field - pump tests.  
 
Tests to determine the coefficient of permeability for fine-grained soils take a long time to perform. As 

such, permeability is sometimes determined indirectly from triaxial compression test results, or from 

consolidation tests. Procedures for these testing methods can be found in soil mechanics texts or 

laboratory manuals.  
Although field or laboratory determinations of permeability are ideal, they are both expensive and 

difficult. In practice it is often necessary to estimate soil or filter-material permeability with empirical 

equations, or charts that relate permeability to soil gradation.  
The relationship between soil grain-size and permeability can be used to estimate the permeability. 

Permeability of granular soils is related to grain size by Hazen’s Formula:  
k = C (D10)2 (18.2)  
where: k = coefficient of permeability (in/sec); C = proportionality constant (C = 1 for coarse sands and 

gravel); D10 = effective grain size in inches (the particle diameter for which 10 percent of the soil mass 

passes in a sieve analysis).  
It should be noted that the coefficient of permeability varies over many orders of magnitude depending on 

soil properties. In natural deposits and some compacted soils permeability may be much greater in one 

direction than in another. The coefficient of permeability for a soil is very difficult to determine, and 

results obtained from these methods are approximations which should be used with discretion. 

 

Designing a road that will not impact the movement of groundwater as it has developed over the past 

century will be a difficult task since this will be a wide road that will carry a very significant load of traffic 

with many millions of tons of traffic compressing the soil and adversely affecting the movement of 

groundwater as it has in the past. 

 

A recent study shows the impact of even small forest roads on groundwater (Measuring Effects of Roads 

on Groundwater: Five Case Studies (fs.fed.us),  

Measuring Effects of Roads on Groundwater: Five 
Case Studies 

Keith Kahklen 
Hydrologist, Juneau Forestry Sciences Laboratory 
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Jeffry Moll, P. E. 
Senior Project Leader 

The report clearly states the issue: 

Introduction 
This report presents five case study site investigations of road effects on groundwater 
levels. Levels were measured by both electronic and hand methods in accordance with 
methods and equipment discussed in the companion document in this series entitled “A 
Monitoring System for Measuring Effects of Roads on Groundwater: Equipment and 
Installation.” These five case study sites are in southeast Alaska. Additional case study 
investigations from sites in Montana will be added to an electronic version of this paper 
accessible on the SDTDC homepage. 
 
Road effects on groundwater levels are important considerations in determining the 
overall impact a transportation system imparts on the hydrologic function of a 
watershed. A complete understanding of the effects of roads on groundwater is difficult 
because of the 

• Nonuniform interception of groundwater 
• Heterogeneity of soils 

• Variations of soil density 

• Differing prism configurations on a given road segment 
• Lack of methodology for tracking all components of a catchment’s water budget 

Results presented in this report are examples of an initial determination of road effects 
on groundwater for each of the five sites. From results such as these, the need for 
further investigation and analysis can be determined, based on specific concerns for a 
given site. 

Sound ecosystem management for transportation system development activities 
encompassing ecological, watershed, fish habitat, and buffer strip analyses requires 
information concerning road effects on groundwater. This study was designed to assist 
Forest Service field units in measuring and assessing effects of roads on groundwater 
and to provide a foundation for 

• Developing the ability to predict effects of road prisms on groundwater 
• Developing methods of identifying and treating or mitigating effects 

• Accounting for groundwater concerns during transportation system activities 
including planning, location, design, construction, operations, maintenance, and 
closure and obliteration. 

The report concludes by stating: 

Results from the five transects described in this study show two effects of roads on groundwater 

levels on the uphill side of the prism: either a bulge or a drawdown in groundwater level near the 

ditch. 
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On the up-gradient side of the road there was an increase in groundwater level and a drawdown or 

lowering on the down-gradient side of the road, particularly if drainage ditches are built on the side of the 

road. 

Another adverse impact to the area as a result of the proposed Highway 40 Bypass Road is salt pollution 

as explained in the following document: 

Effects of Road Salting on Ground Water 

Quality at the Suffolk County Water Authority Ackerly Pond 

and Mill Lane Well Fields, Peconic, Town of Southold 

Tyrand T. Fuller and Richard G. Bova 

Suffolk County Water Authority 

3525 Sunrise Hwy, Oakdale, NY 11772 

This study shows that “elevated chloride concentrations” were found in adjacent ground water and 

ponds associated with road salting, which is quite prevalent in Utah. 

Construction of the proposed bypass road through the North Field area, based on observations of the area 

and the available literature, will modify the historic groundwater movement from northeast to southwest 

by changing the coefficient of permeability due to changes in soil conditions and compaction and will 

result in a build up of groundwater on the east side of the road and a decrease in groundwater level on 

the west side of the road.  This will adversely affect the historic pattern of surface and sub-surface 

irrigation that has resulted in the current delicate balance of the interaction between surface and 

groundwater that is so important to agriculture in this area.  Salting of the road will adversely affect the 

quality of the water which is used for agriculture and ultimately drains into the Provo River. 

The proposed alignment of the Highway 40 Bypass Road should not be allowed to proceed because of the 

significant adverse impacts to surface water and groundwater resources which have been developed for 

over a century which supports significant agricultural activity.  Other alternatives exist which would not 

cause these adverse impacts to this important local resource.   
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July 21, 2022 

EPA COMMENTS 

SUBJECT: Heber Valley Corridor – Draft Alternatives Development & Screening Report 

FROM: Matt Hubner, NEPA Project Lead; Chris Razzazian, Air and Radiation Division; and 
Nolan Hahn, CWA 404 Program 

TO: Naomi Kisen, Environmental Program Manager, UDOT and Craig Hancock, Project 
Manager, UDOT 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

The following are comments for your consideration pertaining to the request for input on the Draft 
Alternatives Development & Screening Report for the Heber Valley Corridor Draft EIS. We appreciate 
the opportunity review the document and are providing comments based on our review of the provided 
information and discussions from the June 6 cooperating agencies meeting. If you have questions or 
would like to discuss these comments, please contact me at (303) 312-6500, or by email at 
hubner.matt@epa.gov. 

Water/Wetlands 

• One of our primary concerns regarding this project is the potential for eliminating alternatives
that would be less likely to impact waterbodies and wetland complexes than alternatives retained
for detailed analysis. We appreciate the elimination of Alternative WA3, which appears to have
the greatest direct impact to wetlands. However, only the least environmentally damaging
practicable alternative (LEDPA) may be permitted under Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 404,
and so we continue to voice concern that sole focus on the western alternatives, which would be
expected to result in greater direct and indirect wetland impacts than the eastern alternatives,
could result in an EIS that is inadequate for 404 permitting purposes. For instance, the report
indicates the eastern bypasses were screened out because they did not meet the criterion to
increase local mobility by 2050 yet met other screening criteria. It may be possible that eastern
bypass and other alternatives may pass the mobility screening criterion if other feature were
included as components of the alternatives. For example, the report screened out increased public
transit as an individual alternative. We recommend evaluating public transit as a component of
all alternatives as a local traffic reducer, especially since the report identifies that the dominant
sources of traffic congestion are local in origin. Providing alternative modes of local
transportation may open other alternatives to be evaluated in the EIS and ensure that the LEDPA
is identified concurrently as part of the NEPA process. Further, evaluating local transportation in
all alternatives is consistent with Executive Order 14008 (Tackling the Climate Change Crisis at
Home and Abroad) and will be beneficial to all resources evaluated in the EIS, including air
quality and resources important for environmental justice (EJ), as discussed below.

• We identified in scoping that utilizing cost as an alternatives screening criterion for this project
raises concerns due to the already-acquired land on the west side of Heber City. We appreciate
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the discussion on cost and inclusion of the tables identifying the costs of the rights of way 
(ROW) acquisitions necessary for the western alternatives. We would like to reiterate that under 
CWA Section 404, alternatives that may have a lower cost may not be the LEDPA. For an 
alternative to be practicable, it must be reasonably available or obtainable and may include 
options beyond the authority of the lead agency. Under the Guidelines, cost is not primarily 
considered according to whether the cost of one alternative is more or less than other 
alternatives. Rather, practicability in terms of cost is based on whether the cost of an alternative 
is within the range of costs for similar projects or industry norms. By not including the cost of 
ROWs for other alternatives, such as the eastern bypass alternatives, it is difficult to discern the 
factor of cost. We recommend including cost values for all alternatives to ensure that the analysis 
is adequate for 404 purposes. 

 
Environmental Justice 
 

• We recommend that UDOT evaluate communities with EJ concerns that may be impacted by the 
alternatives before final screening is completed. Utilizing EPA’s EJScreen tool 
(https://www.epa.gov/ejscreen), we identified that the west and northwest side of Heber City, as 
well as south of the City, in Daniel, appear to have communities with socioeconomic and health 
disparities that should be evaluated when considering and screening alternatives. Addressing EJ 
considerations prior to identifying final alternatives will ensure that appropriate steps may be 
taken to engage the communities that may be most impacted and lead to the ultimate goal of 
identifying alternatives that do not disproportionately affect already overburdened communities. 
This is especially pertinent since the report puts forward alternatives that all have some level of 
impact to these communities. 

 
Air Quality 
 

• The report does not discern differences in air quality impacts among the identified and screened 
alternatives. We recommend giving consideration to the location of potential receptors (occupied 
areas) in relation to the projected emissions from changed traffic patterns as part of the 
alternatives development process. We further recommend evaluating changes in road-side 
pollution for alternatives that would result in lower or failing Level of Service (LOS) compared 
to alternatives that are projected to perform at a higher LOS. Additionally, we recommend 
calculating emissions for the alternatives utilizing the latest version of MOVES (currently 
MOVES3.0.3). Understanding the increases or decreases of emissions that would occur under 
each alternative is a valuable component of screening and identifying alternatives as well as 
identifying their impacts in the EIS. 

 



Midway City Corporation 

 

Mayor: Celeste T. Johnson 

City Council Members  
Lisa Orme • Jeffery Drury 
J.C. Simonsen • Steve Dougherty
Kevin Payne

75 North 100 West 
P.O. Box 277 

Midway, Utah 84049 

Phone: 435-654-3223 
Fax: 435-654-4120 

midwaycityut.org

July 2022 

Heber Valley Corridor EIS Project Team 
c/o HDR 
2825 E Cottonwood Parkway #200 
Cottonwood Heights, UT 84121 

To Whom It May Concern: 

The Midway City Council supports Wasatch County Resolution 2022-09 (Attached). 
Please include this letter and the resolution as the Midway City Council’s comment on 
the Draft Alternative Development and Screening Report. 

Thank you for considering this comment. 

Sincerely, 

  Celeste Johnson 
  Mayor 
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Heber Valley EIS <hebervalleyeis@utah.gov>

Comments on Heber Valley Bypass Alternatives

Trudy Simmons > Thu, Jul 21, 2022 at 8:40 PM
To: Heber Valley EIS <hebervalleyeis@utah.gov>

Submission by Dan and Trudy Simmons to UDOT EIS for the Heber Valley Corridor

July, 2022
Dear UDOT:

We respectfully take this opportunity to address UDOT’s process issues that have occurred in
choosing and presenting the five Heber Valley alternatives termed WA1, WB1, WB2, WB3, and
WB4.

Our concerns fall into the following categories:

1) UDOT failed in notifying and involving all stakeholders regarding the five
alternatives released in June 2022, particularly those who would be seriously
affected by WB3 and WB4.
2) There are faults in UDOT’S representation of the rationales of WB3 and WB4
and Heber City’s “vision” for downtown.
3) There are multiple consequences that UDOT did not consider in presenting a
Main Street which ceased to be an artery for business, recreation, and through
traffic as Heber City’s vision.
4) Heber City’s General Plan vision of a walkable downtown and vibrant town
center are fully attainable without UDOT’s substitute vision of a crippled or
completely broken Main Street for travel.
5) In promoting its flawed interpretation of Heber City’s vision, UDOT has failed to
understand the will of the people of Heber Valley regarding preservation of the
Valley's rural nature.
6) UDOT uses inaccurate and/or inadequate surveys, studies and information and
has disregarded comments made in response to its October 2021 disclosure of
Option WD (the forerunner of WB3 and WB4).
7) UDOT misunderstands and/or misrepresents Heber Valley’s history and historic
and valued places.
8) Alternatives WB3 and WB4 are inconsistent with UDOT’s stated purposes and
needs of the bypass and enhancing the quality of life for Heber Valley residents.
9) In fast-tracking WB3 and WB4, UDOT failed to recognize that WB3 and WB4 will
kill agriculture in the North Fields and thereby eliminate multiple crucial and
irreplaceable roles it plays, not just in Heber Valley, but also in Utah and Salt Lake
Valleys.

UDOT failed in notifying and involving all stakeholders regarding the five alternatives
released in June, 2022, particularly those who would be seriously affected by WB3 and
WB4.
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�  An informal survey of North fields landowners revealed that few to none knew of the
bypass plans which were revealed in June 2022, even though every alternative posed
threats to residents’ homes and lands. Whatever method UDOT may have used to
announce its forthcoming revelation of the “five final alternatives,” it was inadequate and
dismissive of the very real threat to many peoples’ homes and lives, therefore denying
these affected parties proper opportunity to comment.
�  There have been longtime plans and agreements in Heber Valley (at least 15 years)
for a traffic corridor, which were done with the joint involvement of Heber City, Wasatch
County, UDOT and citizens, which addressed needs of these major stakeholders. These
jointly developed plans (similar to WA1, WB1 and WB2) between government
organizations and stakeholders involved a western bypass beginning at 800 N on
Highway 40.  WA1, WB1, and WB2 and many of UDOT’S discarded alternatives conform
to elements of those plans.  WB3 and WB4 do not do so.
�  Similarly, through the years, Highway 40 has undergone a series of modifications and
widening and is a known way of dealing with Heber Valley traffic, somewhat like
alternatives WA1, WB1, and WB2.
�  However, in October of 2021 UDOT blindsided Heber Valley citizens, along with many
elected officials, and local governments who had participated in developing previous
studies, by suddenly introducing a new alternative involving construction of a 4-lane
highway through the length of the North Fields, called Option WD.  No long-term
collaboration by municipalities, Wasatch County or general citizenry was involved in the
generation of option WD, as had been done with the joint development of previous traffic
options.
�  UDOT then quickly morphed WD into options WB3 and WB4, with no opportunity for
public comment, and presented them as two of the five “final” alternatives presented in
June, 2022.
�  The murky initiation and development of WD (WB3 and WB4) appears to have its
provenance (as we discovered through reading public records and documents obtained
from UDOT through a GRAMA request) with a group, who, in their submission letter to
UDOT, identify themselves as “The Parkway Group.” The writer of the submission letter,
a local architect with an office on Heber’s Main Street, in June of 2021, describes “The
Parkway Group” as being comprised of members of former Heber City mayor Kelleen
Potter’s office, and certain members of the Heber City Council. The submission letter by
this group to UDOT in June, 2021, advocates for a 4-lane Highway going straight through
the North Fields beginning at River Road, which it refers to as “The Parkway.”  Prior to
the submission by this group, “parkway” was not a term used for traffic in Heber Valley
nor was it a part of any previous traffic alternatives that we are aware of.
�  In 2020-2021, before and after Option D was publicly announced by UDOT, three
members of the Heber City Council and an individual who was not a member of the City
Council at the time but now is, along with the local architect, wrote to UDOT in favor of
the “parkway” through the North Fields
�  Therefore, Option D, unlike all previous options, arose through a small group of
individuals (even though some were elected officials) with their personal visions for
Heber Valley, self-interests, and goals. Thus, in its process, UDOT has failed to fully
represent and honor the long history and goals of all parties regarding these traffic
issues, and instead, from October 2021, and perhaps before, has presented and
inordinately pushed the vision of a small group, whatever its obscure membership.

There are faults in UDOT’S representation of the rationales of WB3 and WB4 and Heber



City’s “vision” for downtown.

�  Our personal attendance at UDOT meetings on the Heber Valley Corridor Options
thoroughly evidenced to us that UDOT has proceeded without knowledge or
understanding of local government and citizenry actions and wishes on essential
environmental and social issues regarding preservation of the North Fields and
maintaining the rural/agricultural nature of Heber Valley.
�  Instead, UDOT’s tactic is a “substitute vision,” deviating from general plans, that
focuses almost exclusively on a nebulous “walkable downtown” for Heber City. This focus
is done without clear definition by UDOT or other proponents of WB3/WB4 of what a
“walkable downtown” is.  UDOT completely avoids more important aspects of Heber
City’s general plan that are in conflict with UDOT’s substitute “vision”.
�  Specifically, UDOT substitutes the “vision” of the Parkway Group (and possibly other
small groups concerned with Main Street) for that of Heber City citizens as expressed in
“Envision Heber 2050,” Heber City’s general plan (alternatively, UDOT has coopted the
Parkway Group’s highway plan and vision for Heber Valley and Heber City.  In either
event, or both, the “vision” used by UDOT in its process is incompatible with municipal
and county general plans as well as multiple votes of the people in Heber Valley.
�  UDOT fails Heber City’s citizens, because current practices and the general plan
should dictate what the “vision” is for downtown and not what individuals or small groups
embellish it to be.
�  Certain desires and aims of Heber City are clear in its general plan.  Heber seeks to
decrease traffic (particularly oil tankers) on Main Street.  They want reduced traffic
speeds and seek a visually more attractive Main Street (street art, planted medians,
“reimagining underused spaces”, “themed” lighting, etc.). Beyond that, the “vision of
historic downtown Heber” and a “walkable downtown” in Heber City’s general plan is still
somewhat undefined, as well as unfunded. Huge decisions that will impact this Valley
forever should not be made at this time.
�  Only through efficient flow on Main Street can a bypass complement Main Street, in
order to numerically improve regional and pass-through traffic in Heber Valley.  With a
traditional bypass, Heber City can significantly calm traffic on Main Street through
engineering, enforcement, and education – not by drastically reducing, slowing, or
eliminating traffic on Main Street.  UDOT has failed to address this.
�  UDOT urgently grasps Heber City’s nebulous “vision” as a rationale for eliminating all
of the options involving Main Street or any other downtown streets. However, Heber City
presently has no cohesive plan in its vision for promoting beauty, style and “walkability.”
For example, a building currently being constructed at the corner of Center Street and
100 East crowds the sidewalks of both of those streets and has less setback than its
neighbors!!  It is also stylistically completely incongruous with the building directly across
the street, the Abram Hatch House, built in 1892 and listed on the National Register of
Historic Places.
�  Equally clear is that, while some “dressing” modifications are conceptually envisioned
for Main Street, at no place does Heber’s general plan show anything but the
continuance of an arterial 4-lane Main Street that is, and always has been, Highway 40.
�  UDOT appears to overlook the fact that it is essential to the citizens of Wasatch County
and Heber City that Heber City Main Street remain as an arterial thoroughfare for people
to efficiently reach important locations such as City and County offices, many
businesses, Wasatch High School and the hospital.
�  Thus, UDOT, without directly saying so, seems to be promoting new visions for Heber
City’s Main Street which are contrary to Heber City’s General Plan.  Whose new visions



are these?
�  Sequestered in these new visions may be a plan for a jurisdictional change of Highway
40 to Heber City and the subsequent renaming of any bypass as the new Highway 40.
�  A Heber City Council Member who promoted the “Parkway” to UDOT also promoted
renaming the “Parkway” as Highway 40.  As described below, jurisdictional transfer, while
a windfall to developers, would be devastating to Heber Valley. Yet, it may be the true
endgame of the “Parkway Group” and/or UDOT.
�  If WB3 or WB4 were adopted, and if traffic on Main Street were to be drastically
reduced or eliminated through jurisdictional change to Heber City, where would that
jurisdiction start and end? It would not make sense for Highway 40 to go to the north side
of Heber City and suddenly end. Thus, the proposal of the “Parkway promoters” to
rename WB3/WB4 as Highway 40 would likely call for the jurisdictional change of US
Highway 40 to begin at River Road.
�  Jurisdictional change and control by Heber City of present-day North Highway 40
beginning at River Road would allow developers to seek development of the North Fields
west of Highway 40 and Heber City to seek annexation of this County land.
This would change forever the rural, country nature of the North Highway 40 corridor
and, the treasured scenic entrance to Heber Valley, and, indeed, the entire Valley.  It
would kill agriculture (see below) with profound effects on groundwater and the Provo
River system.  UDOT is remiss in not seeing these consequences of WB3 and WB4 as
they have fast-tracked and promoted those alternatives.
�  The potential domino effect described above, like many other aspects of UDOT’s
misinterpretation of Heber City’s General Plan, speaks to an attempted warping of the
General Plan and deliberate dismissal of the wishes of the citizens of Heber City and
Wasatch County.  No intentions for jurisdictional change of Highway 40 are evident from
Heber City’s general plan or Wasatch County’s general plan. In fact, the opposite is true.
Heber City’s General Plan is replete and uniform in showing protection of the North
Fields and continuance of Highway 40 as an artery through Heber City.  As pointed out
earlier, the proposed, historical western bypass route of Heber City’s general plan hugs
the City, as in WA1, WB1 and WB2, and does not bisect the North Fields as do WB3 and
WB4.
�  Five maps in Heber City’s general plan (pages 14, 15, and 18) show the North Fields
as protected agricultural land.  The map on page 18 entitled “Future Land Use” defines
the North and South Fields as “AP,” or “Agriculture Preservation.” North Highway 40,
beginning at River Road and proceeding south to current Heber City is shown as “SB”,
“Scenic Buffer”, presumably for its spectacular view of the North Fields and distant
mountains as Highway 40 exists now.
�  Four maps on pages 14 and 15 of Heber City’s General Plan all show Highway 40
proceeding through Heber City and onward through Daniels Canyon consistent with
alternatives WA1, WB1 and WB2..
�  Two maps on pages 14 and 15 present a proposed western bypass route stemming
from Highway 40 at 800 North that is only consistent with WA1 and WB1 and largely
consistent with WB2 (other than rerouting of Highway 189).  It is not consistent with WB3
or WB4.
�  The bypass route is shown in Heber City’s General Plan as just that, a bypass route,
not a new Highway 40.
�  None of these maps is consistent with UDOT/Parkway Group’s WB3 or WB4.  Yet
UDOT has consistently, inappropriately, promoted these routes as consistent with Heber
City’s vision.



There are multiple consequences that UDOT did not consider in presenting a Main Street
which ceased to be an artery for business, recreation, and through traffic as Heber City’s
vision.

�  Besides blocking ready travel to critical Heber City entities like a hospital, a major
reduction in speed, or limitations in traffic lanes would force travelers onto nearby
residential streets, which currently have 25 mph speed limits.
�  People would be essentially trapped in a town developed on a highway, with no
efficient way to get to places that were previously readily attainable by that highway.  This
would encourage speeding with all its adverse implications, particularly on residential
streets.
�  Blocking traffic would also negate the numerical benefits of any bypass or highway
improvements.  UDOT, on one hand, says that more traffic lanes (bypass, frontage
roads, etc.) are needed to handle growth even with Main Street/Highway 40 fully
functional, and on the other hand expects the same huge benefits from these
improvements with Main Street severely shut down.  How do those numbers work?
�  UDOTs substitute vision wants it both ways (that are incompatible): it wants to shut
down the main artery that the whole town was built around and preserve connectivity
along that route at the same time.  Moreover, it wants to shut down traffic on a main
artery and significantly improve regional traffic flow at the same time.  UDOT has never
produced the traffic numbers that justify their substitute vision – a huge flaw – yet uses
this myth to push forward WB3 and WB4

Heber City’s General Plan’s vision of a walkable downtown and vibrant town center are
fully attainable without UDOT’s substitute vision of a crippled or completely broken Main
Street for travel.

�  Known traffic calming techniques mentioned in Heber City’s General Plan and
practiced by other nearby communities, such as Provo, can reduce traffic density and
speed and increase aesthetics through engineering techniques. Importantly, these
techniques still let Main Street be arterial Highway 40 as shown on its General Plan.
�  Provo’s University Avenue (U.S. 189) has calmed traffic by landscaped medians,
sidewalk bulbs, and, from 300 North to about 300 South (the center of town), significant
crowning of the cross-street roads in the intersections (like a large gradual speed bump).
These elevations slow traffic, are unintrusive, and are quiet.  Most importantly, Provo has
placed a traffic light at every intersection for safe pedestrian crossing and to slow traffic.
Heber City’s general plan has most of these features, and even mid-block crossings.
Provo has also informed the trucking industry to not use University Avenue for pass
through traffic and to use 800 North in Orem.  Provo enforces speed limits, educates,
and engineers to calm traffic.
�  Our own experience and our talk with Provo City’s traffic engineer confirm that this
system works well to get heavy trucks out of town and to slow traffic. This is remarkable,
given that Provo has 7 times the urban population of Heber City and 25 times Heber
City’s population when counting nearby metropolitan areas.  Moreover, Provo has many
more truly historical sites on University Avenue than Heber has on Main Street, and has
designated University Avenue as one of its main pedestrian walkways.  It is, by definition,
a walkable downtown.  Finally, Provo City does not have a bypass or other alternative for
more efficient truck travel, potentially less than a mile away, to siphon off more traffic and
trucks.  This would be the case in Heber City with WA1, WB1 and WB2 or several other
alternatives that were rejected.



�  All the elements of Heber City’s general plan, including better enjoyment of Main
Street, can be achieved using known methods of calming, but not confounding, traffic on
Main Street to reduce speeds and number of vehicles (particularly tankers). This has not
been part of UDOT’s presentation and is a flaw in its process.
�  Instead, people seem to be introducing Center Street in Provo as a role model of a so-
called “walkable downtown.” Besides Heber’s traffic flow numbers and city functionality
not working in that model, Provo’s Center Street was never a highway like Main Street is.
It was always dedicated exclusively to business and civic buildings in the town center
and was a high-priced residential avenue further east from that. Center Street dead-ends
only a couple of miles east of Provo City Center and was a two-lane country road dead-
ending at Utah Lake on the other.

In promoting its flawed interpretation of Heber City’s vision, UDOT has failed to
understand the will of the people of Heber Valley regarding preservation of the Valley's
rural nature.

�  As has been previously mentioned, the number one desire and clear message of the
citizens who participated in creating “Envision Heber 2050” was the “Preservation of
open space and Heber Valley’s rural character.” Citizens have repeatedly demonstrated
this mandate through their votes.
�  A highway through the North Fields seriously jeopardizes the $10 million bond that was
passed by Wasatch County in 2018. That bond was largely planned to be used in the
North Fields for open space preservation. With a highway through the North Fields on the
table, the bond will be in limbo for years, and may never be used. UDOT's fast-tracking of
WB3/WB4 is flawed because it shows that they did not study or understand the bond.
This flawed action violates the will of the people.
�  UDOT appears ignorant of the will of the people regarding preserving the rural nature
of the North Fields, wherein a citizen referendum in 2016 overturned an attempt to allow
10-acre zoning in the North Fields. 74% of the valley voted to NOT rezone the North
Fields, keeping the zoning at one home per 20 acres.
�  UDOT is ignorant of or has chosen to disregard a 2018 citizens referendum ballot
issue where a 62.74% majority overturned Wasatch County's approval of a landowners
request to rezone his property, which would have introduced higher density in the
beloved Central Zone by the North Fields.

UDOT uses inaccurate and/or inadequate surveys, studies and information and has
disregarded comments made in response to its October 2021 disclosure of Option WD
(the forerunner of WB3 and WB4).

�  UDOT has minimized or dismissed the importance of the Federal Provo River
Mitigation Project and Corridor, which would be seriously compromised by options WB3
and WB4.
�  UDOT’s process has ignored important input from the Bureau of Reclamation.  The
Provo River Mitigation Commission specifically told UDOT of indirect adverse effects to
the Provo River Restoration Project if UDOT’s highway were less than 0.5 miles away.
Yet UDOT placed WB3 and WB4 much closer than that from one of, if not the most
frequented, areas of the Provo Restoration Project.
�  The EPA has said to UDOT; One of our primary concerns regarding the project was the



potential for the development of a western bypass that would be more likely to impact
waterbodies and wetland complexes. Yet, UDOT ignored this admonition in advancing
first, WD, and then WB3 and WB4, which would transect the most sensitive and wetland-
important areas in Wasatch County, let alone Heber Valley.
�  UDOT has failed to adequately study the importance of groundwater in the North
fields, and how it would be impacted by a highway.  The groundwater goes back into the
Provo River and is an important source of water for Deer Creek Reservoir and water
users downstream from Deer Creek Reservoir.  The irrigation water that is applied
because of the agricultural uses of the North Fields of Heber Valley is very important to
the water supply of other communities, such as those in Utah Valley. Among other
effects, a highway would excavate and then compact the ground and interfere with
subsurface water flows in the North Fields and back into and replenishing the Provo
River system.
�  By UDOT's own admission, bypass options WB3, WB4 impact a much larger area of
wetlands than the other three alternatives.
�  UDOT has not analyzed how the retail businesses and restaurants on Main St would
be impacted by rerouting traffic.
�  UDOT has ignored the May 2022 (repeated and enhanced in July 2022) unanimous
Resolution of the Wasatch County Council opposing a highway through the North Fields,
and the voices of many of these and other elected officials at local and interlocal
meetings with UDOT well before June 2022.
�  Surveys UDOT relies on and represents as demonstrating the desires of the public are
problematic, including those done in 2019, to determine what the people want regarding
downtown Heber and the bypass concept.  Questions are general and do not reflect
tradeoffs.  For example, no questions or surveys queried whether citizens wanted a new
vision of very slow traffic, or a pedestrian mall on Heber City Main Street in preference to
preservation of open space and the North Fields. Similarly, jurisdictional changes with the
costs and taxes involved, or potential extension of Main Street to River Road with
attendant development west along its route and into the North Fields have never been
surveyed.

UDOT misunderstands and/or misrepresents Heber Valley’s history and historic and
valued places.

�  UDOT says that one of the "Purposes and Needs" of the project is to allow Heber City
to meet their vision for the historic town center. They say this refers to buildings that are
listed on the National Register of Historic Places. UDOT appears not to have thoroughly
studied this.  In its "Level 1 Screening Results,” UDOT claims that between 9 and 36
"Downtown Historic Buildings" would be impacted by the various plans involving Main
Street. Research into the National Register of Historic Places indicates that there are
actually only 13 buildings in Heber that are on the National Register of Historic Places,
and of those 13, only 3 are on Main Street. It seems a glaring flaw in UDOT's process to
summarily eliminate all options for Main Street and advocate for destroying the North
Fields because of 3 buildings that fit into its self-described criteria. Surely, work on Main
Street could be done with enough care to protect those buildings.
�  The buildings in Heber that are listed on the National Register of Historic Places are:
312 S. Main St; 139 N. Main St; Main St. at 100 North St. and 100 West St. corners; 81
E. Center St; 421 E. 200 North; 4800 E. Lake Creek Rd; 188 W. 3rd North; 124 E. 400
South; 1st West and Center Streets; 261 N. 400 West; 115 E. 300 North; 55 W. Center



St; 315 E. Center St.  UDOT does not address how the ten (out of 13) registered historic
buildings that are NOT on Main Street would be negatively impacted by improving Main
Street.
�  UDOT’s inaccurate designation of impacted historical buildings is also problematic in
the number of impacted historical buildings it claims in the North Fields area.  A higher
number of historic buildings were associated with Options WA1, WB1 and WB2.  Our
inquiry among North Fields landowners into potential historical buildings in this area
yielded scant to none.  Therefore, the numbers listed are misleading and can skew public
opinion against options WA1, WB1 and WB2.  Upon inquiry to UDOT as to what buildings
it was referring to, we received an answer that did not identify clear historical  buildings
and implied a broad standard that was still in progress.
�  UDOT has failed to consider, understand, or list in its June 2022 report impacts on
Heber Valley's historic agriculture area of the North Fields.  This is the case even though
Heber City’s General Plan discusses at length preservation of its rural heritage and
illustrates it in maps referred to above.
�  UDOT similarly ignored in its process the fact that the historic and dedicated livestock
corridors in the North Fields that are a part of the legacy of Heber Valley. Bypasses WB3
and WB4, besides bisecting many farms and wetlands and severely impacting streams
used for habitat and irrigation, would directly impact dedicated historic livestock corridors,
all of which are important, living parts of Heber Valley's legacy. Historic and dedicated
livestock corridors are protected by Utah code.
�  UDOT says it ruled out a number of alternatives because of their impacts on "Valued
Places," but it does not specifically say what those Valued places are.  Furthermore, an
enormous and ironic flaw in UDOT's plan that it hasn't named the North Fields
themselves as a valued place (which they are to countless citizens, and have been for
generations)! This fact alone would necessitate ruling out WB3 and WB4 if the same
criteria were applied as has been done regarding other “Valued Places.”
�  In its general plan, Heber City asks, “What do Heber Residents Value?” Number one
on the list was “Open Space/Rural Character Preservation.  The general plan then
states: “The desire to preserve open space and Heber’s rural character is not a new idea,
but it was a loud and clear message especially in regard to the North Fields.” [emphasis
ours]
�  Why was this message from Heber City’s general plan not a “loud and clear message”
to UDOT?  Why did UDOT, instead, ignore this message in promoting WB3 and WB4?
One more of many examples of how Heber City’s Envision Heber general plan treats with
reverence the North Fields (page 5) “Heber city is nestled in a green valley, brimming
with historic agricultural uses, the beautiful Provo River, and unmatched views of the
Wasatch Mountains. Our residents value this beautiful and unique setting and are
committed to preserving its character while growing and nurturing our city. Together,
we desire to: Preserve the beautiful open lands that surround us; . . . [W]e foster a
vibrant community and a quiet countryside – a place residents and visitors alike will
enjoy for generations to come.” [Emphases in the original].
Is a four-lane highway for heavy traffic and many trucks compatible with “historic
agriculture uses;” “beautiful Provo River;” and “quiet countryside?”

Alternatives WB3 and WB4 are inconsistent with UDOT’s stated purposes and needs of
the bypass and enhancing the quality of life for Heber Valley residents.

�  UDOT says that one of the "Purposes and Needs" of having a bypass is to "Provide
Opportunities for Nonmotorized Transportation." Obvious problems with plans WB3 and



WB4 in this regard are 1) that the proposed paved trails would be located near or next to
highways or freeways with vehicles, including large diesel trucks, going 45 – 55 mph, and
most people do not want to bike or walk next to such unpleasant noise and fumes; and 2)
The trails associated with WB3 and WB4 would be located in the North Fields. If
walkways and bikeways are supposed to be for people to get to where they live and
work, without having to drive a car, then the North Fields is not the place to put them!
�  Increased taxes to Heber City to build UDOT’s vision of downtown Heber have never
been presented to citizens and are a flaw in UDOTs study and presentation of options.
�  In addition to the severe damage to the North Fields, the impacts on right-of-way and
property are greater for WB3 and WB4 than for the other bypass options, which connect
to US 40 near 800 North (WA1, WB1 and WB2)
�  UDOT has failed to address the need for robust arterial roads in the developments to
be built on the east side of North Highway 40. Given the development planned by Heber
City east of North Highway 40, arterial roads in these developments are needed to take
traffic off of Highway 40 and to allow residents in this area to travel north/south between
developments and town centers. The need for an arterial road in this area was
mentioned by Russ Funk, City engineer, in a Heber City Council meeting and
immediately opposed by a “Parkway” proponent and Heber City Councilman.  The lack of
arterial roads would result in traffic in these developments being forced out on Highway
40.
�  Rather than focusing entirely on the present alternatives, UDOT should require (or at
least seriously investigate) a frontage or arterial road east of North Highway 40 where
major development is occurring or anticipated to occur.  This should be incorporated into
traffic studies of the various alternatives as part of UDOTs’ planning and proactive work
with Heber City on this major issue.  UDOT must not have the same lax attitude to east
side traffic that it has demonstrated in choosing its present alternatives and destroying
the North Fields with WB3/WB4.

In fast-tracking WB3 and WB4, UDOT failed to recognize that WB3 and WB4 will kill
agriculture in the North Fields and thereby eliminate multiple crucial and irreplaceable
roles it plays, not just in Heber Valley, but also in Utah and Salt Lake Valleys.

�  WB3 and WB4 will disfigure the North Fields, the “gem of the Valley”, treasured by
citizens, tourists, artists and the farmers who live and work in the North Fields.  It will
introduce a large pollution source (heavy metals, salts, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons,
etc.) into perhaps the most important and sensitive groundwater area in Utah.  It will
extensively and directly impact streams and wetlands and their associated animal and
plant habitats.  It will impact the Federal Provo River Restoration Corridor with noise
pollution, air pollution and potential impact on water flows.
�  Most importantly, it will kill agriculture in the North Fields that is essential to water
management for central Utah as described below.
�  Agricultural killing actions of WB3/WB4 will be the bisecting of many farms, the making
of connections to farms and livestock corridors more cumbersome, the immediate
devaluation of all farms in the North Fields for quiet farming and farm life, the direct
impact on the North Field Irrigation system, and the adverse impact established and
codified livestock corridors.
�  In blindsiding the public in October 2021, and then fast-tracking WD into WB3/WB4,
UDOT either willfully ignored or failed to do simple due diligence into why Heber City’s
and, particularly, Wasatch County’s general plan protect the North Fields for agricultural
purposes.  This protection goes well beyond the important goal of preserving open



space.  It has to do with the vast sensitive water basin under the North Fields that
supplies not just Heber Valley, but the entire Provo River system that provides Utah
County and Salt Lake County its drinking water.
�  The Class 1A aquifer under the North Fields is a rarity in Utah.  Because of the high
water table in this area. Wasatch County has listed it as highly sensitive to groundwater
contamination. [SWCA analysis 2020, Wasatch County]
�  The groundwater plays an important role in a water cycle that is essential to providing
Utah County and downstream users of the Provo River water in late summer and early
fall.
�  This cycle has worked for well more than a century and occurs as North Fields
irrigation farmers apply irrigation water to North Fields lands in April, May, June and July.
This recharges subsurface water that then flows underground to recharge the Middle
Provo River and also Deer Creek Reservoir.  The recharging of the Provo River system
occurs as these subsurface waters emerge into the river system from July onward. This
delay provides downstream users water they would not otherwise have during that later
time period when water is scarce.  The cycle described above is a long-known right that
Utah County and, perhaps, Salt Lake County, as well, lays claim to.
�  The serpentine nature of North Field irrigation ditches - which increases
stream/subsurface communication and groundwater recharge - along with the very
important method of flood irrigation, rather than sprinkling, used by the North Field
Irrigation Company are essential to this cycle.
�  WB3/WB4 will impact North Field Irrigation Company’s ditches, irrigation patterns, and
potentially create a subsurface dam, altering subsurface flow back to the river and/or
make some farms too wet and other farms too dry.
�  Most importantly, since WB3/WB4 will interfere with and devalue these critical North
Fields agricultural lands for quiet country farming, farmers will be forced or incentivized to
sell out to developers, which rather than positively contributing to this water cycle, will not
only stop the cycle, but have a negative effect of increased consumption of water and
potential anthropogenic contamination of the underlying North Fields’ Class 1A aquifer.
�  UDOT’s process was highly flawed by not anticipating such negative effects on North
Fields agriculture and water, given existing general plans.  Studies should have been
done before UDOT pushed ahead the Option WD and subsequently, UDOT’s WB3/WB4.

Respectfully,
Trudy W Simmons
Daniel L Simmons, PhD
Heber Valley Residents



Dear UDOT,

I am registering vehement opposition to the Highway 40 bypass through the North Fields of Heber Valley. I oppose 
any western bypass through the North Fields--all five current options--but MOST STRONGLY OPPOSE WB3 and 
WB4.  My comments on UDOT's process are below: 

1. Envision Heber 2050 lists the #1 priority valued by Heber residents as "OPEN SPACE/RURAL CHARACTER
PRESERVATION."  "...it was a loud and clear message, especially in regard to the North Fields." (Envision Heber
City 2050 page 16 "What do Heber Residents Value?")  The UDOT study focuses only on enhancing downtown,
which was the lowest priority of residents' values in Envision Heber.  The voice of the people is to preserve open
space and rural environment, which IS the North Fields.

2. Again, the people of Heber Valley have spoken loud and clear by voting three times to preserve open
space.  Wasatch County passed a $10 million bond and Midway a $5 million bond to preserve open space.  A recent
Wasatch County election voted to preserve 20-acre zoning for North Fields by 70% margin.  The people want to
conserve open space, not slice a 4-lane highway through it.

3. Running a parkway through North Fields will irreparably harm the pristine Class 1A Aquifer.  The North Fields is a
huge underground reservoir with scientifically proven and measured increase in the Provo River as it flows through
the Fields.  A highway bisecting this will have an impact on the underground flow of water and the quality of water
overall.  We are in a historic mega drought and can not afford to mess up the water system.  Sensitive wetlands and
wildlife/riparian/plant ecosystems are at high risk from the proposed parkway.

3. UDOT's 5 final alternatives will not alleviate traffic from the EAST side of Highway 40, which is where most of the
new growth in the Heber Valley will be. A frontage road on the east side of Heber with focused entry points to 40 with
a traffic signal would move traffic along the corridor more safely and efficiently.

5. The retail sector was completely disregarded in the UDOT process, as true retail was not included in the
stakeholders.  A bypass will decimate the vibrant retail sector of downtown Heber.  Look at Nephi, Levan, Fillmore,
etc., as historical proof.

6. Quality of life - the North Fields is the iconic gem of the Heber Valley.  It is the feature photo on the cover of
"Envision Heber 2050."  It is shortsighted to destroy the reason people come to Heber in order to save 5 minutes
during summer weekend rush hour.  Once the open space is gone, it's gone forever.  This quality of life is why the
people live here.  Please do not destroy it.  We already have Highway 40.  Improving the traffic arteries on the East
side would be a much better investment and have a much greater impact on the traffic flows in Heber Valley.

7. Finally, On July 13, 2022, the Wasatch County Council unanimously voted to oppose alignment options WA1, WB3
and WB4 due to impacts to special aquatic sites along the Provo River and degradation of the North Fields:
“Wasatch County feels that the value the community places on the North Fields and the impacts to that area were not
adequately considered (by UDOT) in the selection of options WB3 and WB4.”
Wasatch County is officially against three of UDOT'S five Bypass options, especially OPTIONS WB3 and WB4 which
cut straight through the North Fields. I completely agree.

If the only options being offered currently are one of the five Western bypass routes, I would choose no action at this 
time, and encourage Heber to work toward alleviating the traffic as part of the expansion/development on the East 
Side. Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

- Alex Kilgrow and Katherine Kilgrow
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Utah Reclamation Mitigation & Conservation Commission 
230 South 500 East Suite 230 Salt Lake City, UT 84102-2045 

Phone: (801) 524-3146 – Fax: (801) 524-3148 

COMMISSIONERS 
Brad T  Barber, Chair 

Robert L  Morgan 
Gene Shawcroft 

July 21, 2022 

Utah Department of Transportation 
Heber Valley Corridor EIS 
c/o HDR, Inc. 
2825 W Cottonwood Parkway #200 
Salt Lake City, UT 84121 

Subject:  Heber Valley Corridor Screening Report Comments 

Dear Heber Valley Corridor EIS Team: 

The Utah Reclamation Mitigation and Conservation Commission (Mitigation Commission) appreciates 
the opportunity to be a participating agency in the preparation of the Heber Valley Corridor (Project) 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). The comments below are offered as follow up to a June 7, 2021 
comment letter, comments that Mitigation Commission staff offered during the agency scoping meeting 
held on April 29, 2021, and a comment letter submitted by the Mitigation Commission in September 
2020.     

As you are aware, the Mitigation Commission and the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation manage over 1,500 
acres of land in Wasatch County adjacent to the Provo River between Jordanelle and Deer Creek 
reservoirs. This property is known as the Provo River Restoration Project (PRRP). The land was acquired, 
and the Provo River restored through this corridor, as partial mitigation for fish and wildlife impacts 
from the Central Utah Project. As identified in the PRRP Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS), 
the PRRP purposes are habitat restoration, biodiversity, and fish and wildlife conservation.  Please 
consider the following comments as you work to finalize your draft screening analysis and report.        

1. Information shared at the Project’s April 2021 agency scoping meeting indicated that the
planned highway corridor would avoid any direct impacts to the PRRP lands.  Despite those
previous indications, we are concerned that the Project’s screening report does not formally
identify the PRRP area in the 4(f) properties evaluation and that the screening criteria did not
identify the potential direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts that could occur on PRRP lands as
a result of the alignment alternatives being considered for the project.

The screening document states that there are no applicable refuges in the Heber Valley needs
assessment study area.  However, based on the study area boundary maps in Figure 3-1, it
appears that your study area either crosses into or directly borders the PRRP area.  We
recommend that the screening report formally identify the PRRP area as a 4(f) property that is a
publicly owned wildlife refuge of state and local significance that is open to the public. Please
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contact our office if you would like copies of GIS shapefiles or PRRP documentation to help 
better understand land ownership boundaries of the PRRP area and how the lands are being 
managed for wildlife conservation and public use. In addition, we recommend that the PRRP be 
included in your evaluation as a Section 4(f) resource with the appropriate analysis for direct, 
indirect, and cumulative impacts (as reported Tables 3-11, 3-13, and 3-15) associated with the 
Project’s alignment alternatives. See below for specific comments on additional requested 
analysis.   

2. Although the screening report provides analysis of impacts to water of the U.S. based on the
potential footprints of the project alternatives it does not provide analysis on indirect and
cumulative impacts to surrounding wetlands and watercourses.  Any highway alternative that
has direct impacts to wetland areas, perennial, intermittent, or ephemeral streams, or canal or
ditches that return flow back to the Provo River would likely result in negative impacts to water
quality and quantity in the Provo River.

We recommend that impacts to waters of the U.S. have a more thorough evaluation to better
understand the potential for changes in local hydrology that could impact PRRP resources
directly, indirectly, and cumulatively. The potential impacts that should be evaluated and
incorporated into screening criteria include increases in stormwater runoff into areas that
eventually flow into the Provo River, changes in groundwater and surface water hydrology that
result from a new highway restricting or redirecting water flow, and impacts on the areas
adjacent to the waters of the US, such as uplands that provide buffers for the wetlands and
waterways upstream of the PRRP area. Any wetland impacts upstream of the PRRP area would
have both direct and indirect impacts that should be evaluated in more detail and included in
screening criteria. The cumulative impact of wetland loss in the Heber Valley also should be
evaluated for all West Bypass alternatives.

3. The screening report cites the Heber City Envision 2050 General Plan and several vision
statements of the Plan including for economic and commercial development, housing, culture,
education, and transportation to justify, in part, the need for the proposed highway
development.  However, the screening report leaves out a key component of the Plan’s vision
statements including Open Space & Rural Character which states that “Heber City draws a clear
distinction between what is city and what is country, maintaining a distinct city that is
surrounded by open land, valuable for its beauty, ecology and agricultural function.”  The
riparian area and riverine system that compose the PRRP area arguably provide some of the
most important ecological systems in Heber Valley.  In addition, riparian areas comprise one of
the rarest habitats in the State of Utah and the PRRP area provides a matchless riparian habitat
and ecological system not only for the Heber Valley but also for the State of Utah.  As such, we
recommend that any mention of the Heber City Envision 2050 General Plan include all the
visioning criteria from the plan including those that point out the importance of open lands,
ecological systems, and their ecological function.

4. NEPA regulations and court precedent prohibit the practice of segmenting a project for separate
NEPA review if each action does not have independent utility.  The screening document current
depicts a new interchange at US-40/SR-32 as a future project that will be evaluated in an
independent EIS.  However, this new interchange is currently connected to the WB3 and WB4
alternatives and as depicted would likely result in direct and indirect effects to the PRRP area.  A
new roadway and interchange have the potential to negatively affect surface and groundwater
conveyance and fish and wildlife resources of the PRRP, as well as the PRRP user experience. In



addition, the potential for increases in highway noise, light pollution, and water contamination 
are concerns as well.   As such, we recommend that the direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts 
to PRRP natural resources be evaluated for each highway alternative as well as for the US-40/SR-
32 interchange. Likewise screening criteria for natural resource impacts should be included in 
your analysis to better convey the effects from each highway alternative on the PRRP area.    

In general, we again voice concern regarding the importance of protecting and preserving the property 
and natural resources in and around the PRRP corridor. We request that PRRP area be formally 
identified as a 4(f) property and that the appropriate analysis for potential impacts to the property be 
included in your screening analysis and future EIS.  We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments 
on the draft screening report for this NEPA process. Please contact me at the letterhead address if you 
have any questions.   

Sincerely, 

Michael D. Mills  
Executive Director 

cc: Commissioners Brad Barber and Robert Morgan 
Gene Shawcroft, Central Utah Water Conservancy District  
Reed Murray, Central Utah Project Completion Act Office  
Kent Kofford, U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Provo Area Office 
Heber City Council  
Doug Smith, Wasatch County Planner  
Jason Vernon, Utah Division of Wildlife Resources  
Jordan Nielson, Trout Unlimited  
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Comments Submitted on July 22, 2022 by Laren Gertsch to UDOT Regarding the Draft Alternatives 

Development and Screening Report Dated June 7, 2022  

Who am I: 

• Laren Gertsch

o Born in 1950 in the Wasatch County Hospital

o Resided in Heber Valley since birth

o Significant landowner in North Fields

Concerns and Recommendations: 

Detailed below are my concerns with UDOT’s screening process and current proposals:  

• UDOT has errored in its screening process by not more fully studying alternatives on the east side of

Heber City and around main street

o Heber City is potentially being given, yet another, “get out of jail free” card for not properly

addressing the growing road infrastructure requirements as it continually approves new

developments and annexations

▪ UDOT needs to hold Heber City responsible for developing infrastructure solutions

in and around Heber City and modify its proposals once Heber City has been held

accountable

• UDOT acknowledges that approximately half of traffic growth is local traffic

• I have been serving as the landowner representative on the UDOT subcommittee (providing general

input to UDOT’s process)

o I have repeatedly assured other landowners that UDOT officials are generally engineers who

careful study data, analysis alternatives, are not influenced by politicians, and develop good

solutions based on data

▪ I am disappointed to say that I can no longer offer my previous robust endorsement

and shower my accolades on UDOT officials

• I am having to recant my assurances to other landowners because of the

conclusions reached by UDOT in the screening process and the new

alternatives proposed due to the misunderstood and inaccurate information

used and the seemingly bias influence from certain politicians

• One of the primary reasons for eliminating earlier alternative of bypass road alternatives on the east

side of Heber City and around main street was based on the notion that a “walking main street” was

the principal component in Heber City’s vision of a historic town center

o This is totally misunderstood by UDOT

▪ Preservation of open space and preservation of a rural agricultural character and

heritage are the most critical components of Heber City’s vision

▪ The North Fields have been identified as the primary area to preserve as open space
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▪ Wasatch County citizens voted and passed a $10 million bond to acquire open space

lands

• “Open space” as understood by Wasatch County residents is analogous with

agricultural fields and vistas not a city park owned by a municipality as per

the NEPA definition

▪ Wasatch County recently passed a resolution against WB3 and WB4 going through

the North Fields

• Alternatives east side of Heber City and around main street were dismissed without sufficient

review and study

o Alternatives previously dismissed need to be resurrected and more fully reviewed

▪ UDOT needs to better define and explain how the prior alternatives were eliminated

▪ UDOT needs to clearly define the vision it is measuring against

• UDOT allowed an alternative West D (WB4) to be added late (without public comment)

o It was a proposal generated by the “Parkway Group” (primarily several Heber City counsel

members and the former mayor of Heber City’s office)

▪ This proposal received significant opposition from the public which was filed with

UDOT

• WB3 and WB4 are basically the same alternative as the former West D (WB4), just shifted east from

the original proposal

o Now two alternatives have been generated from the former “late to the game” alternative

West D (WB4)

o UDOT seems to be offer significant deference to the “Parkway” group while ignoring the

interests of the general population

• Many North Fields landowners are not aware the potential new routes cross their property

o UDOT should be required to contact any property owner where their property could be

affected by the new alternatives

• Limited wetlands testing was not completed before alternatives WB3 and WB4 were selected

o There is currently significant wetland testing being conducted in the North Fields after the

alternative proposals were released

o Most of the current landowners, where such testing is occurring, are not aware of the

testing

▪ UDOT sent letters to some landowners, but most landowners have not been notified

• This lack of notification needs to be corrected immediately

• UDOT plans to eliminate much of the 600-west road

o This, and other roads, in the North Fields are statutorily designated as “Established Livestock

Corridors”

▪ Farmers and ranchers have used the roads in the North Fields for over 100 years

▪ Travel on these roads should not be limited in any way



• Farms and ranchers should be able move their equipment and cattle on 

existing North Fields roads 

 

• The most serious issue that UDOT needs is study is water in the North Fields - both surface water 

and subsurface water 

o The North Fields act as a reservoir for downstream water users and the Provo River 

o The North Fields replenish wells in Heber City, Daniel, and Charlestown 

▪ When the North Fields Irrigation Board questioned UDOT regarding this issue and 

what would happen if the bypass road was built and later the ground water and/or 

wells dried up  

• UDOT’s initial respond was that it has no Plan B to fix the problem 

o The minutes of the UDOT meeting with the North Fields Irrigation 

Company Board have been modified to add the statement that “this 

needs to be thought through” 

▪ Springs on the east side of US40 currently help supply water to the North Fields 

• No studies were conducted when US 40 was widened 

o UDOT declared success because water came through the new tiles 

under the roadway 

▪ Studies need to be completed to verify that there was no 

decrease in the water flow, both surface and subsurface 

water 

▪ Placing a road through the North Fields will potentially affect existing water tables 

and may dry up existing green, pristine fields 

▪ To help minimize impacts on North Field water, at a minimum, any new roadways 

should be placed east of all Rock Creek irrigation ditches 

 

• Lands, not just buildings, are considered “historical sites” 

o The North Fields should be considered a historical site 

o The are only approximately three buildings on Heber City’s main street that can be 

considered historical sites  

 

Summary: 

• Previously dismissed alternatives need to be reconsidered as viable alternatives 

• Affected property owners need to be adequately notified 

• The desires of the residents of Heber Valley need to be reflected and not the views of a few 

politicians 

• The effect on surface and subsurface water in the North Fields needs to be fully studied 

• The North Fields should be considered a historical site 

• The North Fields makes Heber Valley unique and should not be destroyed 
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residents in Heber Valley (the historic town center with a walking main street seems to be the 
desire of a few Heber City officials and a few business owners on main street). 

d. Question: whose goal is it to reduce traffic on Main Street? Heber City or UDOT? The purpose
was developed by UDOT with input from local governments and the community.

e. The Board expressed concern that Heber City is not providing infrastructure needed to
accommodate the development they permit. UDOT clarified that none of the alternatives being
evaluated in the EIS will solve all of Heber City’s traffic problems. A bypass would be part of the
puzzle, but not the complete solution.

f. A 45-day comment period on alternative screening will run from June 7 to July 22. The Board
asked if this meeting summary could be submitted as a comment. UDOT indicated that would
be fine as long as everyone on the Board understood the names of all attendees would be
included in the summary. UDOT will prepare the summary and allow the Board to review and
comment.

2. Local roadway connectivity

a. Question: why don’t Alternatives WB3 and WB4 follow 600 West? The location of the current
alignment was set to minimize impacts to wetlands (based on preliminary wetland data).

b. The current concept for WB3 and WB4 is to provide east-west connectivity on 3000 North and
1800 North. The bypass would go over 3000 North and 1800 North. The connection at 2400
North and 1200 North would be cut-off, vehicles/travelers would need to travel north-south on
600 West or 1200 West to get to 3000 North or 1800 North to cross the bypass in the east-west
direction.

c. Local roads in the north fields are important for agricultural use (farming equipment, tractor
trailers hauling hay, and livestock). The Board expressed concerns with severing connectivity of
any local roads because that would require out of direction travel for landowners. The local road
grid has a spacing of one-half-mile. It would be more difficult for people, equipment and cattle to
move around if connectivity was cut off. The Board expressed concern that the land owners
need to be able to move cattle and equipment both north and south on 600 west and closing
some of this road would create significant turmoil.

d. Wasatch County placed signs on some local roads in the north fields indicating they are
historical cattle drive roads. The signs were placed so that landowners could continue to use the
roads this way when recreational users started to use them.

e. The Board suggested that locating the bypass on 600 West (or east of 600 West) would provide
a better solution than the currently proposed alignment for WB3 and WB4. Ranchers currently
drive cattle down 600 West.

f. There is not a dedicated easement for the local roads. Parcel lines generally go to the center of
the road. Wasatch County has a prescriptive easement and maintains the roads.
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g. There are some existing access roads which cross under US-40 in a culvert. It is possible to get 
a small tractor through but not larger equipment. Cows and horses will use it once they are 
trained.  

3. Water  

a. The North Fields Irrigation Company serves the area between the Provo River Restoration 
Project (PRRP) and US-40.  

b. Springs east of US-40 feed the north fields.  

c. Landowners were affected when the PRRP was constructed. The Utah Reclamation Mitigation 
& Conservation Commission (Commission) acquired land through eminent domain.  

d. Surface water rights and subsurface rights are different.  

e. The Board believes it will be easier to mitigate for impacts to surface water than it will be to 
mitigate for impacts to groundwater. Irrigation companies will need to meet several times to 
figure out how to redo the surface system so that water can still flow where it needs to. The 
system would need to be reengineered. Laren will get a copy of the map that was displayed to 
Andrea.  

f. If the current WB3 / WB4 alignment were shifted east of all Rock Creek ditches, there would be 
fewer conflicts with surface water.  

g. The Board expressed concerns regarding errant motorists leaving the road and damaging 
irrigation facilities.  

h. Groundwater levels are high in the north fields.  

i. The north fields are a storage tank for downstream water users and for the Provo River.  

j. The Board expressed concern that the bypass road would act like a dam. All groundwater flows 
west, toward the Provo River. UDOT will need to figure out how to pass water under the bypass 
alternatives. They believe it would be necessary to create ditches on the east side and a 
collector system on the west side; cross culverts would not be enough. Existing US-40 has tile 
drains that help prevent the road from acting as a dam; they appear to be working.  

k. The Board stated that the PRRP affected groundwater flow in the north fields. The dikes acted 
as a drain and lowered the water table which dried up the north fields. These impacts were 
recognized and are being mitigated by the Commission.  

l. The north fields overlay a class 1A aquifer (pristine). Charleston and Daniel get their water from 
wells. Flow in the north fields recharge the aquifer. The Board asked UDOT what its plan B is if 
the road is built and then the wells and springs dry up – this needs to be thought through. 

m. Tailwater is important. Many people use the water over and over. There is a water right to 
irrigate the north fields, then the Provo River, then the Great Salt Lake.   

n. The Board believes the wetlands in the north fields are manmade (through irrigation).  

o. The Board wants to be on record that they have concerns with alternatives WB3 and WB4.  





Dear UDOT,

I have many concerns that I hope you will listen to and take seriously. I feel that UDOT is “going through the
motions” without really listening, as evidenced by the following points that have yet to be seriously discussed:

Why and how did WB3 and WB4 come about as options through the North Fields? Why does it make sense to
build ANOTHER highway mere feet from the existing highway? I have heard no real explanation to support
these as viable options.

Why haven’t improvements on Main Street been done to alleviate traffic NOW and then see what traffic
patterns and roadway needs are left to be addressed?

The citizens have spoken many times on the issue of the North Fields being protected.

-In 2016, 74% of our valley voted to NOT rezone the North Fields, keeping the zoning at 20 acres to one home.

-In 2018, our valley voted overwhelmingly to (1) 57.66% preserve the North Fields through passing a $10
million Wasatch County Open Space Bond and (2) 62.74%  DEFEATED a referendum ballot issue, where the
Wasatch County Council approved to move a key boundary for just one land owner to rezone his property that
would have introduced higher -density in the beloved Central Zone by the North Fields.

The two routes of WB3 and WB4 are putting that $10 million bond in jeopardy. There is a time limit on that
bond. What has UDOT done to make sure there will not be a negative affect to the bond and preservation of
land that the people voted for?

-Heber City Vision (directly from the General Plan pg.5)

Heber City is nestled in a green valley, brimming with historic agricultural uses, the beautiful Provo River, and
unmatched views of the Wasatch Mountains. Our residents value this beautiful and unique setting and are
committed to preserving its character while growing and nurturing our City. Together, we desire to:

• preserve the beautiful open lands that surround us;

• create friendly neighborhoods and centers that focus homes, jobs,

shopping, and recreation into places where we gather and interact regularly;

• enhance and strengthen downtown—the heart of our community; and • grow, promote and diversify our
recreational opportunities.

There is no mention in this introduction of anything about a “walkable” downtown.

-The very first thing mentioned is historical agricultural uses.

-The first bullet point is “preserve the beautiful open lands that surround us”
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-On page 11 of Envision Heber 2050

What do Heber Residents value?

#1 Open Space/Rural Character Preservation

That is the vision of Heber according to the general plan. This is a huge oversight on UDOT’s part to not
include this as the Vision of Heber.

It seems as if the importance of the Provo River Mitigation project has not been considered. There are many
issues here. The Bureau of Reclamation informed UDOT in a letter in 2020 that it should not be placed within
0.5 miles of the river. Both WB3 and WB4 are within that distance.

There are grave concerns that the class 1 aquifer could be at risk with the bypass routes through the North
Fields.

UDOT seems to have ruled out certain routes due to impacts on “valued places” without ever saying what and
where those valued places are, and what their significance is. That is also an error in process.

UDOT has not analyzed how the retail and restaurants will be affected. I do not believe there were any retail
business owners that were on the stakeholders committee. I am greatly concerned that there will be very
negative impacts to the downtown retail and restaurant businesses and they have not been included in the
process.

I do not believe UDOT did an adequate job contacting landowners and telling them new routes would cut
through and damage or cause total loss of their property.

I ask that UDOT please consider all of the destruction and irreparable harm that bypass routes WB3 and WB4
would cause to the Provo River, water flow, the aquifer, agricultural protected lands, and the beauty of the
heber valley.

Thank you,

Christi Judd



FRIENDS OF HEBER VALLEY North Fields Coalition

COMMENTS SUBMITTED TO THE UTAH DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORATION REGARDING THE DRAFT ALTERNATIVES

DEVELOPMENT AND SCREENING REPORT, DATED JUNE 7, 2022

In response to the request for public comments from the Utah Department of Transportation
regarding the Draft Alternatives Development and Screening Report, dated June 7, 2022 (found
here: https://hebervalleyeis.udot.utah.gov/), the undersigned hereby concur with and join the
comments submitted by the Friends of Heber Valley, either by signing below or providing the
same information via text or email to Christi Judd, Friends of Heber Valley, ,
friendsofhebervalley@gmail.com. Any contact information needed by UDOT is available on
request.

Christi Judd, Co Executive Director, Friends of Heber Valley
Heidi Franco, Mayor, Heber City
Lori Stone - Preserve Midway
Holly Bodily - Preserve Midway
Brad Winegar - Preserve Midway
Athina Koumarela - Preserve Midway
Kris Ward - Preserve Midway
Rene Holm - Preserve Midway
Yvonne Barney, Heber City Council Member
Noah Nasser
Stephanie Nasser
Margaret Culley
Larry Culley
Laren Gertsch, Landowner/Farmer
Margo France
Mark and Janet Blosil
Bo Landin, biologist and science writer
Sharon Matthews
Bill Matthews
Dan Simmons PhD, Board Member, Friends of Heber Valley
Trudy W. Simmons, Co Executive Director, Friends of Heber Valley
Brad and Melanie Colton
Bradley J. Lowder
John Crook, North Fields Land Owner
Lawrence Culley
Alice Hicken, age 82, resident 62 years, Landowner in North Field. Land grant land deeded by
Ulysses S Grant
Laura Wardle
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Thomas Wardle
Mark R Matley, Regional Director/Partner EP Wealth Advisors
Bill Spiker
Kristen C Matley
Linda Middleton
Mark Middleton
Steve and Janell Palmer
Sally and Ron Lutz
Nate Roe
Brian Belknap
Nourah Caskey, Ph.D
Daniel Hatch
Jenny Townsend, Midway homeowner
Mikel H Williams, manager/owner of MW Williams Ranch LLC
Jeff Hill
Deanne Hill
Steven Townsend, Midway Homeowner
Jenny Townsend, Midway Homeowner
Karli Linschoten
Corey Linschoten
Jake Davies
Elinor Davies
Justin Davies
George P. Holmes - Landowner/Rancher
Glen Holmes - Landowner/Rancher
Julio E. Rodriguez - Landowner/Rancher
Emily H. Rodriguez - Landowner/Rancher
Brett Holmes - Landowner/Rancher
Christine Fawson - Landowner/Rancher
Julie Holmes - Landowner
Charles Roe
Rosemary Roe
Jonathan Judd
Ashley Roe
Dr. Robert K. Simons, Ph.D, P.E.
Bryanna Iayer
James layer
J kevin Parsons
Malia Young, Land owner
Mark L Adams
Dr. Steven Neal. Founder, Monument of the Americas, Heber Valley
Tom Peterson
Colleen Peterson
Suellen Winegar



Colby Holmes
Josh Peterson
Matthew Peterson
Nic Peterson
Troy Black
Deborah Knies
Cas Knies
Nathan Wright
Hillary Dumar
Jill Van Leeuwen
Briton Yonge
Una Yonge
Neil Richardson
Stephen M. Studdert
Josh Gertsch
Kerry & Sheila Siggard
Arthur M. Amann, P.E.
Margie A. Amann, very concerned North Field resident
Kimberly and Steve Luddington
Adam Galland
Lamont Harris
Jeffrey Smith
Michael E. Probst
Karli Linschoten
Karl Christopherson & Emily Christopherson
Beau McDonald
Wayne Foy
Kimberly Foy
Wayson Foy
Zayne Foy
Gordon Purcell
Lorraine Purcell
Jessica McDonald
Mary Lou Layton
Stephanie Davidson
Teresa Wharton
Jan Judd
Clint Gertsch
Kim Facer



COMMENTS SUBMITTED BY FRIENDS OF HEBER VALLEY NORTH 
FIELDS COALITION TO THE UTAH DEPARTMENT OF 

TRANSPORATION REGARDING THE DRAFT ALTERNATIVES 
DEVELOPMENT AND SCREENING REPORT, DATED JUNE 7, 2022

JULY 22, 2022

Introduction – Friends of Heber Valley North Fields Coalition  

We live, work, or recreate in the Heber Valley, and believe that the proposed Heber 

Valley Corridor Project (the “Project”), as currently described in the “Draft Alternatives 

Development and Screening Report,” dated June 7, 2022 (the “Screening Report”), threatens the 

quality of life in our community, poses a significant threat to our fragile environment, and will 

not provide significant increased mobility.  For these reasons, we have united and assembled an 

array of experts, community leaders and concerned citizens to request that the Utah Department 

of Transportation (“UDOT”) conduct a more robust screening analysis and address the concerns 

listed below prior to preparing and circulating the draft environmental impact statement 

(“DEIS”).  Below we provide comments to UDOT that address the following significant flaws in 

the Screening Report:

x Flawed Public Notice and Comment.  
x Flawed Purpose and Need.  
x Failure to Provide Reasonable Range of Alternatives.  
x Failure to Satisfy Requirements of Clean Water Act § 404(b)(1).  
x Flawed Screening of Alternatives.  

Friends of Heber Valley North Fields Coalition respectfully request that UDOT 

undertake a more rigorous approach to identify an appropriate purpose and need for the Project, 

reasonable range of alternatives, and least environmentally damaging practicable alternative 

(“LEDPA”), as required by law.  
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Flawed Public Notice and Comment on Screening Process.  The public notice and 

comment process has been a moving target thereby reducing, if not eliminating, meaningful 

notice and comment on which alternatives should be carried forward in the analysis under the 

National Environmental Policy Act (“NEPA”) and the Clean Water Act (“CWA”) § 404:

x UDOT presumes to articulate citizen preferences yet it is based on a relatively 
small sample size of citizens (having received fewer than 700 comments).  UDOT 
emphasizes views of project proponents, such as opposition to an east bypass, 
claiming that “an east bypass has never been part of the plan; a west bypass has 
been planned.”  Screening Report at 21.  This is the comment UDOT leads with in 
discussing public comments, yet UDOT fails to quantify how many comments 
asserted this claim.  In fact, UDOT knows or should know this to be false.  All 
land use plans and the vast majority of citizens favor preserving the North Fields.  
Moreover, 

x If UDOT wants an accurate picture of public preferences regarding alignments, it 
should sponsor a public survey managed by professionals.  These surveys should 
accurately measure tradeoffs (e.g. North Fields open space versus a 15 mile per 
hour Main Street).  Relying on a generally worded, limited and dated survey that 
did not measure tradeoffs from 2019 does not provide UDOT, decisionmakers, 
and the public an accurate perspective on current preferences especially given 
local growth, ongoing drought, increased aesthetic value of remaining open 
spaces and prime agricultural lands

x A bypass through the North Fields (first called “Western Bypass D”) was first 
raised in October of 2021, long after all the other bypass alternatives had been 
presented. 

x Recently, and only a few weeks prior to the comment period cutoff on the 
screening process, UDOT revealed its “five preferred routes” with the Western 
Bypass D being divided into two new alignments (now called WB3 and WB4), 
without any public input.  These two alignments were never given sufficient 
public notice to solicit meaningful public comment.  It is highly troubling, 
particularly to those citizens who will be most impacted by these alternatives, for 
UDOT to have disclosed them so late in an almost two-year screening process.  

Purpose and Need – Enhance Vehicular Mobility.  The Screening Report provides that 

the first project purpose and need is to “[i]mprove regional and local mobility on U.S. 40 through 

2050” as measured by the following:
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x Local mobility: Improve arterial and intersection level of service (LOS) on U.S. 
40.

x Local mobility: Decrease travel time on Main Street (S.R. 32 to hub intersection).
x Local mobility: Substantially decrease vehicle queue lengths on U.S. 40.
x Regional mobility: Substantially decrease through traffic travel time (S.R. 32 to 

U.S. 189).
x Regional mobility: Minimize conflicts (driveway accesses, intersections, etc.) to 

north-south mobility for through traffic.

Screening Report at 38.  

UDOT fails to explain how through traffic through Heber City will be sufficiently 

reduced to achieve both reduced congestion and slower traffic speed to achieve the feel of an 

“historic town center” (discussed below) and, at the same time, enhance mobility.  Moreover, by 

screening out for detailed review the main street enhancements (including one-way couplet and 

reversible-lane alternatives), UDOT has lost sight of a central purpose of NEPA – to give the 

public and other decisionmakers a complete understanding of impacts and alternatives, so that 

reasoned choices can be made by these and other relevant decisionmakers.  This is particularly 

true here given the modest increased mobility (in terms of travel times) achieved by the west 

bypass even based on UDOT’s limited and incomplete information it provided to the public.  See 

Screening Report at 38-40 & Table 3-5.  It was striking that UDOT claimed snow removal as a 

reason to screen out an elevated alternative or bridging over U.S. 40, see id. at 36, given the 

many bridges and elevated freeways in Montana, Alaska, and Canada which experience far 

greater snowfall than the Heber Valley.  

Purpose and Need – Provide Opportunities for Nonmotorized Transportation.  A 

purported purpose of the Project is to “[p]rovide opportunities for nonmotorized transportation 

consistent with local and regional planning….  There is limited designated infrastructure and 

lack of connectivity with existing infrastructure for nonmotorized transportation in the Heber 

Valley.  This lack of accommodations creates a low-comfort experience for all but the most 
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confident pedestrians and bicyclists….  All alternatives that pass Level 1 and Level 2 screening 

will be refined with additional engineering to include bicycle and pedestrian accommodations 

that are compatible with local planning documents.”  Screening Report at 9, 37-38, 49.  

Applicable local and regional planning documents do not contemplate bike and walking 

trails that are co-located with current U.S. 40 or improvements to U.S. 40.  Most people do not 

want to walk adjacent to a freeway with vehicles going 45 to 55 mph.  Bikeways and walkways, 

particularly those designed primarily to enhance mobility (as opposed to recreation) need to be 

located where people live and work, not in the North Fields.  Applicable local and regional plans 

contemplate pathways and bikeways elsewhere – not adjacent to a freeway:  

x Heber City Envision 2050 General Plan, Appendix, at 17, 98, 119, 153-54, 156 
(adopted Mar. 17, 2020) (planned bike paths along 100 East and 100 West based 
on public comment; trails should connect neighborhoods’ “trails connect centers”; 
“new and existing homes should have walking access to parks, trails”; “trails 
[should] connect residents to other neighborhoods, downtown, and new centers”; 
“all residents can walk to a park”.).  

x Wasatch County General Plan, Chap. 3, at 6, 13 (updated Feb. 2, 2022) (Favors a 
“connected multi-modal transportation infrastructure” that includes “safe and 
comfortable bike and pedestrian facilities … compatible with the mountain and 
rural characteristics of Wasatch County,” but “opposes proposals that encourage 
incompatible development within the corridor” or that fail to “establish[] 
agricultural operations as a priority use of the land [and] protect existing and 
future agricultural operations.”  

Purpose and Need – Heber City “Vision for Historic Town Center”.  The Screening 

Report states that the third project purpose and need is to “[a]llow Heber City to meet their [sic] 

vision for the historic town center” as measured by the following:

x Avoid or minimize impacts to valued places and historic buildings along Main 
Street.

x Avoid improvements that would preclude Heber City from implementing 
strategies to achieve their vision for Main Street (wide sidewalks, bike lanes, 
landscaping, and a reduced speed limit).”
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Screening Report at 38.  

UDOT’s references the “vision” for Heber City yet fails to recognize that Heber City’s 

actual “vision statement” contained in the Heber City General Plan cuts against UDOT’s 

preferred alignments through the North Fields:  

Vision Statement:  “Heber City is nestled in a green valley, brimming with 
historic agricultural uses, the beautiful Provo River, and unmatched views of the 
Wasatch Mountains.  Our residents value this beautiful and unique setting 
and are committed to preserving its character while growing and nurturing our 
city. Together, we desire to:

x preserve the beautiful open lands that surround us;
x create friendly neighborhoods and centers that focus homes, jobs, 

shopping, and recreation into places where we gather and interact 
regularly;

x enhance and strengthen downtown—the heart of our community; and
x grow, promote and diversify our recreational opportunities.”  

By focusing our growth in specific areas, we foster a vibrant community and a 
quiet countryside—a place residents and visitors alike will enjoy for generations 
to come.”

Heber City Envision 2050 General Plan, at 5 (adopted Mar. 17, 2020) (emphasis added).  

Item number one on the “Vision Map” is “Significant open space preservation” explained 

as follows:  “North and South Fields are permanently protected.  Land or development rights 

are purchased, and conservation easements are placed, precluding future development.”  Id. at 

15.  It is difficult to imagine how UDOT’s “vision” of a major freeway cutting through the 

middle of the “historic agricultural uses” in the North and South Fields adjacent to “the beautiful 

Provo River” destroying this “unique setting” and “quiet countryside” could be more 

diametrically opposed to the actual “vision” described in the Heber City General Plan.

Regarding UDOT’s purpose and need to achieve the purported “vision for the historic 

town center,” nowhere in the Screening Report does UDOT define the “vision for the historic 

town center,” nor the origin of such a vision since it does not originate from the actual Heber 

City General Plan, which defines the planning principles for the downtown as follows:
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Downtown, Heber’s historic center, will develop into an even stronger center and 
remain the heart of the community.  Main Street, together with surrounding 
blocks, is a local and regional destination.  

1. Heber preserves, enhances, and improves access to its valued places and
buildings on Main Street.

2. Heber improves pedestrian and bike accessibility, parking, and traffic
conditions along Main Street.

3. Underused spaces are reimagined into significant new places to work, live and
enjoy time together.

4. Downtown is a regional destination for annual gatherings and traditions that
Heber residents and visitors enjoy.

Id. at 15.  

To accurately articulate the purpose and need of the above based on the Heber City 

General Plan, UDOT will need to evaluate an alternative that achieves this vision without a 

destructive freeway that runs counter to the Heber City General Plan.  Such an alternative would 

include traffic calming features, improved transit and transit-oriented development, and 

improvements to Main Street similar to those used by other rural communities.  Another 

alternative to achieve preserving an historic downtown center could involve an elevated bypass 

such as was constructed by the Idaho Transportation Department in Sandpoint, Idaho on U.S. 

Highway 95 (Sand Creek Byway Project), which has received awards for its design.1  

UDOT’s vision of a historic Main Street without diesel truck traffic assumes that haul 

trucks will necessarily take the bypass route, yet diesel haul trucks often take the shortest route 

especially when loaded.  UDOT fails to explain the actual legal mechanism for removing haul 

trucks from Main Street.  

Moreover, UDOT’s understanding and articulation of the “vision for the historic town 

center” is flawed in another important respect.  The Heber City General Plan contemplates a 

1 For more on the Sand Creek Byway Project, see https://americastransportationawards.org/id-u-s-sand-creek-
byway/, https://www.parsons.com/project/sand-creek-byway/, and North Idaho Community Action Network v. U.S. 
Dep’t of Transp., 545 F.3d 1147 (9th Cir. 2006).  
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series of town centers connected by arterial roads, not a single town center bypassed by a 

freeway:  

New centers will be strategically located, connected to each other and the greater 
community, and offer walkable access to amenities and day-to-day needs.  New 
centers should encourage many distinct features: outdoor gathering spaces; parks 
and plazas, schools; community centers; a mix of shopping, restaurants, offices; 
as well as a variety of housing choices, including more affordable options.  

Id. at 7.  

In addition, the Heber City General Plan discusses the need to make more “vibrant 

downtown, town centers and business center; neighborhoods with open space; rural residential 

clusters.”  Id. at 15.  A “revitalized downtown,” as contemplated by the Heber City General Plan, 

does not contemplate a quieter two-lane walkable Main Street suggested by UDOT.  UDOT’s 

own traffic study does not enable Heber City to remove the current four-lane highway on Main

Street, and recent annexations likely require maintaining the four-lane Main Street.  

Finally, UDOT will need to evaluate how a bypass could negatively impact certain 

businesses such as restaurants and retail spaces that depend on through traffic and could make 

the downtown less economically viable which has happened in so many small towns with 

freeway bypasses.  UDOT’s vision of an historic quiet Main Street appears incongruous with the 

revitalized downtown contemplated in the Heber General Plan.

Impermissible Purpose & Need – Accommodate Increased Growth.  The Screening 

Report indicates that alternatives were developed to accommodate future development and 

growth along North 40.  See Draft Alternatives Development Screening Report at 23 (“Because 

many members of the public want the EIS to examine western bypass routes that connect farther 

north, and because there will be additional development along North 40, UDOT explored 

extending the potential connections at the north end of the western bypass alternatives.  UDOT 
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identified three additional western bypass alternatives that have a second northern connection at 

River Road/S.R. 32” (i.e., WA1, WB3, and WB4)).  UDOT effectively has created a fourth 

purpose and need for the Project, i.e., to accommodate future development and growth which 

will induce more traffic and congestion into Heber City.  

In comparing alternatives, UDOT must consider and explain the effect of increased travel 

and traffic under WA1, WB3, and WB4 compared to other alternative alignments that have not 

been designed to accommodate and induce development and growth.  UDOT cannot claim that 

increased growth and traffic congestion will happen anyway when they admit that a purpose of 

an alternative is to accommodate such growth.  

UDOT must also explain its contradictory purposes and need, i.e., on the one hand to 

claim the Project will “improve regional and local mobility,” yet include alternatives specifically 

designed to facilitate growth which will increase traffic and travel into Heber City.  This 

incongruity needs to be acknowledged and discussed in the Screening Report.  

The Screening Report implies that municipalities have preserved a norther terminus and 

roadway corridor through the North Fields to accommodate growth.  See Screening Report at 23.  

This may be the desire of some real estate developers that have attempted to steer the NEPA 

process.  However, relevant planning documents, such as the Wasatch County General Plan, 

graphically indicate an alignment that bypasses no more than existing development with a 

northern terminus that avoids impacts to the North Fields.  See Exhibit A (Wasatch County 

General Plan, Map 32). 

Citizens and Municipal Governments Oppose a Freeway through the North Fields.  

The citizens who have signed these comments, and the majority of citizens who have 

participated in local government land use planning, overwhelmingly support preserving the 
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North Fields, and strongly oppose development in the North Fields.  Specifically, the Heber City 

General Plan explains the preferred “approach to conserving the North Fields:  47% prefer to 

“[p]ermanently protect it and preclude all future development by purchasing land or development 

rights,” 28% prefer to “[m]aintain rural 20-acre lot zoning for the entire North Fields,” 20% 

prefer to “[m]aintain rural 20-acre lot zoning, except for northwest corner, where more intense 

development could happen,” while only 4% believe there is “[n]o need to conserve the North 

Fields.”  Heber City General Plan, at 224.  As further evidence, an attempt was made in 2016 to 

rezone areas of the North Fields to 10 acres per home.  A citizen referendum resulted in putting it 

to the vote of the people, and 74% of residents voted against rezoning the North Fields and 

maintaining the zoning at one home per 20 acres.  Not surprisingly, with such strong public 

support for open space preservation, municipal governments and officials have supported 

preserving the North Fields:

x On July 13, 2022, the Wasatch County Council unanimously voted to oppose 
alignment options WA1, WB3 and WB4 due to impacts to special aquatic sites along 
the Provo River and degradation of the North Fields:  “Wasatch County feels that the 
value the community places on the North Fields and the impacts to that area were not 
adequately considered in the selection of options WB3 and WB4.”  

x Previously, on May 18, 2022, the Wasatch County Council unanimously voted to 
oppose “Bypass Alternative West D.”  Minutes of the Wasatch County Council, at 13 
(May 18, 2022).  

x “The desire to preserve open space and Heber’s rural character is not a new idea, but 
it was a loud and clear message, especially in regard to the North Fields.”  Heber City 
General Plan, at 11.  

x The Heber City General Plan provides for an “Agricultural Preservation Zone” in the 
North Fields that maintains the 20-acre residential zoning and only allowing “[d]airy, 
grazing and grazing supportive crops with a homestead.”  Id. at 23, 55 (map showing 
planned open space through agricultural preservation in the North Fields), 71 
(transportation map showing no city roads or bypass in the North Fields).

x “Community interest in open space preservation is focused on the North Fields, 
maintaining separation between communities and the mountainsides.”  Id. at 50.  
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x The Wasatch Country General Plan proposed a bypass that avoids the North Fields.  
See Exhibit A (Wasatch County General Plan, Map 32).  

x The Heber City Council voted to amend the Annexation Plan to ensure that currently 
undeveloped fields “maintain rural environment [and] provide a buffer zone between 
the City and surrounding cities.”  Heber City Council Meeting Minutes, at 6 (Sept. 4, 
2018).

An Alignment Through the North Fields Defeats Ongoing Efforts to Preserve Open 

Space and Prime Historic Agricultural Lands.  The Heber City General Plan describes the 

need and goal of open space preservation through public and private efforts:  

As the City and its residents contemplate open space preservation, they will need 
to acknowledge that property owners possess a “bundle of rights” that run with 
the land, including development rights, based on their zoning classification.  
Permanent open space preservation involves employing many strategies, 
including moving development rights and building them elsewhere, selling 
development rights, exchanging open spaces, conservation easements, zoning for 
large agricultural parcels, etc.  Many of those strategies require both a voluntary 
seller and a funding source, likely a public one.

Heber City General Plan, at 11.  The Wasatch General Plan makes the same point:

Lands conserved for open space through acquisition, transfer of development 
rights, conservation subdivision design and other conservation tools shall be 
placed under permanent conservation easement wherever possible, with most 
conserved lands remaining under private ownership….  Encourage the Purchase 
of Development Rights (“PDR”), so that development rights can be purchased and 
retired, thereby restricting future development on sensitive open lands

Wasatch County General Plan, at 261, 263.  

By condemning large swaths of land in the North Fields, UDOT will effectively 

foreclose realization of the land use goal of Heber City and Wasatch County to preserve 

open space through public and private efforts.2  A highway through the North Fields 

seriously jeopardizes the $10 million bond that was passed by Wasatch County in 2018. 

2 The Wasatch County Commission has already recognized that including the North Fields in the list of alternatives 
is already having the adverse effect of discouraging investments in conservation easements to preserve open space in 
the North Fields, which contributed to the Commission’s opposition to the western alignment.  See Minutes of the 
Wasatch County Council, at 13 (May 18, 2022).
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That bond was largely planned to be used in the North Fields for open space preservation.  

With a highway through the North Fields on the table, the bond will be in limbo for 

years, and may never be used.  

Failure to Accurately Apply Clean Water Act § 404(b)(1) Guidelines.  The Screening 

Report sets forth the Clean Water Act § 404(b)(1) Guidelines, see Screening Report § 2.3.2 and 

claims that UDOT applied them to screen out from further consideration Alternative WA3 due to 

excessive impacts (i.e., 24.72 acres) to jurisdictional waters of the United States (“WOUS”), see 

id. Table 3-15 and id. at 54 (“Waters of the United States … were given special consideration 

during screening because federal laws require UDOT to consider and analyze alternatives that 

avoid or minimize impacts to these resources”), at 64 (“USACE [“Army Corps of Engineers] 

cannot issue a permit if a practicable alternative exists that would have less adverse impacts.”).  

The Clean Water Act § 404(b)(1), 33 U.S.C. § 1344(b)(1), guidelines prohibit discharges 

of dredged or fill material “[i]f there is a practicable alternative to the proposed discharge which 

would have less adverse impact on the aquatic ecosystem, so long as the alternative does not 

have other significant adverse environmental consequences.”  40 C.F.R. § 230.10(a).  This is 

known as the Least Environmentally Damaging Practicable Alternative, or “LEDPA.”  Under the 

Guidelines, the Corps may only authorize the LEDPA.  The LEDPA has three components: (1) it 

must be practicable, (2) there must not be another practicable alternative that would have less 

adverse impact on the aquatic environment, unless (3) other practicable alternatives would have 

other significant adverse environmental consequences.  An alternative is “practicable” if it is 

“available and capable of being done after taking into consideration cost, existing technology, 

and logistics in light of overall project purposes.”  40 C.F.R. § 230.10(a)(2).  UDOT’s 

application of the CWA § 404(b)(1) Guidelines thus far is deficient for the following reasons:
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x EPA advised UDOT of the need to commit “to delineate wetlands and 
waterbodies in the project area … [to] better inform alternatives selection and 
development in the EIS.”  EPA Memorandum to UDOT, at 2 (Nov. 3, 2021).  
Unfortunately, UDOT developed the “Final Level 2 Screening Results” based on 
desktop information and documentation.  See Screening Report, at 55 (“The 
expected impacts were determined by overlaying the estimated right of way for 
each alternative over the GIS datasets for these resources.”).  Without ground 
truthing, these existing data sets are unreliable especially given the inaccuracy of 
the dated nature of the National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) maps.  For example, 
UDOT’s calculation of impacts to wetlands from WB3 and WB4 was 10.53 acres 
and approximately 12.5 for total waters of the United States (“WOUS”).  See 
Screening Report, Table 3-12.  UDOT did not undertake any preliminary 
wetlands assessment on the ground until July 2022 (the results of which have not 
been finalized and made publicly available).  

x The actual acreage of wetlands that would be impacts from those alignments are 
in excess of 28 acres.  See Frontier Corporation Report (Exhibit B).  This is highly 
troubling given that UDOT screened from further NEPA study Alignment WA3 
due to an estimated total WOUS impacts of 25 acres.  See Screening Report, 
Table 3-15.  Thus, using the same criteria properly applied with accurate 
information, UDOT also should have eliminated Alignments WB3 and WB4 from 
further study.  

x If UDOT’s wetlands acreage impacts were based on NWI maps, which are dated 
and inaccurate, they would have grossly underestimated the wetlands present in 
the North Fields.  See Frontier Corporation Report at 6 (Exhibit B).

x UDOT acknowledges that “The right-of-way and property impacts shown above 
in Table 3-14 are predictably greater for the western bypasses that extend through 
the north fields (WA3, WB3, and WB4) than for the western bypasses that 
connect to U.S. 40 near 800 North and then continue to S.R. 32 along the existing 
U.S. 40 alignment (WA1, WB1, and WB2).”  Screening Report at 67.  Yet UDOT 
fails to screen out the alignments through the North Fields.  

x Using UDOT’s own numbers, and properly applying the least environmentally 
damaging practicable alternative (“LEDPA”) test, UDOT also should have 
eliminated Alignments WB3 and WB4 from further study given that the wetlands 
impacts from Alternatives WB3 and WB4 are approximately double the impacts 
from Alternatives WB1 and WB2.  See Screening Report, Table 3-15.  

x UDOT should have considered and factored into whether to screen out from 
further analysis impacts to Rock Creek from Alternatives WB3 and WB4 impacts 
to– immediate tributary to the Provo River.  Rock Creek constitutes important 
Brown trout spawning grounds.  See, e.g., 40 C.F.R. § 230.24(b) (requiring 
consideration of project impacts that can “alter or destroy communities and 
populations of aquatic animals and vegetation, … modify habitat, restrict 
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movement of aquatic fauna, destroy spawning areas, and change adjacent, 
upstream, and downstream areas”).  The Middle Provo River is currently 
considered a blue ribbon Brown trout fishery with both ecological and economic 
significance to the region and State.  See, e.g., 
https://www.parkcityflyfishing.com/middle-provo-river/.  

x It is notable that while the Screening Report reflects involvement of some federal 
agencies, but not the Army Corps of Engineers (“Army Corps”).  There is no 
evidence that UDOT consulted with the Army Corps prior to issuing the 
Screening Report.  This appears to violate guidance issued by the Federal 
Highway Administration (“FHWA”) that calls for integrating as early as possible 
the NEPA and CWA 404 permitting process.  See FHWA, “Integrating NEPA and 
Permitting Increases Efficiency in Environmental Review,” at 1-2 (Sept. 2020) 
(“The EDC-4 initiative was developed to help State departments of transportation 
(DOTs) better navigate many of the challenges that can arise during the 
environmental review and permitting process for transportation projects under 
[NEPA].  These include lack of early engagement with resource and permitting 
agencies….  The goal of the NEPA/404 merger is early and active interagency 
coordination to expedite project delivery while minimizing impacts to aquatic 
resources”); FHWA, Army Corps, et al., 2015 Red Book: Synchronizing 
Environmental Reviews for Transportation and Other Infrastructure Projects, 
FHWA-HEP-15-047 at 24-27 (Sept. 2015) (explaining need for an “early 
coordination process (Scope, Alternatives, Potential Impacts” and informal or 
formal “synchronization” of NEPA and CWA 404 permitting process to ensure 
that the Army Corps “will confirm compliance with the CWA by providing 
written concurrence that the Purpose and Need statement may be used to define 
basic and overall project purpose, the Alternatives Selected for Detailed 
Evaluation comply with the Guidelines, the Preferred Alternative is the 
LEDPA”) (emphasis added).

x In the screening process, UDOT made no mention of the need to consider as a 
screening criterion potential impacts to the Provo River and Provo River 
Restoration Project.  One could argue that this should have been one of the most 
significant screening criteria to apply.  Specifically, the FEIS for the Provo River 
Restoration Project emphasized the importance of groundwater recharge to 
sustaining the Middle Provo River and Deer Creek Reservoir for the benefit of 
both water users and the riparian complex.  That recharge is heavily dependent on 
adequate surface and subsurface flows.  See, e.g., Provo River Restoration Project 
FEIS, at 3-11 to 3-14 (“[T]he groundwater discharged from the basin (which 
includes groundwater return flow to surface water) is an important source of water 
for Deer Creek Reservoir and water users downstream of the reservoir….  
Groundwater is in contact with the surface in many places in the valley — most 
predominantly in the North Fields Irrigation Company.  Wetlands, springs, and 
seeps occur at locations such as these.”).  
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Based on the above, Friends of Heber Valley North Fields Coalition believe that had 

UDOT conducted an accurate and impartial CWA § 404(b)(1) analysis, it would have screened 

out alignments in the North Fields as part of the NEPA screening process.  It will be a waste of

taxpayer resources and cause non-mitigatable impacts to environmentally sensitive areas and 

aquatic resources if UDOT selects any alternative in the North Fields, and forces judicial 

intervention or a veto by EPA under CWA § 404(c).
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Exhibit A 

Wasatch County General Plan, Map 32 

Available at https://www.wasatch.utah.gov/Departments/Planning-Dept#61923-general-plan 
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Exhibit B 
Frontier Corporation Report 

19272089_v1 



Environmental Consultants 

Frontier Corporation USA 
221 N. Gateway Drive, Suite B 

Providence, UT 84332 
(435) 753-9502

July 21, 2022 

Mr. Dan Simmons 

Heber City, Utah 84032-3836 

Subject:  Simmons Property Preliminary Wetlands Assessment  
Approximately 52-Acre Study Area within the Heber Valley Corridor Alternatives 
Heber City, Wasatch County, Utah 

Dear Mr. Simmons: 

Per your request, Frontier Corporation USA (Frontier) completed a preliminary assessment to 
identify and map the locations of potential wetland areas within an approximately 52-acre Study 
Area on your property located within the North Fields of the Heber Valley (Figure 1).  The Study 
Area is rectangular in shape and is located on the east side of the Provo River restoration 
corridor, the south side of River Road, and the north side of Potters Lane (Figures 2a and 2b).  
The Study Area covers portions of Sections 18 and 19 in Township 3 South, Range 5 East 
(Figure 2a).   

The Study Area is situated within the historic Provo River floodplain and includes segments of 
Rock Creek and East Branch Rock Creek and wet meadow farm fields that have been historically 
managed for pasturage.  Rock Creek has tributary connections to the Provo River (Figure 1).  

The Study Area covers portions of the WB3 and WB4 roadway alternatives that are being 
evaluated by the Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT) for the Heber Valley Corridor 
Project.  UDOT is preparing an environmental impact statement (EIS) for the proposed roadway 
project and is presently evaluating alternative road alignments that will be included in the EIS.  
According to the Draft Alternatives Development and Screening Report dated June 7, 2022, 
UDOT estimates that both the WB3 and WB4 alternatives would each impact 12.35 to 12.48 
acres of waters of the U.S (WoUS) (see Table 3-15. Final Level 2 Screening Results, page 67).  
It is unclear in the screening document how UDOT specifically determined the presence of 
wetlands and other water features for the impact estimates.  You requested that Frontier complete 
a wetlands assessment for you property because you believe there are more than 12 acres of 
wetlands on your land alone associated with the Rock Creek stream corridors and adjacent wet 
meadows. 

Wetlands, streams, canals, ponds, and other types of water bodies can be regulated by the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) as WoUS under Section 404 of the federal Clean Water Act 
if they have a jurisdictional nexus to a TNW (i.e., connections to Utah Lake via the Provo River 
and its tributary system). 

The purpose of this preliminary wetlands assessment is to identify the presence and locations of 
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potential wetlands, stream channels and other water bodies within the Study Area that may fall 
under the USACE’s Section 404 permitting regulations.   

This preliminary wetlands assessment is for planning purposes only.  The assessment was not 
done at a level of detail necessary for a formal USACE wetland delineation, which would be 
required for permit applications to fill, relocate or otherwise physically alter regulated wetlands 
or other WoUS for roadway construction.  Additional data collection and hydrologic analyses 
would be required in the early spring growing season in order to do a detailed and accurate 
wetlands and aquatic resources delineation for any property in the North Fields of the Heber 
Valley due to the unique hydrogeology of the area.   

METHODS 

The preliminary assessment consisted of an online query of existing NWI, National Hydrography 
Dataset (NHD), U.S. Department of Agriculture Natural Resources Conservation Service 
(USDA-NRCS) Soil Survey, and U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) databases; a review of 
historical aerial imagery using Google Earth; and a site inspection conducted by Frontier staff on 
July 14, 2022.  Areas with vegetation that is dominated by wetland indicator plant species and 
evidence of potential sources of wetland hydrology were identified as potential wetland areas, 
and checked against the NWI, NHD, USDA-NRCS, and USGS databases.  Stream channels and 
other potential water features were similarly identified and preliminarily mapped.  

Areas that were dominated by upland plant communities with no evidence of potential water 
sources for wetland hydrology were identified as uplands. 

Recent aerial imagery obtained from the Utah AGRC imagery and GoogleEarth online databases 
was used to produce aerial field maps and report maps.  The locations of potential wetlands, 
ponds, streams, canals, ditches and other water features were marked on the aerial field maps.  
The identified features were digitized in the office and incorporated into a Geographic 
Information Systems (GIS) database using ArcGIS.  The aerial imagery data and the USGS, Soil 
Survey, NHD, and NWI map data were obtained online and added to the GIS database.  

GIS was used to produce the site location maps (Figures 1, 2a and 2b), Preliminary Wetlands 
Assessment Map (Figure 3), Soil Survey map (Figure 4), NWI map (Figure 5), and NHD map 
(Figure 6).  Representative photographs showing existing site conditions at the Study Area are 
provided in the attached photo log.  Photo point locations and view directions are shown on the 
Preliminary Wetlands Assessment Map (Figure 3). 

FINDINGS 

Land Use 

A portion of the Study Area includes a residential home with associated outbuildings, driveways, 
irrigated lawns and landscaping.  But the majority of the Study Area consists of farm fields that 
have been historically managed for pasturage.  The farm fields are on the historic Provo River 
floodplain and are sub-irrigated by a high water table during the early spring growing season.  A 
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The most prevalent species observed in the wet meadows were meadow barley, clustered field 
sedge, quackgrass, Kentucky bluegrass, spreading bent-grass, Nebraska sedge, and orchard grass, 
but there are numerous other herbaceous wetland indicator plants that were observed in the wet 
meadows as shown in Table 2.  Note: The plant list in Table 2 is not the results of an intensive 
investigation to inventory wetland plant species in the Study Area, but rather a list of common 
plants observed over the course of a single field day covering the entire 52-acre Study Area.  
Many more plant species would likely be found inhabiting the potential wetlands.   

Potential wetlands 4 and 5 are wetland drainage swales.  These wetlands are in distinctly low-
lying drainage patterns that may have been old river meanders that have been incorporated into 
the irrigation water distribution system.  The drainage swales have facultative wetland grasses 
such as Kentucky bluegrass and quackgrass.  The bottoms of the drainages are about 2 feet lower 
in elevation compared to adjacent uplands.  A seasonally high water table augmented by 
irrigation water is the likely source of hydrology for these two potential wetlands. 

The riparian wetlands associated with the Rock Creek and East Branch Rock Creek stream 
channels have both a palustrine emergent and riparian forest scrub-shrub component.  The 
emergent wetlands bordering the stream channels include paleyellow iris, narrowleaf cattail, 
watercress, and various sedges.  The riparian component includes a wooded overstory that 
includes narrowleaf cottonwood, boxelder, hawthorn, and narrowleaf willow.  The herbaceous 
understory includes horsetail, milkvetch, fowl bluegrass, quackgrass, and various forbs.  The 
water source for these wetlands includes surface flows and the shallow alluvial aquifer that is 
associated with the stream channels. 

It should be noted that the July 14 site inspection for the preliminary wetlands assessment was 
conducted during a period of drought.  In fact, the northern Utah area has had three consecutive 
drought years.  The USACE 2008 Arid West Wetland Delineation Manual indicates that wetland 
delineations should be done when site conditions are representative of normal climatic 
conditions.  The manual also recommends that wetland hydrology should be evaluated during the 
normal wet period of the growing season, which is occurs in the April-May timeframe for the 
Heber Valley.  A July or August delineation done during the dry season of a prolonged drought 
period would not be entirely representative of wetland conditions that would be normally present 
during the normal wet period for the area.  Accordingly, we recommend that a more formal 
wetlands delineation investigation should be done during the early spring growing season in 
April-May 2023. 

Soil Survey Data 

The soil survey mapping data for the Study Area were obtained from the USDA-NRCS online 
database (https://websoilsurvey.sc.egov.usda.gov/App/HomePage.htm) and cross-referenced 
with the hydric soils list for the area.  Soils included on the hydric soils list tend to have a 
prevalence of supporting wetland conditions if ample sources of water are present because of 
their drainage characteristics, and because of the parent materials they were derived from.     

The soil survey indicates that the Study Area is underlain by five soil units (Figure 4): 
x FA – Fluventic Haploborolls* 
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x Kc- Kovich loam* 
x Kd – Kovich loam, channeled* 
x Kp – Kovich gravely subsoil variant* 
x Kr – Kovich loam, gravelly subsoil variant, channeled* 

*Included on Hydric Soils List 
 

All five of these soil units are listed on the hydric soils list. Thus, the entire Study Area is 
underlain by soils that have a high potential of supporting wetland conditions if ample sources of 
water are present.  The presence of hydric soils in the Study Area is not surprising given that it is 
located in the historic Provo River floodplain.   
 
According to the Soil Survey for the Heber Valley Area, Utah, the FA soil unit consists of 
intermixed soils along bottomlands in the valley that are dissected by numerous stream channels.  
The water table fluctuates with stream flow, and many areas are normally flooded for short 
periods in most years.  The Kovich soil units consist of poorly drained soils that were formed on 
floodplains and stream terraces.  Depth-to-groundwater is variable depending on location. The 
Kd and Kr soil units are on undulating floodplains and stream terraces that are dissected by 
abandoned stream channels.   
 
National Wetlands Inventory Data 
 
The NWI mapping data for the Study Area were obtained online from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service (https://fwsprimary.wim.usgs.gov/wetlands/apps/wetlands-mapper/) (Figure 5).  The 
NWI mapping was originally completed by photo-interpolation of 1:65,000-scale and 1:58,000-
scale color infrared aerial photography that was flown in the early 1980s.  The original aerial 
photography used for the initial NWI mapping is more than 35 years old, and conditions 
originally interpolated for the NWI mapping may no longer be present under current site 
conditions.   
 
Notably, the NWI mapping does not show the current location of the restored Provo River.  The 
NWI appears to show Provo River when it was channelized and bermed for flood control.  In 
1999, the Utah Reclamation Mitigation and Conservation Commission began the Provo River 
Restoration Project (PRRP) between Jordanelle Dam and Deer Creek Reservoir in the Heber 
Valley.  The reconstruction of the river restoration was completed in 2008.  The project included 
the restoration of a properly functioning river channel and floodplain.   
 
In the 14 years since the completion of PRRP, the floodplain recharge function has likely 
restored groundwater recharge in the Study Area, thus increasing the amount of potential 
wetlands identified by Frontier on Figure 3 when compared to the pre-PRRP NWI mapping 
shown on Figure 5.  This means the NWI mapping shown on Figure 5 would not be 
representative of current wetland conditions in the region that has been improved as a result of 
the PRRP.   
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National Hydrography Dataset 

The National Hydrography Dataset contains surface water mapping of the Nation’s rivers, 
streams, canals, lakes, ponds, reservoirs, etc.  NHD data for the Study Area and surrounding 
lands were obtained from the USGS National Geospatial Program, National Map database 
(http://viewer.nationalmap.gov).  The NHD surface water flow paths for the general vicinity of 
the Study Area are shown in Figure 6.  The NHD flow paths include Rock Creek and East 
Branch Rock Creek.  These flow paths of these creeks will convey both surface water and 
groundwater. 

JURISDICTIONAL ASSESSMENT 

The jurisdictional assessment for the Study Area is based on the pre-2015 USACE and EPA 
rules pertaining to jurisdictional determinations, which are the rules currently in effect for Clean 
Water Act Section 404 regulatory determinations.  Features within the Study Area that would 
meet the USACE’s delineation criteria for wetlands or other types of water bodies could be 
potentially regulated as WoUS if they are determined to have: (1) a nexus with interstate or 
foreign commerce, (2) a tributary connection or significant hydrological nexus to a TNW, and/or 
(3) a hydrologic connection to wetlands that are adjacent to a TNW or are adjacent to tributaries
to a TNW.  For this Study Area, potential hydrologic connections to the Provo River would be
assessed for jurisdictional connectivity.

Under the current USACE rules and guidance, potential flow paths or drainage connections can 
be either natural or man-made for the purpose of determining jurisdictional connections.  For this 
Study Area, wetlands that are physically contiguous or are adjacent to Rock Creek and East 
Branch Rock Creek would be jurisdictional because Rock Creek has tributary connections to the 
Provo River.  The jurisdictional determination would include potential hydrologic connections 
through both on-site and off-site stream channel and irrigation ditch systems.  Irrigation canals or 
ditches can be potentially classified as regulated waters if they have relatively permanent flows 
throughout the year and have connections to regulated stream channels or regulated wetlands. 

Based on our site observations, all of the 28.81 acres of potential wetlands and channels that 
were identified on Figure 3 would be hydrologically connected to Rock Creek or East Branch 
Rock Creek.  Thus, all of stream channels and potential wetland areas would likely be classified 
as WoUS by the USACE.  This means that the potential acreage of WoUS for the WB3 and 
WB4 alternative roadway routes is significantly greater than the 12.35 to 12.48 acres of WoUS 
that were identified by UDOT in the June 2022 Draft Alternatives Development and Screening 
Report.  

This preliminary wetlands assessment is for planning purposes only.  The assessment was not 
done at a level of detail necessary for a formal USACE wetland delineation and jurisdictional 
determination.  A formal delineation for the Study Area would have to be completed in order to 
get a formal jurisdictional determination from USACE that verifies the presence and locations of 
jurisdictional WoUS features within the Study Area boundaries. 
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Please feel free to call me if you have any questions about the findings documented in this 
preliminary wetlands assessment report. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Frontier Corporation USA 

 
Dennis C. Wenger 
Senior Wetlands Ecologist 
Principal 
 
Attachments: 
Figure 1. Site Vicinity Map – 1:100,000 scale topo basemap 
Figure 2a. Study Area Location Map – 1:24,000 scale topo basemap 
Figure 2b. Study Area Location Map – 1:24,000 scale aerial basemap 
Figure 3. Preliminary Wetlands Assessment Map 
Figure 4. USDA-NRCS Soil Survey Map 
Figure 5. National Wetlands Inventory Map  
Figure 6. National Hydrography Dataset Map 
Photolog depicting current site conditions – 11 pages total 
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QUALIFICATIONS 
 
Dennis Wenger is the Principal Partner and President of Frontier Corporation USA, and as such 
is responsible for the management and operation of the firm at the corporate level. He holds a 
B.S. degree in Biology, an M.S degree in Ecology, and has nearly 30 years of professional 
consulting experience in the Intermountain West.  Mr. Wenger specializes in the management of 
large complicated projects requiring rigorous analysis and compliance with Clean Water Act 
(CWA) Section 404 Regulations.  He has participated in numerous EAs and EISs requiring 
Section 404 Permits and is very experienced in project scoping; quantification of baseline 
conditions; alternatives analysis; impact assessment; development of mitigation and restoration 
strategies and planning; construction monitoring; and permit coordination among federal, state, 
and local agencies. He has completed more than 700 jurisdictional delineations in Utah and 
neighboring states in the Intermountain West. He also has considerable expertise in the 
jurisdictional vs. nonjurisdictional assessment of delineated waters in accordance with current 
federal CWA statutory rules.  He is conversant with methods to assess riparian-wetland functions 
for impact assessments and mitigation planning.  He also conversant in landscape ecology at the 
watershed scale. His graduate research assessed how stream corridors function as integral 
watershed components for wildlife movement and their importance in ecosystem management.  
 







































I have several comments about the E.I.S. process to date.
1. Background.
On March 9th, 2020, I met with the Heber City leaders (Matt Brower\City Manager, Tony Kohler\City Planner,
Heidi Franco\Councilwoman) with a Highway #40 concept, as part of the E.I.S. process, that created one way
traffic on separate streets (Main and First West or First East). This simple proposal was later shared with two
other Council members (Johnson and Kahler) and some County leaders. Mr. Kohler came up with a simple
diagram representing the basis of road realignment for a visual representation. This later became the "40F"
couplet option for public discussion during the Level I screening process.
In my personal and professional travels in the Midwest and Northwest, I had observed that many regional
centers like Heber Valley had adopted this cost effective and practical solution to some of their local traffic and
growth challenges. In my conversations and visits, I found that usually there was a combination of external
boundaries (Pacific Ocean, mountain ranges, Lake Superior, industrial waste, farmland) that limited the local
highway options for a bypass around the City. Also, the business communities and civic leaders were anxious
about the loss of business growth, traffic flow and local traffic movement for locals, among many other issues.
Cost of development of a new road system was always a big discussion point for local and regional political
leaders in their work with the regional DOT staff in various states. All this was an effort, on my part, to see if
there was a realistic option to a new road system through the open lands west and north of Heber City,
including what benefits could come to Heber City in general with more enhanced 20+ block stretch of one
direction traffic between the North\South lanes as I had observed in other communities. As a former resident of
Heber City currently living in Midway, I felt an obligation to follow up on this concept.
After attending recent UDOT EIS meetings in Heber Valley, either by via Zoom or in person, I made the effort
to contact transportation professionals in Oregon and Montana where I had observed "couplet options" in
regional centers in real terms. To be clear, my effort was not to find only support for my proposal for a couplet
option in Heber City, but to get a deeper understanding of the pluses and minuses of the couplet format for
transportation professionals and local leaders. While disappointed that the 40F option was not on the final list
of Level II options for further discussion and evaluation, I submit that the concept has both value and merit for
future discussion.
2. Some comments from three transportation professionals regarding ‘Couplet’ and bypass investments-
Joe Walsh, Regional Director\MDOT, Southwest Region, Butte, Montana, 406-490-0003
_”Overpasses are a necessity for local traffic safety when planning a couplet format.” (Butte and Bozeman,
Montana)
_”…lots of grant money available for traffic related problems for cities as well as urban renewal.”
_”…effort to remove trucks from town but 90% of truck traffic was local and deliveries.”
_”…big bypass to remove trucks but growth and tourism have necessitated both couplet and bypass.
Community is struggling with growth including 20k cars in downtown daily. Bypass is very costly with ROW
issues and environmental mitigation. Bypass not a solution for daily traffic.” (Kalispell)
_ “…new roads- very high cost of with ROW (right-of-way) clearances and interchange development. $5m per
mile minimum currently plus other challenges of access\egress. ”
_”…roundabouts are a problem and with too much traffic and often lead to intersections. When they are the
wrong choice (for traffic conditions), they are very wrong.”
Deer Lodge Co. Traffic Manager [Wayne] speaking about Anaconda, Montana couplet
_”We have 20 blocks of one way traffic now. It’s been a good solution to our growing traffic problems. City and
County leaders are mostly pleased with business and residential services. As we are a few miles from I-90
interchange, we get lots of through traffic and tourism from the mountains west and north through Deer Lodge.”
_”…all businesses in favor of continuing one way traffic after some years of growth.” (Anaconda)
James Feldman, Senior Transportation Planner, ODOT Region 2, Corvallis, Oregon
_”Costs for a bypass are very high here along the coast. It was tens of millions of dollars in Lincoln City and
Newburg for solutions within the communities alone for a new road.”
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_”There are brownfield rehab and business renewal grants for businesses in cities going through couplet
transitions.”
_”Safety research shows that speed and visibility improve with couplet improvements at all levels.”
_”Pedestrian and bike improvements with couplet transition are a low cost benefit to locals and visitors. This is
a big issue along the coast of Oregon.”
_”Safety comparisons between bypass intersections and couplet intersections are important planning
objectives. Talk to engineers. This is a priority for us (Oregon DOT).”
Other Oregon officials with experience in bypass and couplet issues-
-Albany, two existing couplets but looking at bypass. Ron Irish, 541-917-7656
-Astoria, couplet- no bypass. Nathan Crater, 503-338-5173
-Corvallis- couplet and bypass. Greg Gescher, 541-766-6731
-Lincoln City- no bypass but #101 improvements through town. Stephanie Reid, 541-996-2154
-Lebanon- couplet but no bypass. Ron Whitlatch, 541-258-4269
-McMinnville- couplet and bypass. Heather Richards, heather.richards@mcminnvilleoregon.gov
-Newburg- downtown couplet and bypass in process, decades of discussion. Doug Rux,
doug.rux@newburgoregon.bov
-Newport- current E.I.S. in process for downtown couplet and bypass. Derrick Tokos, 541-574-0626
-Philomath- couplet with major streetscape improvements under construction. Chris Workman, 541-929-6148
-Tillamook- couplet. Tim Lynda, 503-374-1823.

In summary, it is my strong opinion that it would benefit the E.I.S. process to both add the 40F option back to
the Level II screening evaluation period. As former State Senator and current UDOT Commissioner Van Tassell
said at the County Council meeting some weeks ago, Heber Valley and Heber City in particular are going to go
through some major challenges in transportation planning and would be well served to look at all options for
#40 and #189 traffic, which means a Heber City option in some form. More importantly, it would serve that
objective to bring in a transportation professional from one of the above cities\counties in either Oregon or
Montana to meet with UDOT professionals, civic leaders, businesses and private interests to find out the
elements of success and costs to communities for either bypass or couplet options over the next evaluation
period. Fresh eyes, experience in transportation and community planning, awareness with environmental
restrictions, rural and tourism experience, business costs and benefits as a regional center- these assets could
be imported for $1000 to $3000 to bring in a pro over a couple of days who would assist our EIS process
moving forward. I envision a series of meetings over a couple of days with various stakeholders to add depth
and experience in evaluating our EIS options. In my former profession, we assisted each other across the
country in transferring knowledge, expertise and skills of our planning and resource work. “We stole from each
other fair and square!”
3. I support the recently submitted letter from the Wasatch County Council with regards to the a) the historic
nature of the North Fields and the Provo River corridor; b) the previous effort by both the Wasatch County
Commission (2006) and Heber City Council (2007) to limit road length and assure steady flow for any bypass
effort around Heber City; and c) “preserve the beautiful open lands that surround us”, including the Clean
Water Act and Provo River Mitigation Commission concerns.
4. Finally, many years ago Heber Valley leaders envisioned Heber City as a regional center like Vernal and
Moab. This included 4 lane roads in and out of the valley, business and residential expansion, the UVU
campus proposal, expansion of the medical and professional services, additional recreational opportunities and
other amenities that enhanced our valley in general and Heber City in particular. All that happened, and then
some. The U.D.O.T. EIS activity is part of that reality.
I’m convinced that the long term benefit of a couplet option for Heber City and area residents is strong. It may
happen with or without a bypass as referenced earlier. There are going to be many issues of street
modifications, overpasses at key intersections, impacts on businesses and residents on both north and
southbound lanes. On the positive side, there will be business expansion and opportunities on the block(s)



between the north and south traffic, all with a safe left hand turn for access and egress. Funds are apparently
available for urban renewal, affordable housing, parks and trails, business and office building expansion along
the current corridors, public safety, etc., as the planning moves forward. I hope that we will take the time to
evaluate the 40F couplet option.



July 22, 2022 

To Whom it May Concern: 

UDOT has requested of the public to submit their comments regarding the process as follows: 

“…the criteria used to screen alternatives as they relate to the project’s purpose and key 
environmental resources, as well as new data or information that could advise the 
screening process.” 

UDOT has probably received many comments on the project, I wanted to provide some input to 

encourage greater transparency and disclosure on the actual impact of the various proposals.  

My first comment has to do with UDOT’s process on how the data is disclosed and how it is 

analyzed.  I direct your attention to the attached  Exibit 1 which is a copy of a map from Heber 

City Envision 2050 page 9 which graphically illustrates where the future growth that is expected 

in the Heber Valley.   I am no traffic engineer, but I fail to appreciate or understand how a 4 

lane highway, at a cost of over $400 Million, is the best investment to alleviate traffic in the 

Heber Valley when the vast majority of development  and population growth will be occurring 

on the east side.  Even UDOT’s public comments have stated that 70% of the current and future 

traffic in Heber City on Main street is “Intra” traffic.  Some conspiracy theories evolving are that 

the Bypass will primarily be serving the special interests of those who’d like to quickly get 

through the Heber Valley  from Mayflower and Park City to their private jets at the Heber Valley 

Airport or the growing Provo airport.  Or that the Bypass is primarily serving the special 

interests of those who want UDOT to front their efforts to cut a path through the North Fields 

and allow them to finally put in high density subdivisions and commercial development.  These 

are just conspiracy theories.  Whatever the case, my comment on UDOT’s process is that it has 

failed to simply disclose and provide an analytical  case supported by the data for how any of 

the Bypass proposals will effectively alleviate the traffic challenges of Heber Valley. 

My second comment pertains to UDOT’s process on how they have disclosed the 

environmental and aesthetic impact of any of the Bypass alternatives on what is Heber Valley’s 

highest priority, which is preserve the “….open lands that surround us” (Heber City Envision 

2050, page 5).  My criticism of UDOT’s process is that is has not adequately disclosed what 

would be the adverse impact on the open lands that surround us.   

They say a picture is worth a thousand words.  Attached as Exhibit 2 are examples of what I 

believe would be better disclosure in the screening process on the part of UDOT.   The following 

photos were taken on July 14th, 2022 in the North Fields.  I have used no filters, just taken some 

photos with my iPhone and the approximate locations where the proposed WB3 and WB4 will 

be crossing the existing roads.  I have attempted to use my amateur editing skills to show 

Before and After impacts of a 4 lane highway running through the North Fields.  I believe these 

amateur photo renditions speak for themselves as to the impact of UDOT’s proposed Bypass 

options.  I  would encourage UDOT to utilize some of the resources of the professional staff to 
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develop more realistic and practical exhibits of the potential environment and aesthetic impact 

of the Bypass alternatives on the rural open lands in the Heber Valley, which are a high priority.  

I believe that with full disclosure and transparency, ultimately we will arrive at more optimal 

solutions that are in the best interest of the overall population of the entire Heber Valley, not 

just those special interests who have disproportionately higher influence. 

I appreciate your consideration of these comments on UDOT’s process. 

Best regards, 

W. Brad Winegar

Resident of Midway, Utah 



 



View from Midway Lane looking North Before WB3 or WB4: 

View from Midway Lane looking North After WB3 and WB4: 



View from 1200 North Looking North Before WB3 or WB4 

View from 1200 North Looking North After WB3 or WB4 



View from 1200 North Looking South Before WB3 or WB4 

View from 1200 North Looking South After WB3 or WB4 



View from 1800 North looking North Before WB3 or WB4 

View from 1800 North Looking North After WB3 or WB4 



View from 1800 North looking South Before WB3 or WB4 

View from 1800 North Looking South After WB3 or WB4 



View from 2400 North looking North Before WB3 or WB4 

View from 2400 North Looking North After WB3 or WB4 



View from 2400 North looking South Before WB3 or WB4 

View from 2400 North looking South After WB3 or WB4 



View from Potter Lane looking North Before WB3 or WB4 

View from Potter Lane looking North After WB3 or WB4 (Note, this photo is being generous 

since the trees on the right will likely be gone after) 



View from Potter Lane looking South Before Before WB3 or WB4 

View from Potter Lane looking South Before After WB3 or WB4 
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1. Tracy T HEBER CITY, UT As a current member of the Wasatch Open Lands Board,
and an advocate for preserving the North Fields over the last
decade, I needed to alert the public of the effect of the
bypass map routes impeding any future presevation efforts,
as experts have told us. Please sign today if you value the
North Fields!

2. Frances M Heber City, UT
3. Lindy R Heber city, UT North Fields is an important wetlands and should be

protected and preserved in it’s entirety.
4. Nancy S Heber City, UT This is the most pristine heart of our valley. The power poles

are bad enough, stop this bypass!
5. John K Midway, UT
6. Karen M Heber City, UT
7. Melissa H Heber City, UT This would ruin this special place
8. Benjamin S Midway, UT Keep heber valley rural with open space
9. Whitney R Heber, UT We need to preserve this open space, as it helps make

Heber Valley, the picturesque valley what it is.
10. Susan H Midway, UT Ruins the beautiful valley. That is the reason people want to

live here.
11. Schindeler M Midway, UT
12. Lori S Midway,, UT North Fields is the last large contiguous piece of Open

Lands in our county. It is rural and historical. Preserving the
North Fields actually will be a step to prevent MORE taxes,
MORE schools, & MORE traffic! high density bites you in the
butt when you don\'t plan and save large parcels of Open
space. The infrastructure is always OUT GROWN down the
road. Saving land and smart growth planning for the future
saves taxes as well as beautiful.

13. Barbara G Heber, UT Save the north fields no matter what, is the most important
thing to me

14. Christi J Heber city, UT
15. Bo L Heber City, UT
16. Anonymous heber, UT
17. Nancy D Heber City, UT Because I live by the North Fields I don’t want them

destroyed while there are other options.
18. Christopher L Heber city, UT Development in our small valley should not be easy for

developers
19. Lynne F Heber City UT 84032,

UT
We are losing our open lands at an alarming rate. I come
from a family of farmers, we love our land and are good
stewards of it. It will break my heart to see the north fields
asphalted.

Name From Comments
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Name From Comments
20. kristin w Midway, UT We need to preserver hthis beautiful valley. Once it is gone,

it is gone forever!
21. Judy O MidwayMidway, UT Open space not more construction
22. LONG C Midway, UT
23. Robyn L Midway, UT
24. Connie W Heber City, UT It will ruin the beauty of the valley and the water of Provo

river.
25. Troy E Heber, UT The north fields are some of the last open space in heber

and are the view that defines the charm that is the heber
valley.

26. Kelli G Heber, UT The north fields is sensitive wetlands. It needs to be
preserved. It is not worth preserving if it has a bypass cutting
through it. Please consider putting a frontage road along 40
north of the original bypass route.

27. Kris F Heber City, UT
28. Chelsey R Wallsburg, UT As a third generation lifetime resident of Wasatch County, I

will just stick to this simple point without any other
sensationalism attached. With roadways come more
development along them. It will not be \"just a roadway\" for
long before we have lost all of what makes the North fields
special.

29. Jimmy I Midway, UT Protect the last beautiful undisturbed areas we have left.
30. Marquis D Heber City, UT
31. MICHAEL V Heber City, UT Protect our legacy
32. Ellen C Midway, UT I voted to choose options to preserve North Fields  the first

thing I thought when I read about Plan D was “We already
voted to preserve North Fields open space”. Please
eliminate Option D from the options available.

33. Victiorria J Sandy, UT
34. Bryant S Heber City, UT Want to maintain the
35. Audreay A Midway, UT I think the fields need to be preserved as part of our culture
36. Eddie G Heber, UT
38. Holly B Midway, UT This pristine farmland is our #1 tourism highlight and needed

for our economy. Even more important is the health it brings
our valley through water and nature. It is an animal habitat
that can never be replaced! There are other viable routes to
choose.

39. Larsen L MidwayK, UT The beauty & tranquility of the north fields is a treasure of
the Heber valley that should be protected from all
development.

40. Ellie N Heber City, UT Developers have already ruined our valley. We don’t need to
destroy every single acre of open space. Thus bypass
should have been done 15 years ago.
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Name From Comments
41. George P Midway, UT Preserve the open North Fields
42. Michael D Daniel, UT
43. Jennifer A Midway, UT
44. Mardell S Midway, UT
46. Camille A Heber, UT Keep the North Fields open!
47. Athina K Midway, UT We already voted to preserve the North Fields previously.

Option D should not be considered for the bypass.
48. Debbie M Heber City, UT
49. Cathy P Midway, UT The North Fields are a beautiful, peaceful, open area that

help define the picturesque Heber Valley. A freeway style
road through the North Fields will destroy an important
iconic piece of the valley no matter how “sensitively” it is
done. Nothing is sensitive or peaceful about freeway traffic
at 60, 70, 80 mph. We may be losing our rural character, but
a highway through the North Fields would be sudden death,
now and forever.

50. Trudy S Heber City, UT The North Fields are the gem of Heber Valley. They are part
of Heber Valley’s unique rural heritage. Putting a Highway
through would lead to development and destruction.

51. Steven H Midway City, UT
52. Kristen P Heber, UT
53. Mary T Lincoln, NE
54. Tyler A Heber, UT Family land in the north fields that would be impacted by the

change from the original location that was voted years ago.
55. Jeff P Heber City, UT
56. Lauren W Midway, UT This valley with both Midway and Heber is one of the most

beautiful yet magical places. A large part of that magic
comes from the beauty that road would pass right through. It
would ruin mine and my family’s hearts.

57. Tausha H Heber, UT I think it is important to preserve open space in every way
we can. The North Fields would be destroyed with this
option.

58. Jennifer E Midway, UT We’ve already voted on this and we need to protect the
beauty and wildlife of the North Fields.

59. Kendra G Heber, UT We need to protect our agriculture and open space.
60. Barbara N Heber, UT
61. Amber J Midway, UT
62. Marge B Heber, UT
63. Robert M Heber City, UT I believe that it does not fix the traffic problem. It appears to

me that most of the traffic is traffic heading East on 40 and
local traffic that travels to development on the East side of
Heber. Traffic from North Highway 40 to 189 down Provo
Canyon is minimal.
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65. Paris P Midway, UT
66. Fiona H Heber City, UT It will destroy the Heber Valley
67. Darryl R Midway, UT
68. Kerry G MidwayMidway, UT Building a bypass would create a vastly disproportionate

harm to the open spaces than the slight inconvenience of
occasional periods of high traffic on highway 40/Main Street

69. Carmie B Park City, UT We need more land left un disturbed! This should not be an
option!

70. Kevin K Heber City, UT Because Heber Valley is the North Fields. Ruin the North
Fields and the valley is ruined forever.

71. Holly C midway, UT This beauty should not be destroyed.
72. Shawn C Midway, UT
73. Sara C Midway, UT Keep our valley rural. This would ruin our beautiful North

Fields.
74. Stephanie T Midway, UT Too beautiful to touch!
75. Terel C Midway, UT
76. Jennifer F Midway, UT
77. Tari J Midway, UT It is my home and I believe those wetlands should be

preserved.
78. Julie B Midway, UT The north fields are the most valuable to our valley feel and

views.
79. Garth S Midway, UT
80. Lauren L Midway, UT It is an iconic part of Heber/Midway. And such a beautiful

scene to look on that is desperately needed given the ever
increasing homes and buildings going up around us. It is
important to preserve and keep open space to maintain the
beauty of this valley.

81. Georgia H Heber, UT The beauty of the Northfields would be ruined and raped.
Such a bad idea! It’s still a gem, despite all the new homes
being built.

82. Madison S Heber City, UT
83. Ali d Midway, UT We need less roads and developments in this valley, not

more.
84. Josie M Midway, UT
85. Beau M Heber, UT First thing, this will not appreciably alleviate the pressure on

Main Street. When driving down main street it is seen that
the vast majority of traffic goes east and south with Very little
bottle necking headed to the west. I personally feel we are
dreaming if we think the majority of people headed south on
40 will not want to stop in the last town to get fuel, food,
snacks, etc. and choose to go down Main Street anyway.
This bypass would realistically only serve midway and
(continues on next page)
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Name From Comments
85. Beau M Heber, UT (continued from previous page)

residents in the south fields area. If we are serving midway,
why not take it through river road and not devalue HEBER
for the benefit of midway. In addition to all the logic of why it
seems to be less logical on this route, the north fields is what
makes HEBER feel like the small farming community that
drew many people here. If a highway goes through, it will
lose that feel which will undermine the quality of life many
chose to live in this valley for and will potentially devalue the
entire valley. This will also more easily open the door to
future development of this prized land. All of these activities
will also result in a loss of the groundwater that currently
exists in the area and those ramifications will likely go
beyond what can even be foreseen.

86. Tisha D Heber, UT Please preserve our diminishing open space and what
makes Heber so special. Thank you

87. Jane S MidwY, UT
88. Jeff H Heber City, UT North Fields is critical to preserving our community feeling.
89. Sarah B Midway, UT
90. Christy B Midway, UT To save our valley from smog, noise pollution, traffic, etc,
91. Darien C Midway, UT
92. Aimee W Midway, UT The north fields are too valuable to destroy with a road. If

this valley losses north fields we no long have the valley we
all love.

93. Anne R Midway, UT
94. Konner Z Magna, UT
95. Genie R Park Citu, UT I love the north fields and it shouldn’t be destroyed.
96. Leslie M Midway, UT Open space preservation of the North Fields is critically

important for agriculture, wildlife and people. UDOT\'s
Option D will destroy a treasured bucolic landscape and our
sense of place.

97. Heidi H Heber City, UT The beauty of the heber valley is bc of the north & south
fields. It is a treasure & a gem we must protect bc it is was
makes it special❤️

98. Deanne H Heber City, UT
99. Nancy O Midway, UT Open space
100. Karen A Heber City, UT This valley is rapidly succumbing to overdevelopment. We

must preserve what little open space is left before it’s too
late.

101. Natalie B Heber City, UT Protect our open space.
102. Elvira H Midway, UT
103. greg p heber city, UT
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104. Lisa H Heber, UT The north fields are sacred incredible lands that define the

beauty of the Heber valley. They are home to so much
wildlife. It would be tragic to dig them up for a road.

105. Anonymous Midway, UT Pass a fine/tax for all oil truckers to pass thru Heber. Let the
oil refineries help pay for our traffic.

106. Amanda P Midway, UT Protection of sensitive lands
107. Lillie P Midway, UT
108. Rene H Midway, UT This option only encourages development in an area that

should be preserved. We need to balance the crazy growth
with preservation of important lands. The North Fields are
important lands.

109. Chadd G Heber, UT
110. Cynthia C Midway, UT I think that it is important to keep the North Fields rural.
111. Lynne G Murray, UT Please! Look at the pictures of that gorgeous valley! Why do

you even have to ask???
112. Shoshanna R Heber City, UT We bought on this side of town for its quiet, slow pace, and

beautiful views. Putting the bypass on the western side of
town will kill the beauty of the valley.

113. Julie H Heber City, UT Water needs for Wasatch County.
114. Karli G Midway, UT
115. Nicole J Midway, UT I do not want more large roads thru Midway
116. Jeff S Midway, UT The Heber Valley is a treasure and the open, rural farmland

is vital to its attractiveness as a community. I DO NOT want
the Heber Valley to become just another Salt Lake Valley.
Please remove Option D and keep the rural nature of the
Heber Valley intact.

117. George H Midway, UT
118. Doug S Heber, UT A road will encourage development as well as ruin the

options for purchasing development rights through open
space bonds. There are better options without ruining one of
the greatest assets of the valley.

119. Lynn K Midway, UT Environmental disaster while scaring the heart of the Heber
Valley.

121. parker n Midway, UT \"Wetland\" , \"floodplane\" , \"majority of people dont want it
disturbed\"
. . . . . Why is this an option and why are there not
consequences for those pushing it? 
Technically there are some fancy laws that say you can
destroy wetlands if you recreate an equal amount
elsewhere..... however blue ribbon fisheries council and a
few other enormous groups associated with fishing would be
very interested in knowing what is being done here. You
can\'t impact wetlands like this without inpacting the rivers.
This is a very backwards thinking process.
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122. Angie W Heber City, UT
123. Eric B Midway, UT Please don’t put a highway through the last remaining

preserved open space in the Heber valley.
124. Doug M Heber, UT
125. Stacy G Massapequa, NY
126. ronald d heber city, UT Save Open Spaces
127. Lizabeth L Midway, UT
128. Morgan T Midway, UT The North Fields are way too beautiful and are home to so

many animals that we need to preserve them. We can’t just
develop and ruin all of our natural beauty in this valley!!

129. Robyn S Midway, UT Preserving nature via open lands offers the connection for
families to feel the rewarding evidence and connection often
missed in noise and traffic

130. Audrey D Midway, UT The north fields are iconic beauty in wasatch county. Find
another option

131. Josephine B Midway, UT
132. Susie K Midway, UT The environmental impact this bypass would have on the

wetlands, Provo River, and wildlife of this area seems
catastrophic. The fact that the Wasatch County Council did
this with no transparency should cause concern with the
citizens of this beautiful area.

133. Tami M Heber City, UT
134. Sarah H HEBER CITY, UT
135. Lindsey M Midway, UT
136. Jessica J Midway, UT This rural green space corridor is a major draw for people

visiting and choosing to live in the Heber Valley. It’s
economic value goes far beyond the farming that we see.
Don’t kill the golden goose when there are other options.

137. Jessica M Midway, UT
138. Erin M Midway, UT
139. Susan C Midway, UT We need to preserve this beautiful and iconic land. Once it’s

gone it’s gone!
140. susan t midway, UT I often walk in this beautiful area. It’s one of the last natural

parcels of land for wildlife. It’s what makes the valley such a
beautiful place.

141. james g midway, UT
142. Justin C Heber, UT The bypass should not destroy open space. The damage

done and cost of the bypass are not worth it.
143. Dan R Midway, UT
144. Kathy G Midway, UT
145. Jessica R Heber, UT
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146. Donovan D Midway, UT This needs to be preserved for wildlife and aesthetic beauty

of Heber Valley.
147. Rick F Heber City, UT The scenic beauty of this river valley rivals any in the west.

This is no place for a highway and all the destruction,
development and pollution that will come with it.

148. Lindsay B Midway, UT
149. William H Midway, UT
150. Anonymous Heber City, UT
151. Tara M Midway, UT Open space, the river
152. Mindi F Midway, UT
154. Derek B Midway, UT We want natural open land.
155. Sheila S Midway, UT Listen to the voice of the people!!!!! We cherish our North

Fields. They are a huge, sacred value to residents and
tourists alike. Open Space is not an undying resource! It is
so against a beloved community goal to have such plans
snuck in, especially when voters have spoken. Please
remove Western D option. We residents are beyond sick of
the destruction of our pristine lands and scenery which bring
beauty, peace, and historic and aesthetic appreciation to our
souls. Economic development is important but not at the cost
of things that are most valued by the majority of residents.
Remove Western D option, please! Thank you.

156. S C Midway, UT Lee
Avoid destruction of this State treasure. There are solutions
that are less invasive.

157. Austin H Heber, UT Because I’m from here and live here..
158. Eric S Midway, UT Preserve open space and way of life.
159. jared n Midway, UT The North Fields is this valley’s cherished gem. This bypass

would be the doom of the North Fields. Development will
follow, preservation would end, and our valley would just be
another sprawl.

160. Beth F Midway, UT Worst of all options! The scar across the valley would
destroy what makes this place beautiful!

161. Suzie S Midway, UT To preserve our valley.
162. Rosemary B Midway, UT Do to the unprecedented growth in the past 5 years it is

imperative to maintain what little open space we have left.we
are quickly losing the charming character which was Midway

163. Sue M Midway, UT
164. Vanessa N Midway, UT The fields are a beautiful landmark in the valley. They are a

lot of what give us the rural feel in our fast growing Heber
and midway.

165. Vickie W Midway, UT
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166. Kelley I heber city, UT We need to preserve and protect the last open space lands

of the Heber Valley area. Many, many unique wildlife roams
this area and it would destroy their habitats. I

167. Suellen W Midway, UT Must NOT run a highway through pristine fragile watershed
and riparian habitat. Need to remove the option from maps
so we can proceed with conservation efforts. North Fields
are the icon of Heber Valley!

168. Dennis E Midway, UT The beauty of the North Fields is unspoiled, irreplaceable,
and valuable to the Heber Valley. It must be maintained.

169. Ruth H Midway, UT Because it’s not necessary. We need to be strong and keep
as much big city style out of this rare, rural place.

170. Tate M Midway, UT
171. Shane K Cedar hills, UT Keep Heber and surrounding area local and a small

community !! That is why it is unique and a fun weekend for
families do not get it all commercialized then it is like to
many other small communities ruined!!!

172. Hayden D Heber, UT This will ruin our cherished town
173. Steve P Midway, UT Preserve Raul land
174. Frederika E Midway, UT The North Fields is a beautiful open space which speaks to

the very rural character of the Heber Valley and the reason
people love living here. The development of the North Fields
would also increase the loss of habitat for the Sandhill
Cranes which migrate there every year. The residents of this
wonderful valley have already expressed their feelings on
the importance of preserving and conserving the North
Fields both by poll and by vote. Please don’t let the state
push us around!

175. John jeffery F Midway, UT Don’t screw with the North fields. Keep the bypass close to
HEBER city so the fields stay as open space

176. Anonymous Midway, UT
177. L Colleen A Midway, UT This is a precious part of our rural community that is a

habitat for wildlife. Please keep our beautiful natural spaces!
178. Brady G Heber, UT Because we’ve been here our whole lives on this property

why should we be forced out
179. Steven A Midway, UT Preservation of historic farm lands that makes the Heber

Valley a special place
180. Rosemarie N Midway, UT
181. Chris B Midway, UT
182. Andrew L Midway, UT Keep those fields open.
183. Adrian H Heber, UT
184. Danielle G Flagstaff, AZ
185. Jacqueline A Midway, UT
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186. Carri W Park city, UT No more development in these town and valleys! Go back

home. This isn’t the answer! More cars and more freeways
is not helping. No more building and we don’t need more
roads for SOV!!!

187. Don T Heber City, UT Preserve our agricultural and open spaces.
188. James J Midway, UT Western Heber/Midway needs to keep its country appeal.
190. Jenifer T Heber, UT The future should be important to all.
191. Jana R Midway, UT This is one of the most scenic, beautiful spots in a state that

seems hell bent on destroying itself. Please STOP THE
MADNESS!!!!!

192. Crystal W Midway, UT I wish to preserve the open space and rural feel of our
community.

193. Anonymous HEBER CITY, UT
194. Patrick R Midway, UT
196. Katie H Heber City, UT
197. Scott K Midway, UT Midway is known for it quaint little town with open space and

farm land. We DO NOT want a highway running through it.
198. Sally K Midway, UT
199. Ellie K Midway, UT
200. Deborah L Midway, UT
201. ROBERT C Midway, UT One of the last scenic areas in the Heber Valley that has not

been totally scared by development. Please leave us some
beauty.

202. Kelley B Midway’s, UT I run in the north fields every weekend and it’s worth fighting
for!

203. Tenley F Midway, UT
204. Bambi M Innsbruck, at
205. Joshua S Midway, UT
206. Jeanne K Salt Lake City, UT
207. Y. B Heber, UT We need to preserve our farm fields, open space and natural

beauty for this fast growing community.
Preserving TRUE Open Space is imperative

208. Faith Y Heber, UT
209. Deborah T Heber City, UT Preserve what makes Heber beautiful and where we want to

live
210. Kody C Heber City, UT We don’t have much open space left. This area of wetlands

should be protected at all cost.
211. Jelica R Buzet, hr
212. Alyce W Midway, UT I DO NOT WANT TO SEE THESR BEAUTIFUL OPEN

LAND DESTROYED BY TRAFFIC, POLLUTION, NOISE
AND MOST LIKELY MORE ACCIDENTS. ANOTHER
(continues on next page)
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212. Alyce W Midway, UT (continued from previous page)

CONCERN IS IT OPENS THIS PRISTINE LAND TO
DEVELOPMENT, GREEDY DEVELOPER\'S. THE
WASATCH COUNTY BOARD SHOULD NOT FILL THEIR
\'POCKETS\' WITH PROMISES AND THE \' LIKE\' BUT
SAY NO TO THIS.

213. Ken S Heber City, UT The pollution.
214. Wendy R Midway, UT
215. Tabatha B Heber City, UT
216. Brad W Midway, UT The North Fields is the to the Heber Valley what Central

Park is to New York. Putting a four lane highway right
through the middle of this green gem. By preserving this
space we enhance the value of all of our homes. Let’s find
more creative ways to solve this transportation problem by
redeveloping lands already developed and preserve the
North Fields for future generations to enjoy.

217. Kevin P Midway, UT It would destroy the North Fields.
218. Anonymous Midway, UT Preserve our open space and wildlife
219. Gerald R Heber City, UT Simple, leave Main Street as the main route through Heber.

Some people think that it can be made more pedestrian
friendly by removing the through traffic but, the truth is, there
is nowhere of interest to walk to or shop at. There is the main
Park which gets used but that\'s it. Save us all millions of
dollars by forgetting about a bypass.

220. Todd D Midway, UT Please preserve the natural beauty of heber valley and
preserve the open farm land.

221. Mary K Heber City, UT Please keep the beauty of this valley.
222. Dan N Heber City, UT It’s out dated and would move high speed traffic through

neighborhoods. Plan needs to be how to make the existing
Main Street the path with main street shops on 100 200 East
& West.

223. Jeanne F Midway, UT Change is happening so fast in this valley. Is worth it to
preserve that last remaining corridor of beautiful open green
space.

224. Julie F Heber City, UT It’s all we have left
225. Michelle G Midway, UT
226. Doug C Midway, UT Everything that I love about Heber Valley is being destroyed

by over development. I don’t believe this bypass option is
the best alternative.

227. Tara M Midway, UT I moved here for the beautiful openness of midway… let’s
preserve the gem we have.

228. Linda E HEBER CITY,, UT
230. Ken R Midway, UT
231. BRENT H Heber City, UT
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232. Carolyn S Heber City, UT There is only so much open land left and god isn\'t making

more.
233. Caroline D Heber, UT
234. Charlene W Midway, UT Preservation of our beautiful valley’s open space.
235. Madelynn H Midway, UT
236. Julie V MIDWAY, UT
237. Roger U Midway, UT One of the last treasure we have must not be wasted away.
238. Jennifer M Midway, UT I grew up in midway and I don’t want to lose the charm of the

north fields.
239. Robert D Midway, UT
240. John W Midway, UT Its important to keep our ecosystem and beautiful valley

from becoming a crowded and over developed travel route.
241. Rudi K Heber, UT When the hills are clogged with housing thanks to

continuous rezoning, future generations will thank us for
preserving the North fields.

242. Carli E Heber City, UT Preserve the natural habitat of our birds and wild life.
243. Sherry K Heber City, UT
244. David R Midway, UT
245. Debra M Heber City, UT To preserve land for wildlife
247. Joyce b midway, UT
248. Susan M Midway, UT
249. Josh G Midway, UT
250. Judith G Midway, UT Keep this signature area of the Heber Valley protected and

pristine.
251. Jennifer M Heber City, UT Please don’t put a Hwy through our beautiful wetlands. 

Keep the Hwy where it is. Main Street is car dealerships and
fast food restaurants. Leave it

252. Jeremy H Orem, UT I grew up in Heber and still visit/do business there
consistently. The land utilized for D should be left as we’ve
structured/protected it for decades.

253. Delores M Midway, UT
254. Terry N Midway, UT
255. Jolynn N Midway, UT
256. Amanda C Heber city, UT There is no reason to close in the only open space in the

valley. We all know it will bring stores, homes and fast food
into those areas. Why not put it in on the east side where
there are more things built anyway.

257. Mattie K Heber City, UT I want to preserve our open valley!
258. Bruce E Midway, UT
259. Robert M Midway, UT
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260. Andy E Midway, UT Save the North Fields
261. Clifford S Heber City, UT The damage that will be done if the West option is adopted

will never be undone.
262. Tonya K Draper, UT
263. Kimberly A Midway, UT
264. Brian A Midway, UT Preserve the open beauty of the valley without adding a

concrete eyesore, noise, congestion, and pollution to our
natural landscape.

265. Abraham G Midway, UT We Must preserve Nature and Open Space. Quality of life
will be greatly negatively affected if this option goes through.

266. Chad A Heber City, UT
267. Wendy K Heber City, UT I live by airport and now the new bypass. It is too much

congestion. Although we do need a bypass just not my back
yard please.

268. Sharon S Midway, UT I am so torn. The city sold land in Midway and homes are
being built at a fast pace. People will need a way in and out,
oce the influx happens. The issue is, the gorgeous land that
is bringing people to midway will suffer. The farmland should
be left alone. I suggest expanding the Main street corridor
between Heber and Midway.

269. Linda G Park Ciy, UT
270. Derek N Heber City, UT I value the rural setting in our town as well as the agriculture.

I also believe it is an extremely valuable location for many
different birds and natural habitat.

271. Grace N midway, UT
272. Anna F Midway, UT Climate change and preserving environment
273. Connie H Midway, UT I t would destroy Midway!
275. Brenda G Heber City, UT Do not pave over the best parts of the valley
277. Bengt J Midway, UT
278. Ellen S Heber City, UT
279. Anonymous Heber, UT The watershed needs to be protected.
280. Margaret C Midway, UT I own property in the north fields. I want to perverse it so my

kids can enjoy it one day.
281. Steve K Midway, UT Completely unnecessary as the I40 freeway ends anyway
282. Terry B Midway, UT The area should be placed in a conservancy to protect it not

develop it. We are losing to much of our natural resources to
developing.

283. Anissa W Heber City, UT The while ration people are moving here is for the open
space, for the northfields. Leave it alone.

284. Nancy M Midway, UT
285. Anonymous Park City, UT
286. Mark D Riverton, UT I have family in Heber Valley and they don\'t like this option.
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287. Ryan B Midway, UT
288. Anonymous Midway, UT Most everything else has been destroyed in our beautiful

valley, can\'t we at least save one thing? Endangered
fireflies were decimated with development of the area
immediately north of this, it is a wetland and habitat for many
creatures. This has been a \"no development\" zone for
many decades let\'s not start now.

289. Alexa H Heber, UT
290. Christy B Heber City, UT it would ruin Heber Valley. Please remove this option. The

bypass road is unnecessary
291. Jonna C Midway, UT Help save the Valley
292. Julie L Heber City, UT
293. Anonymous Heber City, UT We moved here for the open space and if Option D is

passed, the entire valley will change. Actually, all of the
density that is being allowed has already changed our valley
and we need to preserve what open space is left.

294. Susan S Midway, UT We need to keep the open space. Heber cannot continue to
build & use limited water resources

295. Jon V Heber City, UT
296. Sarah S Midway, UT
297. Sheila C Midway, UT
298. Lisa G Heber, UT I bought here because of the open spaces. Ruining one of

our last large open spaces that is seen from all over the
valley would destroy that.

299. Seiara C Heber city, UT More roads mean more house which means more people
moving to an already over crowded town

300. Debbie H Midway, UT I value the peace, serenity and beauty of the North Fields.
Bringing in a by pass at that location will disturb why this
valley is such a unique and great asset to our community
The noise would increase I moved here because of the
serenity and beauty and rural feel. Please don’t destroy that.
It cannot be replaced once it is gone.

301. William R Midway, UT it just encourages more growth and is obsolete in a few
years

302. Bianca E Heber, UT
303. Jill S Midway, UT
305. Debbie B Heber, UT I have lived in tbe Valley my entire life and would Hate to see

our North and South fields destroyed with development. We
have already lost our Agriculture to developers!

306. Amy S Midway, UT environmental and community impact will be negative. stop
the growth

307. Jonathan F Heber City, UT The are should be conserved for beauty and wildlife
308. Nick L Heber, UT
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309. Jennifer G Francis, UT
311. Anonymous Midway, UT I travel those roads. Option D is not useful. The Bypass

should not follow option D
312. Jonathan R Midway, UT This would be an absolute shame if it were allowed in our

community. It would absolutely destroy the peace and quiet
that so many have come to love about this valley. We
absolutely have to protect these open spaces. This should
never have been an option for consideration.

313. Anonymous Midway, UT We voted to keep green space. This was not put up to a vote
by the people

314. Susan J Heber City, UT protect the open space in the valley
315. Jacqui J Midway, UT It’s the Gem of wasatch.

Don’t putt a highway pass thru it.
Makes me so sad

316. Georgia Ann K Midway, UT
317. Harold P Heber City, UT I do not want the Heber Valley tuned into a hi traffic smog

cesspool like the Saltlake valley.
318. Lezlie S Midway, UT
319. Tim R Midway, UT We need to keep the valley’s rural quality...
320. Keith D Heber, UT
321. Holly J Midway, UT Preserve our open space and way of life
322. Linda M Midway, UT Quality of life!
323. Ricky M Riverton, UT
324. Belinda A Midway, UT The beauty of the River would be destroyed. The River is

such a draw to our area and so unique, please don’t destroy
the beautiful views of the water and animals!!!!

325. Jen A Midway, UT The north fields define the Heber Valley and without them
we become just like any other midsized American town.

326. Jonathon G Coalville, UT Ruining our state
327. Alivia L Midway, UT We feel that Protecting Open spaces in our community

should be one of our top priorities. We feel this would pave
the way towards easier access, and a higher chance of more
developments happening. The is a pristine area of the Heber
valley, that should be protected from a bypass.

328. Dixie S Heber, UT I\'m sick of growth in the Heber Valley. I moved here to get
away from traffic and outsiders.

329. Kelly W Midway, UT Preserve our valley\'s rural open space!
330. Steven F Midway, UT I would like to see other options explored to preserve the

north fields. Even if the price we have to pay for the new
highway is higher, I think it would be worth the cost for a
alternative route.

331. Kasey G Heber City, UT
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332. Jared A Midway, UT
333. Kierra A Midway, UT This is my home town and town I live, work, and raise my

kids in.
334. Damaris H Heber City, UT
335. Mccall M Midway, UT
336. Niel K Heber, UT
337. Ron S Midway, UT The North Fields define the beauty of our Valley.

We lose them, we lose our identity.
338. Brad M Midway, UT
339. Derek B Midway, UT Preservation
340. Erin S Midway, UT
341. Keetch K Coalville, UT
342. Patsy H Midway, UT
343. Wendy G Heber City, UT
344. Amie B Midway, UT The open agricultural fields that residents voted to preserve

must not be converted into a highway. They define the
Heber Valley and contain valuable wetlands.

345. Alison G Midway, UT Please don’t destroy our happiness, we came here to enjoy
open spaces. It makes no sense to direct traffic away from
businesses.

346. Shelby B Santaquin, UT
347. Melinda G Midway, UT
348. Whitney S Heber city, UT The growth here is out of control. We need to take back that

control.
349. Lesley P Saratoga Springs, UT We love midway. We come up there to relax. It’s starting to

look just like every other town in Utah.
350. Janet A Midwat, UT
351. John G Midway, UT
352. Cam B Payson, UT I used to live there and my friends and family live there still. I

grew up there and moved away last year. keep the land
beautiful and transport things by air lol

353. Chris P Midway, UT I grew up horseback riding in the north fields. It is a special
place, and I would like to see it stay as pastureland without
paved roads dissecting it.

354. Mary C Heber, UT Open space, open space, open space. Migratory birds,
wetlands.. etc.

355. Cheryl M Midway, UT I live in Midway. By putting that road through on option D will
ruin Midway valley.

356. Louise O Midway, UT It’s just plain stupid direct this beautiful valley.
357. Elizabeth B Midway, UT Open space, wildlife, density.
358. Connie S Heber, UT
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359. Gary B Midway, UT
360. Meranie K Daniel, UT Keep our valley AGRICULTURAL!!!!!!!!!
361. Susan P MidwY, UT
362. Jake T Kamas, UT
363. Connor G Midway, UT
364. Lindsay L St. George, UT
365. Jolene S Midway, UT
366. Anonymous Heber City, UT Preserve open space and the beauty of the valley.
367. Lisa C Midway, UT I moved here because it’s quiet and safe  there are

PLENTY of other ways to go around Heber.
368. Richard F Midway, UT Preserve the North AND South Fields. This is the absolute

worst of all the options.
369. Alex K Heber, UT
370. Jami H Heber City, UT What about all the traffic to Midway? What about the train

route? Keep the traffic on Main Street where it belongs. The
road to Midway can be turned into a cute walkable Main
Street with shops and the train station. Main Street is
already a bypass

371. Anastasia J Heber, UT Because I live in Heber and I want to save the land and
natural habitat

372. David M Heber City, UT The Northfield should be taken off as an option for any new
roads or development.

373. Lorien H Midway, UT It’s so beautiful! Open space is always good for the future.
374. Timothy J Midway, UT
375. Jules T Heber City, UT I want to protect our lands!
376. Michelle M Midway, UT
377. Bruce M Midway, UT
378. Katherine K Heber, UT Preserve north fields
379. Sharon E Midway, UT Just as Park City protected the entry corridor into the city,

Heber City MUST do the same. It is the #1 tourist draw and
protects all property values and our economy!. See all
studies showing the importance of the North Fields. This
must not be considered an option to the bypass road. I am
shocked that UDOT would even consider this. It is very
alarming...

380. Ed S Midway, UT Quality of life
381. Rachel M Heber, UT Bad placement of highway.
382. Kristin F Midway, UT
383. John H Midway, UT
384. Alex L Midway, UT I live in the area and support many landowners in the North

Fields.
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385. Nancy H Heber City, UT #1)The water shed and #2) the beauty of the valley
386. LuAnn S Midway, UT
387. Craig R midway, UT This will destroy the valley with noise and traffic. North fields

need to pasture and open space
388. Jeff D Midway, UT
389. Jonathan D Midway, UT Once it\'s gone, it\'s forever gone!
390. Linda B Midway, UT Preserving the Beauty of this valley MATTERS. These scars

can never be undone. The Powerline have already created
enough scars.

391. Anonymous Midway, UT
392. Stefanie G Heber, UT
393. Sharla C Heber, UT Not only is the area beautiful but the waterways that aren\'t

covered over with concrete will become polluted and the
wildlife destroyed. The ecosystem will change and the Heber
valley will have worse inversions than SLC sure to more
traffic and people and less natural oxygen pricing plants and
water. It\'s an atrocity to the city. Money isn\'t everything.
Power isn\'t everything. Life, however, is.

394. Michael H Heber, UT
395. Lorie W Midway, UT I moved here from Chicago because it’s a rural community

and lots of open spaces.
396. stan B Midway, UT
397. Tatum B Midway, UT
398. Nicole T Eagle Mountain, UT
399. Lon S Heber City, UT
400. Dea R Midway, UT The North Fields entry perfectly represents the history,

culture and future of Heber Valley to destroy its undisturbed
status any further would destroy Heber Valley\'s rural master
plan

401. Sara R Midway, UT Because it\'s stupid  figure anything better out.
402. Kristina B Midway, UT
403. Trent C Hebwr, UT I grew up in Heber. I hate seeing everything beautiful about it

becoming over developed and destroyed. We need to
preserve some aspect of the natural beauty of this valley.

404. Shannon S Heber, UT I love Heber!!
405. Rob B Midway, UT I think it is important to preserve the open space that exists

for future generations and I think that the newly proposed
Western Option D that bisects more of the north fields would
be detrimental to future generations.

406. Samuel M MIDWAY, UT
407. Greg N Midway, UT
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408. Ann Z Heber City, UT Any development in the North Fields jeopardizes the water

quality in our unconfined, high, sole source aquifer. It
destroys wetlands and hampers rehabilitating contaminated
streams. The political vision is to preserve the North Fields
from development.

409. Amberly K Midway, UT Keep open space and preserve nature as well as keeping a
small town feeling.

410. Cathie U Midway, UT Open space is so important to our community. This is a
beautiful space. Please don\'t destroy it with another road!

411. Marc U Midway, UT
412. Lucy J Midway, UT I’ve goriwn up here and want my kids to see this valley as I

do growing up
413. Diana D Midway, UT It is important to keep these open rural spaces for the

cmmunity and not just take the easy way out of our traffice
issues. Especially due to poor planning from ALL
government entities starting at the local level throught to the
state. Our resources are Finite. Once they are gone that is it.

414. Michael S midway, UT
415. Tonia T Midway, UT
416. Nathan M Midway, UT It would destroy the river valley ecosystem, destroy the

communities existent in Heber and Midway in. It’s character
and access. It would cross the Ute ceremonial grounds as
well.

417. Tamara T Heber city, UT
418. Michqel H Heber city, UT Keeping some semblance of the farming community Heber

once was is imperative. Heber Valley should not be turned
into a major metropolis. Keeping the North Fields
undeveloped will help prevent Heber from becoming a
cesspool of crime and terrible air quality.

419. Barbara H Midway, UT The north and south fields are such a beautiful icon
characteristic of the Heber Valley. Building a four lane
highway through the middle there would completely change
this beautiful valley from a rural countryside. If it was built
right through the middle of the valley, then from all over the
valley you could see this view of a four lane highway instead
of the picturesque scenery view that we enjoy today.

420. Anonymous Midway, UT We cherish living in a rural environment free of air and noise
pollution. Putting the Heber bypass Road through the middle
of our valley makes no sense and would destroy the area.
The Western option D should not be considered.

421. Mary R Midway, UT I live in Midway. I feel it’s critical to preserve the North Fields
and safeguard the rural feel of Heber Valley.

422. Linda G Salt lake city, UT We love to come up for dinner and see family and enjoy the
scenery and the ambiance of the city..
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423. Cheryl B Midway, UT The beauty of the north fields is one of the things that I love

the most about this beautiful valley!
424. Charlie B Midway, UT The community needs to preserve open space.
425. Lisa A EdenEden, UT North Fields is historic farm land, wetlands and open

spaces. This area needs to be preserved
426. Jaime J Midway, UT Keep the beauty Midway .
427. Starr S Midway, UT
428. James R Midway, UT Because there are very few places where people can go to

catch their breath and feel peace. It’s nice to have a few
remaining places left for this. I think that is worth a lot more
than we often realize.

429. Willie H Heber, UT I like green fields and clean rivers.
430. Daniel R Midway, UT Permanent and escalating ecological damage done to the

heart of Heber Valley. A lack of transparency by UDOT and
some local leaders adds to the negative outcomes.

431. Norm H Heber City, UT Keep the rural appeal of the Heber valley
432. Timothy B Heber City, UT
433. Josh M Heber City, UT This is the last place you can see were the valley livestock

has been and were I have worked on fence and walked
creeks change water don’t let a road take this livestock
ground away

435. Marianne M Heber City, UT The valley is the focal point of our town. If you destroy that,
you destroy the beauty of Heber.

436. Daniel C Heber City, UT
437. Jessica P Midway, UT
438. Jessica S Heber, UT
439. Jeannie r Midway, UT you are suggesting that the beautiful fields will be ruined
440. Janice C Midway, UT This is a beautiful mountain valley. There doesn’t need to be

more homes, businesses etc marring the landscape.
Preserve the beauty for generations to come. With drought
conditions can the environment support a larger population?

441. Laren G Midway, UT I am an impacted landowner
442. Bill T Midway, UT
443. AnnaBelle T Ephraim, UT
444. Brooke L P Heber City, UT
445. Anonymous Midway, UT To preserve the North and South fields and focus on other

options in the plan.
446. Carol C Heber City, UT We need to preserve the rural atmosphere of Heber. I didn\'t

move here to live like those on the other side of the Wasatch.
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447. Stephanie V SLC, UT As a family member with property in the town of Midway, I

support maintaining the little open space left in this area. I
believe it will be tragic to wildlife and is unnecessary to
select option D when the other 3 options are viable choices
and would create far less impact to the entire area.

448. Gene S Midway, UT
449. Stephanie P Heber City, UT Heber is changing quickly and while growth is inevitable,

better choices can and need to be made  before it\'s too late
to save anything that is special about this valley.

450. Anonymous Midway, UT
451. Marcyne B Heber City, UT People come to visit the Heber Valley to get away from

super highways and traffic. This is part of a rural town and it
should stay that way as much as possible. Do not interrupt
with the world class fising, hiking, and tourism. Besides, the
residents of Heber Valley came here for the peace and
tranquility.....not more traffic!

453. Matt R Heber, UT
454. Scott C Midway, UT No No No
455. Terry M Midway, UT
456. Kristy N Midway, UT Building a major road through the middle of beautiful North

Fields will ruin a lovely rural piece of Heber Valley.
Development is sure to follow, and a beautiful wetlands area
will be lost.

457. Michael M Midway, UT For over 25 years I have watched as bypass roads have
been proposed and changed for various reasons. No one
likes a bypass road but it appears it must be done. I think
it\'s time to stop changing the plan. In my opinion, previous
plans had the least impact on beutiful Heber Valley. Please
eliminate the latest WD plan.

458. mary s interlaken town, UT
459. Pamela R Midway, UT No to option D.
460. Gary O Kamas, UT The North Fields IS the Heber Valley. Encroaching into the

North Fields will make the Heber Valley just another future
over crowded metropolitan area.

461. Thomas H Midway, UT Want to preserve the character of beautiful midway.
462. Mark A Orem, UT The Heber Valley North Fields should remain open and not

harmed by road corridors.
463. Curtis T American Fork, UT
464. Bryton L Eagle mountain, UT We need to preserve what’s left of the wasatch valley
465. Tim N Richmonfd, UT Need to preseve open spaces
466. Christina B Pleasant Grove, UT I love Heber Valley and it has always been a beautiful rural

space and needs to stay that way. We are tired of people
thinking that making money is more important than
preserving some open space.
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467. Austin J Lindon, UT
468. Nakell Z Lehi, UT I grew up in Heber. And I hate to see it commercialized like

every where else.
469. Ed S Heber City, UT We don’t need this bypass route. The money would be

better spent on public transportation to accommodate the
coming huge growth. It’s time to start planning better for the
future; think electric buses and light rail now. Otherwise the
traffic will never end.

470. Penelope
Peterson P

Heber City, UT I love the Open Fields the natural way the rivers flow through
it it just seems so natural and lovely it\'s home to me the
beautiful valley without a bunch of houses to block The view
of this beautiful valley I don\'t want it to change . There\'s
already too much being changed to make a difference let\'s
keep the northfields just the way they are that\'s how come I
fell in love with Hebrew he was away from everything and
peaceful the world that we live in I\'d like to keep it that way
don\'t you?i

471. Wendy M Orem, UT I use to run in the north fields. Was my back yard. It is a
peaceful , sacred place. Needs to be preserved. Not every
place needs to be built upon !

472. Kody N lehi, UT
473. CHRISTOPHER F Elk Ridge, UT
474. Jody K Midway, UT Preserving open space.
475. George S Heber, UT
476. Laura C Midway, UT We moved up here many years ago to be is a quite, quaint

farming community, and little by little The hustle and bustle
has been allowed into this community. I want to help
preserve at least 1 field…

477. James M Midway, UT Expanding the interstate and destroying the natural beauty
of this valley is not progress. It’s time to stop this
encroachment and preserve the beauty we have before it is
destroyed forever.

478. Teresa G Heber City, UT I want to preserve scenic views in Heber before ir is too late.
479. Anonymous Midway, UT I live in Midway
480. Jeremy R Provo, UT
481. Karen G Fairview, UT It needs to remain rural
482. Stacie P South jordan, UT We need to think about our future and leave land untouched

and preserved.
483. DAVID L MIDWAY, UT
485. Shelby V Eagle Mountain, UT
486. Katherine E Midway, UT
487. Suzanne S Eagle Mountain, UT Please keep the open green spaces!
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488. Anonymous Lehi, UT This space is so beautiful! Please don\'t change it. Let it

remain for future generations to also enjoy!
489. Joshua G Saratoga Springs, UT Politicians continue to sale OUR land to greedy builders and

investment groups. They make money off of land that
belongs to the people of this state and it needs to stop.

490. Jeff J Provo, UT We need to stop trying to build roads, houses and
businesses on every piece of ground. This is a beautiful and
historic area and should not be ruined by a major highway.

491. Leslie W Midway, UT
492. ruth l holladay, UT We need to preserve open space in Heber Valley
493. Cheryll B Midway, UT
494. Holly C Heber, UT
495. Anonymous Midway, UT
496. Suzanne O LEHI, UT
497. Ariane N Orem, UT
498. Elizabeth J Midway, UT We don’t want to be NY city, or ugly I 15 We want to keep

our Mountain beauty and low key Lifestyle. To much traffic
499. Richard K Sandy, UT I love the rural nature of the heber valley
500. Kristyan W Cedar Hills, UT Wild spaces are shrinking. The north fields are home to so

much wildlife and beauty. We need to preserve open space!!
501. Wayne L Provo, UT Once it\'s gone, you don\'t get it back.
502. Miranda J Provo, UT
503. jim w Midway, UT better choices are possible
504. Bonnie W Midvale, UT Im from heber valley originally and the north fields/western

part of heber is a cornerstone of hebers beauty. Develop on
the land that is already developed, and lets keep some
nature reserced.

505. Laurie W Midway, UT
506. Bradley W Midway, UT
507. Faith d American fork, UT
508. Ryan W Midway, UT
509. Tyler W Midway, UT We need to preserve open space and the small town feel of

Midway. Destroying the space crucial to wildlife cannot be
the best option.

510. Chris F Salt lake city, UT This is a place a grew up and the natural, undisturbed
beauty is what makes it appealing to locals and tourists alike

511. Jennifer P Centerville, UT
513. Shaun C Taylorsville, UT
514. Jennifer N Lehi, UT
515. Marianne W Midway, UT To preserve what we have
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516. Kimberly C Midway, UT Saving Midway aesthetically.
517. Camille H Midway, UT We need to leave the valley open and conserve the wetlands
518. Leslie O Midway, UT One of the reasons we live here
519. Jane p Heber City, UT
520. Derek A American Fork, UT
521. Chris G Midway, UT Bc it will look ugly
522. Lucinda J American Fork, UT The north fields offer a lovely escape from surrounding

development and provide essential animal habitat. 
Option D should NOT be an option.

523. Danielle S Midway, UT Need to preserve the beauty of the valley, protect river
benefits and wildlife habitat.

524. Devin L MURRAY, UT This beautiful valley doesn\'t need to be paved over. Let\'s
keep it beautiful!

525. Brian G Midway, UT To preserve our valley character
526. Julie W Bountiful, UT We need more open space. The Wasatch front has change

so much it’s so crowded and hectic. Keep Heber city small
please

527. Linda R Riverton, UT
528. Shannon P Heber City, UT
529. Susan L Heber City, UT
531. Bradley C Midway, UT Protect the North Fields; keep the Provo River clean;

unsightly traffic and noise.
532. Melanie C Midway, UT Protect Provo River
533. David S Midway, UT We don’t need expansion or new road. We need to protect

what we have and animals birds etc
534. Carolyn H Heber City, UT We need to keep our beautiful north fields or it will destroy

the area. I sure hope UDOT can\'t go against what folks
want.

535. Richard P Park City, UT
536. Craig S Salt Lake CitySalt

Lake, UT
“Slow the Flow”! Slow down development, protect Utah’s
beauty

537. Anonymous Lehi, UT My mom grew up in Heber, her mom grew up in Midway.
One of the things that makes the Heber Valley so special is
the fields throughout the valley, especially the north fields.
Open space isn\'t just for the mountains, we need to
preserve space on the valley floors as well.

538. Anonymous Park City, UT Because once the land is gobbled up we can never get it
back.

539. Matthew J Midway, UT
540. Mark W Midway, UT
541. Mark H Midway, UT Better options elsewhere
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542. Martha W Midway, UT
543. Anonymous Orem, UT
544. Richard L Heber City, UT Once gone, recovering open space is impossible. Also, if the

players  UDOT, Heber City, Wasatch County  hadn\'t
around with building a bypass road for years

des?) then we would be faced with bad options today.
545. Dianne H Midway, UT
546. kirk v Midway, UT
547. Troy B Midway, UT
548. Scott M Heber, UT North fields need to stay open space..
549. Lamont H Heber City, UT It is important to me to preserve the little open space that we

have left in Heber.
551. Dennis V Heber City, UT Option D has to be the most egregious and asinine option

hatched for the bipass road to date. The North Fields are an
integral part of the Heber Valley. Running the bipass road
right down the center of these pristine open areas would be
one of the greatest planning mistakes that Wasatch County
and Heber could select. Take this option off the table. Push
the bipass road to the east where the grown of the valley can
be served.

552. Jill V Heber City, UT We own land and are building our home in the North fields.
Having a road go right through the north fields would ruin the
North fields but it would also ruin the look and feel of Heber.
Heber isn\'t meant have houses everywhere and be so
densely populated. The north fields have cattle and fields
with wheat and other grasses. You must save the north
fields.

553. Kent H Midway, UT This option will take away something that can NEVER be
replaced.

554. William R Salt lake city, UT
555. Lori B Wanship, UT
556. Neil R Heber city, UT I have own property in the north fields for 35 years. I have

maintained, farmed and ranch the ground for the same
amount of time. While on the ranch I have seen countless
species of bother water fowl and predator fowl. Sand cranes,
white spotted owls and bald eagles. It’s time to preserve the
north fields heritage and reward its caretakers.

557. Bradley L Midway, UT
558. Tracy W Midway, UT
559. Josh G Midway, UT
560. Shana S Heber City, UT
561. Jessa L Heber City, UT This is what makes the valley special. Don’t ruin it.
562. Jack S Heber, UT
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563. Sarah M Heber, UT I live where the road will go!!
564. Harley R Heber City, UT
565. SUSAN G Midway, UT We camp host up at Wasatch Mt State Park at Huber Grove

for 6 years. I don\'t want to see that beautiful pasture land be
a Highway! This valley is gorgeous, please don\'t do this!

566. Karl L Midway, UT Keep the area beautiful!
567. Sherry J Midway, UT It makes no sense to put a bypass through this area.
568. Matthew W Heber City, UT The north fields are a gem and is the place I first said \"I

wish I could live in Heber!\" Not that we do, to lose the open
beauty of this place would be a permanent mistake. And if
you have never been out there to see and hear Bobolinks,
get out there in about a month and you will understand just
one of the natural joys of this area!

569. Sue H Holladay, UT I have loved visiting and spending time on one of the
prettiest places on Earth… the Heber Valley, my whole life.!
This open , green , country place is a treasure well worth
saving. The very thought of cutting the gateway fields apart
with a busy new highway is criminal! ! The only sensible
place to put a big new truck road is up on the eastern foothill
area away from the center of the city and away from the
middle fields. Cut it from the intersection of 40 and midway
road up above the Utah valley buildings etc.. and all the way
over and up and along the hills on the very east of the to the
Daniels canyon road. This has the least affect on the valley
and is less visible than tight through the heart of the valley
and farm fields!

570. Carla W Heber City, UT
571. Candace H Midway, UT
572. Suzanne S Hebrt, UT
573. Kim T Heber City, UT Development is out of control. Even if they have the right to

build all over Heber, that doesn\'t mean they should. I firmly
believe if impact fees were required by developers, most of
the developments would not exist. Leave the fields alone.
It\'s the best part of the valley.

574. Steve M Midway, UT
575. Snow C Midway, UT Conservation of natural spaces
576. Lisa S Midway, UT I am a full time resident in Midway, I choose to live here

because of the peaceful, kinder, slower pace of life. I have
lived in many different cities in Utah, as I grew up here, and
while I know progress is a constant, Utah is loosing its more
quiet towns because of urban sprawl. I do not want this to
happen in Midway. The North Fields are one of the few
remaining nature conservation areas in Midway/Heber,
where there are some of the happiest cows in all of Utah!
Please do not plow through this beautiful nature with
(continues on next page)
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576. Lisa S Midway, UT (continued from previous page)

man made equipment and ruin yet another peaceful place in
Utah.

577. Shelby G Heber, UT Because I live over there and I don’t want to live by a
freeway!!!!

578. Alicia R Salt Lake City, UT We have a home right by the bypass! Please, please,
absolutely NO as an option!

579. Courtland N Midway, UT
580. Megan L Heber city, UT
581. Philippa H Midway, UT Natural open space is better for the environment
582. Gail K Midway, UT It is of the upmost importance to save every bit of our

precious valley. It is the Heber Valley, not just Heber
583. Elijah S Heber City, UT It’s my home town and you’re taking away the beauty of the

valley by doing this!!!
584. Inna R Salt Lake City, UT My property is in this area
585. Kay S Charleston, UT Keeping the North Fields as the welcoming view coming into

Heber Valley is imperative to maintaining the character of
this beautiful area.

586. Morag T Midway, UT Morag Totten
587. Faith H Orem, UT My fathers house is down there and we enjoy the open

green land, let’s keep it that way!
588. Amy M Mideay, UT It will disrupt the quiet and beauty of the old north fields of

Heber
589. karen C Heber city, UT Development is ruining the beauty around us and more is

less...........keep the west beautiful.
590. Heather D Bird creek, AK Natural is what people want ... Don\'t pave and destroy such

a beautiful spot !
591. Lisa D Midway, UT Preservation of open space and natural river valley.
592. Lance R Heber, UT These incredible green spaces are one of the most desirable

features about living in Heber. The North fields is the last
remaining piece of an outdoor loving and farming heritage
that would be a waste if we put a highway right down the
middle of it. This is absolutely unacceptable!

593. Raquel A Heber, UT Please keep 40 as main Highway. Leave Heber the way it is.
594. Greg B Daniel, UT
595. Carlee S Heber, UT
596. David B Midway, UT The time to protect our valley is now. The beauty of our

natural environment is the reason that most of us choose to
live in the heber valley. Without it we are just another over
developed suburb like south Jordan. Growth and expansion
can be accomplished in a sustainable manner and this is not
it. This is a great time to come together as a community to
stand up to big development. Please don’t pave Heber.
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597. Annie L Salt lake city, UT This land is sacred. People have worked all of their life to

live here in peace. Running a highway into this space would
ruin all that it is. Tragic.

598. Matthew M Midway, UT I want to preserve the beauty of the fields
599. Becky B Salt Lake City, UT We have property in the north fields and a freeway would

ruin this agricultural treasure
600. Melissa H Salt Lake City, UT My parents and two sisters live in Heber/midway. It’s is bad

for them, and It ruins the beauty of the valley.
601. Mitch H Midway, UT I believe the North Fields should be preserved to protect the

views and the Provo River.
602. Jeffrey M Midway, UT
603. B S Midway, UT The North fields are one of the only open spaces left in our

valley and we need to preserve quality of life
604. SCOTT H Midway  Wasatch,

UT
605. Mykelle F Midway, UT
606. Grant K Midway, UT I think we need to maintain as much of the North field (green

coiridore) as possible. Move it next to Heber side where their
is growth anyway

608. Colton S Midway, UT This would have a very negative impact on the Heber Valley
and the North Fields

609. Marjorie L midway, UT The agricultural corridor is the very heart and soul of the
valley and deserves our protection & preservation.

610. Jodi C Midway, UT The North Fields is what Heber Valley is. That\'s why so
many people want to live here.

611. Robert C Midway, UT This is a special valley / area and want to keep as much
open space as possible to sustain the serenity and
tranquility of the area along with its amazing beauty.

612. Cameryn S Midway, UT
613. Annette A Charleston, UT It\'s too late to consider this route, should have been done 20

years ago. We need to keep some of the valley protected. It
it had been done years ago it would have been much less
impactful to this area. We need to preserve what we have
left. Let the traffic continue through Heber, locals know
alternate routes to avoid Main Street.

614. Christopher S Midway, UT Stop building in every beautiful space in Utah.
615. Doug G Midway, UT Protect the north fields from development.
616. WILLIAM W Midway, UT
617. Anonymous Midway, UT Roundabouts are not need for what this bypass is trying to

accomplish. Shifting development to along the bypass will
hurt, not help! Heber main street.

618. Anonymous MIDWAY, UT The North Fields define Heber and the surrounding valley.
Once gone, it is gone for good.
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619. Rebecca W Park city, UT
620. Holly L Midway, UT We need to keep the north fields open and to not add any

roads to this beautiful land.
621. Katie B Midway, UT There are other options that can solve the transportation

options without ruining the North Fields. I hope UDOT and
Wasatch County Council will be open to exploring other
options and help preserve this beautiful area.

624. Steve S Midway, UT The most important remaining open space, heritage life of
the Heber Valley and spectacular view shed of the Wasatch
back

626. Daniel D Daniel, UT I do not want a bypass anywhere. I live here and refuse the
claim, \"We don\'t have any choice.\"

627. Emily G Wasatch County, UT I understand growth happens, and must be accommodated,
but it is not necessary to destroy the last bits of beautiful
farm land that most every resident enjoys and takes pride in.
There are other viable options.

628. Nate R Midway, UT The wetlands and rivers are vital to the valley. They are one
of a kind and should not be infringed upon. We need to
protect our green landscapes and wildlife.

629. Ashley R Midway, UT
630. Rosemary R Salt Lake City, UT
631. Charles R Holladay, UT
632. Elly D American Fork, UT
633. Patrick D Sandy, UT
634. Marcie M Honeyville, UT
635. Kurtis H Heber city, UT
636. Justin D Sandy, UT Saving the wetlands is crucial
637. Kyle B Heber, UT
638. Trevor A Herriman, UT Leave our small towns, small. This is not a good solution.
639. Kurtis H Heber City, UT
640. Karen P Heber City, UT This development puts scarce natural land in jeopardy.
641. Traci M Heber city, UT The growth is unsustainable in UT, ruining the natural

landscape, encroaching on all winter wildlife habitats and is
ghastly. We are in droughts regularly have increasingly poor
air quality and adding more people, more roads, more cars,
is not the right path.

642. karen b Heber City, UT
643. Andrea A Midway, UT
645. Mailet A Wallsburg, UT That land is important for the health of our environment. The

people that occupy this area are here because of its scenery
and open fields. We do not support this type of debelopment

646. Michele L Timber Lakes, UT
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647. Heather L Heber City, UT
648. Allison K Heber City, UT
649. Anonymous Midway, UT We need to protect the North Fields
650. Liz B Heber city, UT It is one of the few last remaining beautiful fields and views

in the entire valley ! We need to protect what makes Heber
Valley special

651. Lois M Deer Mountain, UT
652. Patricia B Heber City, UT It is in my back yard. I am in Heber to enjoy the views clean

air and quiet. Keep the traffic going down Main Street. It is
already an eyesore. Why create more chaos where none
exists.

653. Lesley P Heber City, UT Preservation
654. Kristin A Heber, UT Because last year I discovered that there are fireflies in the

north fields and it was amazing. The planned road goes right
through where there were. It would be sad to see it
destroyed

655. GARY C HEBER CITY, UT
656. Bob B Heber, UT The north fields is all we have left, don’t destroy it
657. Carrie B Heber City, UT
658. Christine T Heber City, UT I want to keep the Valley pristine and beautiful as it is

intended to be! I don’t want Heber to look like everywhere
else in Utah county and Park City! Protect Heber Valley’s
natural beauty!

659. Sandra T Midway, UT Preserve open space
660. Kristin P Heber City, UT
661. Renee D Heber City, UT
662. Shauna S Heber City, UT
663. DeAnn S Heber, UT I have lots of memories growing up here in Heber that

involve family and enjoying the North fields!!! My grandpa
Wilson Young had animals in the North Fields along with
other family members. The North fields is a place to relax
and meditate away from the hussle ans bustle Heber is
becoming!!!

664. Natalie W Heber City, UT Protect the valley and the land
665. Patti O Heber, UT
666. Jennifer J Heber City, UT We must stop destroying our beautiful Heber!
667. Tasha L Heber, UT Stop developing the areas that make the Heber valley so

great .
668. Tina M HEBER, UT
669. Mckenzie G Heber city, UT Because I live here and those fields are sacred!! They bring

beauty and quality of life to everyone who lives here!
670. Luke R heber City, UT
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671. Lisa H Heber City, UT To preserve the beauty and open space of the North fields.
672. Kathrin S Heber City, UT
673. Matt S Heber City, UT I want to preserve the north fields.
674. Joanie L Heber City, UT
675. Patti H Heber, UT Don’t ruin the beauty of the Heber Valley!
676. Keli S Heber City, UT It’s the most beautiful area in the valley
677. jacob l Heber, UT
678. Stephanie B Heber, UT
679. Wendy C HEBER CITY, UT We Don\'t want any of the Western Routes! This will just

break up existing open space and allow further development
for infrastructure that cannot support it. Tapping precious
resources, ruining bird migrations and adding pollution.

680. Michelle S Heber City, UT The north fields is what makes Heber so quaint. If that is
taken away, just call us Orem.

681. Amanda A Heber City, UT
682. Jessica T Heber, UT It will destroy the green belt and farmers along the proposed

bypass near the sewer fields. We need to protect the
agricultural sector of our city.

683. Anonymous Heber City, UT Preserving open space and fishing recreation.
684. Bret R Hideout, UT Important to maintain open space.
685. Rylie L American Fork, UT
686. Doug W Heber, UT No water
687. Corey C Heber, UT
688. Anonymous Heber City, UT keep the open space
689. Christen T Heber City, UT Preserve open space. We don\'t need to pave over our

valley.
Tunnel under Main Street instead, follow Las Vegas lead
and get the Boring Company involved. Develop the new
space available as mixed use on Main Street, adding a bike
path, stores, apartments and use the impact fees to pay land
owners to put conservation easements on their land allowing
them to stay agricultural or open space in perpetuity.
I think we still have an opportunity to create a better valley
for those who come after us to live in.

690. Sharalynn M Spanish Fork, UT
691. Barry H Midway, UT I live in the valley. I want to protect the quality of life and

character of the valley.
692. Melody G Heber, UT Almost every citizen wants the North Fields preserved.

Putting a bypass road through it will cause damage to this
beautiful habitat.

693. lee m Heber City, UT
694. Ron G Heber city, UT Protect our beautiful landscape
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695. Dale S Heber City, UT We live on west side and already have to deal with airport

noise and have no control over that.
696. Dane R midway, UT
697. Scott W Salem, UT
698. Linda D Heber City, UT
699. Lance G Heber City, UT The oil companies can fund their own road far away from

Heber. We don\'t want traffic deaths and wild life deaths just
for a short cut

700. Janet J Heber, UT Will bring more traffic and destroy beauty of the valley!
701. Craig L Heber City, UT We must preserve those lands and option D is counter to

that goal.
702. Tamara L Heber City, UT The only viable option that won’t disrupt the quality of life in

the valley is the tunnel option. I don’t want the north fields
destroyed nor do I want a bypass directly behind my house.
Everyone who owns a home on the western perimeter of
Heber will be adversely affected by the bypass with noise,
fumes and potential loss of property value. It’s not worth it to
save a minute or two.

703. Lynnie C Heber City, UT
704. Andrea H Heber City, UT I live on the west side of Heber and we already deal with the

noise of the jets flying in and out of the airport. Having a
bypass this close will add more noise and fumes to my
neighborhood.

705. Rebecca A Salt Lake Cuty, UT Our family has owned a home in Midway since 1961. We
want to preserve the peaceful beautiful surroundings and not
have more traffic and noise in our wonderful community.

706. Bettina G Midway, UT
707. Chani H Heber City, UT
708. Karen D Heber City, UT The North Fields are a beautiful and important part of

Heber\'s history and charm. I can\'t imagine a truck filled
bypass ruining the serenity and impo

709. Jane C Midway, UT I love the rural look and feel of Heber valley. Please keep it
slow and sparse to maintain the character of our town!

710. Daniel C Midway, UT We need a better alternative solution that doesn’t tear up the
heart of the valley

711. Mark C Salt Lake City, UT
712. Stephen C Cottonwood Heights,

UT
We need another solution that preserves what makes Heber
Valley a great place to visit/live.

713. Millie F Midway, UT Preservation
714. Steven D Midway, UT Open space
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715. Brad E Midway, UT The western bypass doesn’t focus on where growth in the

valley will be located for the next 30+ years. If a bypass is
done, it should be done to benefit the residents of the valley
and not just those passing through for a shortcut.

716. Elizabeth H Heber, UT It ruins the rural feel of our little valley. With so much
development going on we need to do all we can to preserve
the remaining opening spaces. Cutting across the north
fields and midway lane would be horrible for our small town
and it’s rural roots

717. Kate J Midway, UT
718. Anonymous Heber City, UT
719. Erik A Midway, UT Will never forget the pastoral view dropping into the Heber

Valley for the first time 25 yrs ago. May it never change.
720. Sandra P Midway, UT I believe the north fields are special, once there is a highway

running thru much will be lost for wildlife and the rural quality
of our valley.

721. Jannett H Park City, UT We don\'t need to build on every square foot of land in
Heber. There needs to be a preservation of land. When it is
gone it can never be reclaimed. No more roadways through
this area. It is the landmark of the valley. Do not destroy it.
Life will continue and Heber will survive without a highway
through this land.

722. John P Midway, UT Preserve rural open space for our valley!
723. Lorraine H Heber City, UT
724. Nakita H heber, UT Heber is know for its scenic veiws and land. Keep it that

way. We dont want to ruin the beauty of the place!!
725. Carolyn U Modway, UT This will destroy the beautiful fields and surrounding area

with so much traffic. PLEASE, NO!
726. Anonymous Midway, UT We need to preserve farmland more than we need more

roads.
727. Shannon B Heber, UT
728. Josh G Heber, UT
729. Lola D Midway, UT Midway and Heber Valley is home. Conserve our land,

protect our resources and preserve our open space 
especially North Field. Maintain the rural beauty and charm
of this valley!

730. Anonymous Midway, UT
731. Liz L Heber City, UT
732. Marie Annette W Heber, UT The North fields need to be preserved. They are part of what

makes this county unique and beautiful.
733. Kel G Heber, UT Putting a bypass road through the north fields inhibits land

preservation. It has been said by city council that “the most
developable land is all along the bypass, where ever it ends
(continues on next page)
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733. Kel G Heber, UT (continued from previous page)

up being”. With that said, it won’t just be a parkway but an
opening for further development. The community
overwhelmingly voted to preserve the north fields and have
passed bonds to do so. Those bonds will be worthless if the
wd route stays on as an option.

734. Anonymous Heber City, UT
735. Anonymous Midway, UT Preserving open space for future generations.
736. Foster T MidwayMidway, UT That is. Waterway and is beautiful as is.
737. Janice H Heber, UT Remove the western option . This riad will only oysters more

development in these beautiful fie l ds and this view and
open area will be lost.

738. Jeff H Heber City, UT Please do not put a road like this through the North Fields
739. Kimberly C Midway, UT The North Fields are a priceless treasure.
740. Anonymous MIDWAY, UT The land is a unique, scenic agricultural part of this valley

that should be preserved.
741. Thom W Heber City, UT While the By pass is much needed, it shoukd just skirt the

west border of Heber City and leave the North Fields as
much as possible as the pristine setting that it is.

742. Brandon V Heber City, UT To protect the limited land we have.
743. Kristin J Midway, UT
744. Anonymous HEBER CITY, UT
745. Elizabeth J Heber, UT I walk the North Fields often…they are peaceful, quiet, and

support many animals (lots of birds). It would be disastrous
to destroy that area!

746. George “Skip” W Heber City, UT
747. Jen S Heber, UT
748. Derrik C Midway, UT Many consider the Heber Valley to be one of the most

beautiful valleys globally. By cutting a highway through the
valley’s center, we lose a large piece of what makes our
valley so unique.

749. Dave P Midway, UT
750. Susan P Heber, UT
751. Diana G Park city, UT I lease a horse in north fields , take lessons there and hike

along the Provo River. I’ve seen blue herons, cranes, bald
eagles and red tail hawks.

752. Mary G Heber City, UT
753. Justin G Midway, UT
754. Jodi F Heber City, UT I don’t want a highway on the Timp side of town. It will take

away from the iconic look of town and make us even more of
the working town for Midway and Park City. Why not reduce
traffic at busy times vs building a highway for more traffic.
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755. Caroline F Heber City, UT
756. Sara S Heber City, UT There are too many other options that are less destructive to

the lingering undeveloped land in the area. We as humans
don\'t need to cover every single space on the planet with
our destruction.

757. Sam S Heber City, UT The north fields are beautiful and should never have it
divided by a highway.

758. Anonymous HEBER CITY, UT Preserve the South and North fields. Our valley is beautiful
and peaceful. The east side is where the congestion is
coming from, so let\'s give them the bypass! Both the North
AND South fields need to be protected at all costs. We need
open space for the preservation of land and animals! Don\'t
destroy this beautiful valley!!!!

759. Anonymous Heber City, UT
760. Julia B Midway, UT The view lifts my heart and elevates my serenity and joy of

being!
761. Anonymous Heber City, UT
762. Terra W Heber, UT Highway 40 should stay a highway as it doesnt currently

affect our open lands or homes.
764. Missy M Heber City, UT I say NO BYPASS anywhere. It’s important to me as a

resident of Heber.
765. Ileana A Heber city, UT I do not want to see this iconic open space ruined by a

highway. This is what makes this valley so beautiful! Keep
hw 40 on main Street, it\'s mostly a collection of fast food
chains anyway

766. Cheri O Heber City, UT We need to preserve open space in our valley!
767. Kimberley C Salt Lake City, UT
768. Linda T Heber City, UT Do not destroy the beauty of the North and South Fields with

an ugly highway!
769. Colleen K Heber City, UT
772. Susie L Heber City, UT
773. Angela R Midway, UT Preservation of Heber valley vision
774. Sailer P Midway, UT
775. Jason R Heber City, UT
776. Cailin D Heber City, UT
777. Scott D Heber City, UT This area of the valley is what makes it special, putting a

major Highway bypass through this area will forever degrade
and change our town.

779. Amy H Heber, UT My horse lives at one of the farms in these fields. We ride
around the neighborhood regularly and would not be able to
do so if this goes in. It is important to keep the farmlands
open for cattle and horses.
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780. Paige F Midway, UT We love living in an area where open space is kept a priority

and preserved. A highway will take away the beauty and
unique feel of this valley. Main Street is already busy,
another highway will only double what already comes
though.

781. MaryAnn C Heber City, UT
782. Josh G Midway, UT
783. John R Midway, UT Heber Valley is a hidden gem that is not so hidden any more.

Our businesses and major roadways should not infringe on
the natural beauty of this spectacular valley.

784. Amber J Midway, UT
785. Kathleen T Midway, UT To preserve the most beautiful area of our valley!
786. chris e heber city, UT it is detrimental to both destroying the integrity of north fields

and the town of heber city
787. Lynne A Midway, UT
788. Wylie L Heber, UT This would be devastating. Please make sure this is not an

option for those of us who have lived here a long time!
790. Scott h Midway, UT Traffic is bad, but what makes the valley awesome is the

rural, agricultural areas.
791. Keate M Heber, UT Property owner
792. Kerry S Midway, UT Keep our county rural
793. David L pleasant grove, UT It is slow going through Heber but there are other routes

trucks can take. Not everything needs to be, \'go fast\'. This
will change the character of Heber.

794. Jenna S Heber City, UT By pass is too late! 
should’ve happened 40 years ago.
everyone totally screwed the residence on this one.

795. Alexandra F Park City, UT Please remove all options that cut through the North Fields
and respectfully request that the City chooses to \"Do
nothing\" and engage the \"No Bypass\" at all option.

796. Kristen W Midway, UT This will ruin our valley.
797. Margery C Midway, UT The beauty of this area is more important than another

by pass!
798. Rebecca J Heber, UT
799. Katie A Heber City, UT The protect the local land. This is NOT necessary!
800. Barbara H Midway, UT
801. Nicholas j M Midway, UT
802. Reid⁷ K Midway, UT
803. Karee G Heber, UT We love living in Heber Valley because of the open spaces

and the north fields. A bypass would destroy that. Also, my
husband and I drive down Main Street multiple times a day
(continues on next page)
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803. Karee G Heber, UT (continued from previous page)

and traffic is not that big of a deal. People make it out to be
much worse than it is. Use side streets as often as you can
and you can cross the valley easily.

804. Chelsea N Heber city, UT
805. Jeanette F Heber City, UT It will destroy our beautiful town ,we don\'t need a bypass
806. Shannon W Heber City, UT Traffic stinks, but development stinks worse. This beautiful

valley deserves to be preserved and open lands, fresh
water, and clear skies are way more important than dealing
with tankers and travelers.

807. Chelsea B Heber, UT
808. Katey W Midway, UT Keep the peace and quiet and serenity of Midway! This new

road would attract development!
809. Burton H Heber City, UT Protect Northfields it’s all we have left!!
810. Shari N Heber, UT Keep Heber the quaint, serine, clean, Heaven on earth that it

is by preserving the rest of the land. The town will be ruined
and so will the wetlands so desperately needed for
sustained life of animals and humans. All you\'d be doing is
creating another filthy city over time and ruining everything.

811. Karli G Midway, UT
812. Laura D Midwat, UT
813. Del B Heber City, UT It would go through my daughters home. It would not

diminish the traffic on Main Street at all. To do that, a bypass
would have to be on the west side of the valley where all the
growth is.

814. Jesse M Coalville, UT Heber and Midway are only their views and culture. This
route will not only uproot long time locals but our views will
be obstructed by a highway.

815. Peter G Midway, UT
816. Debora K Salt Lake City, UT This beautiful peaceful place is a gem and must not be

destroyed
817. Mitch B midway, UT
818. Steve W Midway, UT This open space is paramount to the feel of the Heber Valley

and part of what brings visitors each year that contribute to
the local economy.

819. Mildred O Park City, UT
820. Sarah F Modway, UT
821. David G Heber City, UT A bypass freeway will ruin the valley\'s treasured views for

no reason. Invest a fraction of the cost in improving existing
roads. We need pkanners and traffic engineers who can
make Heber streets work, not developers rubber stamps.
No bypass road!

822. Sarah H Park city, UT
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823. Rush H Park City, UT
824. Cheryl M Park City, UT Saving green space
825. Christina H Park city, UT
826. Lizzie L Park city, UT
827. thomas n Park city, UT
828. Julie R Midway, UT
829. ERIC M Midway, UT
830. Luara M Heb, UT
831. Nancy G Heber, UT No highway at all
832. Natosha D Heber city, UT
833. Natalie T Heber, UT
834. Bridget W Kamas, UT I grew up in Heber. I’ve seen it change for the good and also

see it changing for the worst. I understand that people love
the area but we can’t change more than we have. The north
fields is the glory of Gods country when you drive down the
mayflower and you get the feeling of home inside when you
see the beautiful green stretching for acres. Please keep this
land protected.

835. Robert M Park City, UT
836. Craiger S Park City, UT I love Utah and it’s pristine landscapes
837. Andy F Park city, UT Traffic stinks
838. Barry M Kamas, UT
839. Sheuna K Midway, UT
840. kylie c heber, UT Flood zone. Harder for local businesses to be supported.
841. Ashley D Midway, UT
842. Brynn T Midway, UT Because I live here and don’t want my small town to turn into

the next Utah valley
843. Stephen B Heber, UT
844. Mark L Midway, UT All of the items mentioned. This is not a viable option and

doesn\'t add any value to our community. Many businesses
will actually auffer if you move the traffic off main street. You
see this ator y on 60 minutes all of the time.

845. Duane T Midway, UT We want to keep the charm of our community.
846. Ron H MidwayMidway, UT I want to preserve as much of the fields, wetlands, and

beauty of the north fields as possible. Widen 40 to take on
more traffic if needed, but don’t put another traffic artery
parallel to 40 through the north fields.

847. Ian S Midway, UT
848. Richard W Midway, UT
850. Crystal H Heber City, UT The heart of growing up in Heber
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851. Brian C Heber City, UT It would go right by my house. I have small children that I

want to keep safe.
852. Hillary D Heber, UT The North Fields are a beautiful open space that need to be

preserved. It is the last piece of untouched land in the valley.
Please remove the north fields as a bypass option

853. Pamela M Midway, UT
854. Jeanne F Midway, UT
855. Kymm H Oakley, UT We have got to protect our nature now before it’s too late!
856. Sarah H Midway, UT It’s my home town
857. Nicole B Heber city, UT The North fields are a treasure of Heber, and something that

are truly special and unique.
859. Toni W MidwayMidway, UT The open spaces are part of the beauty of thus creating
860. James K Midqay, UT
861. Michelle E Cottonwood Heights,

UT
862. Anonymous Interlaken Town, UT No to the road  no to more building on Northfields  it is the

last bit of beauty in this valley.
863. Stephanie J Heber City, UT
864. Robyn A Midway, UT Open Space
865. Ralph S Midway, UT The farmer\'s fields through which this planned will

irrevocably change this beautiful and bucolic valley. And for
what? This and only this: $$. To he  with that!

866. Sheila F Midway, UT We have too much growth! Not everything is about money!
We have wildlife safe walking and biking trails to protect!
Enough is enough!

867. Becky S Heber, UT
868. Jennifer S Midway, UT I live on the Midway side and I do not want anything in the N.

Fields it is critical to keep them preserved.
869. Rachel B Midway, UT North Fields are wetlands and supply the aquifer.
870. Charles R Heber City, UT The North Fields are an incredibly unspoiled asset to the

entire Heber community. Let\'s not spoil them and the quality
of life for those living in the area!

871. Erin K Midway, UT I’ve lived in the valley 22 years and the fields are important
part of scenery.

872. Jhoanna R Heber City, UT
873. Susan C Heber City, UT Keep north fields
874. Brian T Midway, UT This would be the biggest change for the worse to come to

Heber vallet
875. Deb S Heber City, UT Do not destroy this valley. Keep traffic on 40.

Heber should plan and build a town center!!! Businesses on
main /40 need the business and the valley does not need the
additional traffic
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876. Larry S Midway, UT Keep the rural feel between Midway and Heber
877. Karla J Midway, UT Please DO NOT displace the North Fields. My family goes

back to the beginning of Heber City. We need to keep the
jewel that it is. Please use another route. This area needs to
be saved for my children and their children’s future. There
has to be another alternative. Please

878. Gordon H Hebert city's, UT
879. Beau H Heber, UT This is a ridiculous plan!! The north feilds is the only

peaceful place left in this valley leave it the way it is for the
farmers and ranchers!

880. Kristina B Midway, UT Preserve open land!
882. Michelle m Heber City, UT We moved here for the solitude that heber offers. The

wilderness and the majestic views and the serenity.
883. Bambi W Heber City, UT
884. Potter L Heber City, UT The north fields are iconic for Heber a crucial part of the

view with Midway and Timp in the distance. Please keep
them intact.

885. Thomas T Midway, UT
886. Nicholas Z Heber, UT This by pass will be destroying homes in an area that is

already lacking sufficient houses for the people who live here
887. Kristen F Midway, UT
888. Alisha H Heber City, UT We need open space
889. Deborah L Midway, UT
890. Lori H Midway, UT To keep the beauty of the valley for generations to come
891. Karen C Midway, UT I love this valley. It is the beauty of the open land, the fields

that make it so desirable to live here. Cover that with roads
and urbanize it and the charm is gone.

892. Brian A Midway, UT Spoiling an asset for more traffic, congestion, noise, and
pollution.

893. Rachel H Heber, UT The North Fields are a beautiful and important part of the
Heber Valley. That being said, I don’t support a bypass
anywhere in this valley.

894. Christopher B Midway, UT
895. Amy N Heber City, UT
896. Susan W Midway, UT Preserving the open space is more important than having

less traffic on Main. IMO
897. Melanie S Heber City, UT
898. Diana V Midway, UT Preserve the north fields no bypass please.
899. Scott B Heber, UT
900. Jaisa B Provo, UT
901. Lindsay M Heber city, UT Critical land that needs to be conserved for natural life
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902. Sonia L Midway, UT Save our valley
903. Charlotte R Coalville, UT I used to live there. These open fields are one of the reasons

this area is so quaint and lovely. This road will just make it a
typical rat race city. Yes resources do run out. Yes this is to
high of a price for the environment to pay.

905. Richard G Heber City, UT Because the madness of development and destroying the
exact thing that brought us here is insane.

906. Michelle R Midway, UT
907. Kristin C Heber City, UT Changing the pathway of the bypass is very important to me

for the following reasons:
Preserve wildlife 
Preserve the beauty of the valley
Preserve the north fields 
Protect the value of my home
Keep traffic, noise, and pollution away from the back of my
housing development

908. Diana F Heber, UT
909. Karen P Heber City, UT To keep the Heber Valley beautiful and with open spaces

not huge bypass roads
910. Clifford C Midway, UT
911. Anonymous Heber City, UT I want to preserve the open spaces in this valley.
912. Jill Feigal F Midway, UT The valley is losing its rural character with houses filling up

the fields The north fields are the last vestage of what makes
Heber Valley special  not just another crowded Amrican
suburb. Please dont put a highway through the north fields.

913. Rob F Midway, UT Why are we making it easier for trucks to go through the
valley?

914. Kay C Midway, UT I want to keep our open space and this would encourage
more development

915. Taylor J Midway, UT No Bypass at all!
916. Polzer J Heber City, UT
917. Camille P Midway, UT
918. Kristine T Heber City, UT The north fields are so beautiful and our town with its many

businesses will be effected. It totally takes away from the
beauty of the valley and many farm lands as well as
animals… please do not’

919. Linda S Heber City, UT I found this valley 27 yrs ago after moving from Vt. I wanted
rural, and it was then. NOW Heber city and Midway are way
over developed. All we need now is to ruin what we have left
by a bypass. Keep these tankers off Utah highways, at least
tandem ones, and make them drive 25 miles an hr through
heber and in right lane only.
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920. Gail K Midway, UT I can\'t even believe that ruining the North Fields could be an

option. There are so many reasons this is a terrible idea, I
could not list them all. Just know that this is wrong, wrong,
wrong.

921. Dylan G Midway, UT The valley is going through a transition period and what we
do now will greatly affect our future. We need to prioritize
open space and not efficiency through the valley.

922. Michelle S Midway, UT Preservation of open farmland is critical at this point in tome.
Much more so than another road. Managed responsible
growth is important. You only get one chance to do it right.
The new by pass road should be located away from Heber
Valley, and in a corridor that does not destroy critical habitat
for local residence and wild life. Please look at moving the
road to the east of Heber, and the Jordanelle, starting father
south of the town itself.

923. Brendon S Heber City, UT
924. Anonymous heber, UT
925. Lee Ann b Heber City, UT Will ruin north and south fields
926. L N Midway, UT
928. Judy H Heber, UT I live on the west side and this is not feasible for our

community and economy
929. Shirleu S Heber, UT Ive grown up in the valley since I was a kid. One of the most

peaceful and beautiful sights to see is the Northfields as you
enter the valley. Leave the Northfields alone it is home to
many animals, and much needed agriculture. Stop
destroying the valley!

930. Blanca C Heber City, UT
931. Aaron H Midway, UT This brings the constant stream of semi trucks right to the

doorstep of my house, and my nieghbors homes in our
peaceful River Meadows neighborhood. This is the exact
opposite reason we choose to live here.

932. Nicole G Heber, UT
934. Rosalie S Heber, UT The area of North Fields is beautiful. Do not ruin it with

traffic.
935. Scott S Tremonton, UT If there is a road put through the north fields it will be over

developed like the rest of the valley
936. Debra A Heber, UT Put it on the west side the tankers go that way anyway. The

north fields are one thing this valley has left that doesn’t
need touched

937. Perdue P Heber City, UT As I come down the hill from Park City or Kamas the north
fields is what I see first. Peaceful and beautiful. We need to
preserve it.
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938. Melissa S Heber, UT This would be so rough on the rural areas of utah. These

areas are a great place for runs, for quiet evenings sitting in
the front of the house looking at the beautful voews. And
great areas for the children to learn to ride bikes, dogs for
walks. This would increase the noise level of our home,
which is ine of the best things about living here. The views
and the quiet. Our family has worked hard to live exactly
where we do for all of these reasons and this bypass will ruin
some of the best things

939. Dee Dee T Midway, UT Keep Heber/Midway open lands and not mess it up with
more building and transportation issues. Keep open space!

940. Craig P Midway, UT North fields property owner
941. Shelly E Heber City, UT
942. Shana W Heber, UT We raise cattle in the north fields and this spot is very

important to our family. The road would go right through and
ruin it all.

943. Seth P Heber City, UT The North Fields is a beautiful place that we love taking our
kids to. If a major roadway is built through there it will ruin it.
It is definitely one of the places in the valley that needs to be
left alone!

944. Brinnlie B Heber, UT
945. Anna D Heber, UT Heber city has for some reason become a place for

everyone else to move to and destroy the valley. We locals
do not need more hardship based on move ins opinions.

946. Lexi S Heber city, UT It’s historical land
947. Jeri B Mkdway, UT Please please  we need to preserve what little we have left

of rural utah. I love seeing these fields everyday on my
drives and rides. Consider anything else but using this
beautiful pristine land.

948. Kray M Wallsburg, UT
949. kaitlyn s heber, UT The north fields is all heber has left that isn’t all houses

compacted together. The north fields is what heber was like
before everyone started building and ruining the real heber

950. Mitchel S Midway, UT Because those fields preserve utahs open space and
farmers income

951. Tristi R Heber City, UT
952. Mary Anne T RIVERDALE, UT Bird refuge to many varieties. Open land in Heber needs to

stay.
953. Audrey H Heber city, UT Don’t want to lose the beautiful valley Need multiple options

through town not one that doesn’t even cater to half the
valley. Most residents wouldn’t be served with that route.

954. Lawson P Heber city, UT
955. Paden A Heber, UT
956. Diane A Saint George, UT
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957. William R West Valley City, UT
958. Joan P Heber, UT We don’t need a Highway through the “Last Best Place” in

Wasatch County. Many people enjoy the Open Space that
the North fields provide. Please don’t ruin it with your bypass
highway.

959. Daidre A Vernal, UT Wildlife thrive in that area. And its so beautiful and
untouched by humans. Protect the water and wildlife,
haven\'t we taken so much space already.

960. Anonymous Midway, UT It will only hasten the environmental and community
destruction of the Heber Valley. I don\'t mind the traffic. I\'ll
mind the noise, pollution, and development that will be
accelerated by this option.

961. Norma J Kanab, UT This corridor is one of the most beautiful in the state. A line
has to be drawn on development somewhere.

962. Cameron W Midway, UT Keep the road closer to 40.
963. Kacy K Lewiston, UT We need OPEN GREEN SPACE for our state, that is

MANAGED properly! If everyone sells it to the highest
bidder for the biggest buck, when we need it to grow FOOD
for the masses, clean AIR, or feed the MEAT... It will be
gone to foreign countries.. Get real people..

964. Stephanie N Midway, UT This is the most beautiful open space in the valley, and
critical wildlife habitat. Please don\'t ruin it with a bypass!

965. Ginny T MidwayMidway, UT I’ve spent the past 15 years in the northfeilds, almost daily.
The northfeilds are the heber valley’s air conditioning
system. The valley is cooled and warmed by the water that
flows beneath the ground. I have watched as just a few
homes have been built and the disruption it has caused. The
northfeilds are not only beautiful, but they help keep our
valleys temperatures stable. They ensure snow in park city,
much like the great salt lake, they are part of our weather
system… and putting a hot asphalt road through them with
pollution will slowly destroy the winter climate that we have
left. In the winter we will no longer have thf beatific fog and
ice that people travel yo photograph and in the summer we
will not have the cooling temperatures that help us cool our
valley. The northfeilds are critical to how this valley
functions. 
Birds are also a concern. There are countless birds that use
the northfeilds as a migration stop, feeding on bugs and
such on their way through. Hawks of all kinds can be found
year round, eagles, shore birds, I’m constantly amazed at
the species that I see flying through. 
Cattle farmers also should have a say in this road. These
Feilds have historically been used for grazing cattle and
raising grass hay. Most of the cattle raised in the northfeilds
is sold and shipped together by farmers to Omaha where the
best beef in the country is sold… who new it came from
(continues on next page)
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965. Ginny T MidwayMidway, UT (continued from previous page)

Heber! These farmers have been raising cattle for
generations, together, working with one another in a co op.
This freeway will destroy this very heritage, one of the
founding crops of this valley  and doing so send more
founding families looking for homes outside this valley or
state. 
Traffic is not a local problem, as a local I know how to
navigate. Main Street can and should stay busy. If people
don’t want to drive through our Main Street… they can take
another route. Heber needs a solution for Heber. The vast
majority of the trucks on the road are oil rigs… I would much
rather subsidize moving these oil refineries or helping with a
pipeline then expanding our freeway at the cost of the
northfeilds.

966. Mark S Sandy, UT To many people moving in and destroying the beautiful
ecosystem in Ut. Have you tried to go to a National Park
lately?

967. Chistopher N Midway, UT
968. Julie G American Fork, UT I am against the over development of our resources. Leave

Heber Valley alone.
969. jan r OGDEN, UT It makes no sense to conserve water only to build huge

apartment complexes where more and more water will be
used. As the Great Salt Lake is drying up and no one seems
to have a workable idea to salvage it, we can\'t afford to lose
any more wetlands. Please leave the Heber North Fields free
of any sort of construction.

970. Peter B Heber, UT Last vestige of open space in this valley i’ve called home for
almost 40 years

971. Jeanette S Sherborn, MA
972. Melanie H Bountiful, UT It is on of the most beautiful valleys. There is also not

enough open space anymore. Developers are destroying it
all. It\'s impotant to preserve what little is left.

973. Carma I Midway, UT
974. Joan W Berkeley, CA
975. Josh H Bountiful, UT Conservation
976. Heather M Slc, UT The Heber Valley is beautiful and peaceful. Keep our small

towns small. Not every city needs to be a metropolis.
977. Perry L Magna, UT Lets slow people down instead of bypassing all of Heber\'s

businesses
978. Amber H Salt Lake City, UT
979. Cindy A Heber, UT UDOT needs to stop destroying UTAH! Too much

development in Heber valley will choke hold the area. It\'s
already out of control, but the greasy palms of UT gov\'t
(continues on next page)
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979. Cindy A Heber, UT (continued from previous page)

want growth and development at any costs. If we don\'t
preserve it today, it will be over built tomorrow, lost and gone
forever.

980. Bette Jo C Midway, UT Please do not put busy highway through North Fields. Those
fields are what make Heber/Midway such a beautiful place.

981. Lindsey M Midway, UT Preserve the sprawling fields and open space of the valley.
982. Sue G Midway, UT
983. Hough J Heber, UT Let’s get this road finished asap!
985. Stevie C Midway, UT It\'s such an issue. I want a walkable and pleasant main

street but I also don\'t want to see more massive
development and the beautiful farm land that\'s left be
ruined.

986. David L Midway, UT
987. Julie K Heber City, UT We can’t willingly destroy the beauty that makes this the

Heber Valley. Once gone, we will never get it back.
989. Paul C Midway, UT
990. Barbara C Heber, UT Because I live near there and it is some of the last open

space left in the area. With the climate change heating up it
is important to keep large swaths of grass to help reflect the
heat. Not absorb it. Plus the area is home too many critters.

991. Rob L Midway, UT
992. Elizabeth S Sandy, UT
993. Clark M Provo, UT Lucerne, willows and rustic barns are what made Heber

Valley beautiful not highways, sub divisions and parking
lots. Society always forces the negative consequences of
growth onto its vanishing countryside.

994. Sandra C Park City, UT We need to preserve the open space.
995. Brady P Heber City, UT We need to preserve the north fields. It’s the gem of the

entire valley and one of the few spots left without a paved
road and a bunch of homes.

996. Heath P Heber, UT
997. Anonymous Heber City, UT
998. Rachel P Heber City, UT It would ruin my neighborhood!
999. Linda W Midway, UT, UT I live in midway and object to this highway. I mind through

our valley.
1,000. Warren R Midway, UT To preserve the character and open space and heart of the

Heber valley
1,001. Sarah T Park City, UT Supporting my Heber and Midway friends who say no to

this! Plus I spend much time hiking and biking down in that
area and know how precious those fields are.

1,002. Anonymous Midway, UT The eco system of our valley will be ruined if the North Fields
are not protected.
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1,003. Anonymous Roosevelt, UT My family lives in this area and it\'s one of the last lovely

places in Midway/Heber City. The area is rapidly becoming
overdeveloped. Please conserve the open lands.

1,004. Josh P Midway, UT
1,005. Kaitlyn M Midway, UT
1,007. Tisa C Sandy, UT Quit destroying our lands.
1,008. Charlene J Midway, UT
1,009. Dawn P Park City, UT
1,010. Giselle B Park City, UT
1,011. Merril L No, UT Preserve the beauty of heber valley
1,012. MaryAnna A Taylorsville, UT My family and I love this area for recreation. We would be so

disappointed to see this area developed for road usage and
the inevitable home development that comes with it.
Additionally, the large agricultural presence in the Heber
Valley is something we should be trying to preserve not
diminish. This area is already seeing more traffic than
normal and the addition of roads would lead to it becoming
another high populated mountain town with little appeal for
which it was originally and currently coveted for.

1,013. Lowell Y AF, UT My family settled that area and I hate to see it all developed
it’s much nicer as Fields

1,014. Alexis T Herriman, UT
1,016. Brayden S Delta, UT
1,017. John W Midway, UT
1,018. Cody H Provo, UT Leave heber the way it is, leave open spaces untouched
1,019. Ben A Heber City, UT
1,020. Chanse P Heber City, UT
1,021. Nancy S Moab, UT One of the last open fields of Wasatch County!
1,022. Kenneth R Lehi, UT
1,023. Keno M Heber CityHeber, UT
1,024. Sydnie O Heber City, UT
1,025. Stephen M Midway, UT
1,026. Bray R Heber City, UT Because these lands belong to to all beings that habitate the

land not just those who speak to destroy nature\'s eco
system that will ultimately diminish the richness of the land
here in Heber Valley!

1,027. Lindsey K Heber City, UT
1,028. Cathy L Heber City, UT Want the north fields left intact. No highway, no

development❣️
1,029. JanaRae G Francis, UT
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1,030. Greg O Heber City, UT The beauty is irrecoverable! That gorgeous vista will never

return again.
1,031. Bill M Daniel, UT The north fields are the Crown Jewel of Heber Valley.

Putting a bypass through the Northfields would permanently
degrade the standard of living in Heber Valley. There are
other options that would be much more palatable to the
citizens of Heber Valley.

1,032. Darci G MidwayMidway, UT
1,034. Tatum C Heber city, UT The north fields are an amazing part of the community for

citizens jogging and walk through to get some fresh air.
1,035. Georgia B Great Falls, VA To preserve the natural beauty of this site for future

generations.
1,037. Sarah G Provo, UT As stated, this land is sacred, scenic, historic, ecologically

vital and agriculturally important.
1,038. Scott C Midway, UT Trading the North Fields for better traffic flow in Heber is a

fool’s errand. Traffic will not improve, and we’ll lose forever
the rural nature of this valley.

1,039. Carolyn W Salt Lake City, UT
1,040. Russell L Heber City, UT
1,041. Phyllis S Heber City, UT
1,042. Mary Anne k McLean, VA It\'s very important to preserve the natural beauty and open

land here and throughout the country. There are plenty of
developments and roads once built there is no reversal. We
must also preserve and respect the wildlife inclusive of the
wetlands and all areas. It\'s so easy for us to rely on the rain
forests to stress how important it is that they not be
developed and destroyed. Or to document how elephants
and other animals are being destroyed by poachers. The US
has do its part too. This area needs to be preserved.

1,043. Seija S Midway, UT
1,044. Meredith S Heber City, UT The north fields contain critical wetlands and are truly what

make this valley special. Additionally, putting a bypass in
such an environmentally sensitive area will do terrible things
to the Provo river.

1,045. Angie V Heber, UT
1,046. Brayan martin A West Jordan, UT
1,047. Shelby F Heber City, UT
1,048. Stoddard D Heber City, UT
1,049. Jennifer L Arlington, VA Be an example for what is right. Preserve open space and

conserve your most precious resource. You can never
reverse the inevitable damage that will be done after ground
is broken.

1,050. Barbara S Sandy, UT We need to preserve open land and take care of the
envirement
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1,051. Susan M SALT LAKE CITY, UT Has the Heber Valley is pristine and beautiful and cutting

through these fields would be a tragedy
1,052. candie b heber, UT
1,053. Trevor S Taylorsville, UT
1,054. Monica L Heber City, UT
1,055. Ali P Kearns, UT
1,056. Aimee S Taylorsville, UT My family has property that I would hate to see taken away.
1,057. Lara P Kamas, UT
1,058. Kevin S Salt Lake CIty, UT It is the only part of the valley that is pristine and reminds me

of the Heber I love.
1,059. Kymber B Heber City, UT
1,060. Victoria R Midway, UT
1,061. Bryant S Heber, UT The Heber Valley is my home and the North Fields are the

Crown Jewel of the Valley. If UDOT is allowed to put a
highway through the North Fields it will forever alter the
valley for the bad.

1,062. Stacey H Midway, UT
1,063. Alexander W Wanship, UT
1,064. Marianne R Grantsville, UT We have spent so much time up there while our family was

growing up. We need to preserve some land instead of
building more homes and businesses

1,065. Andrea J Midway, UT It’s important to preserve the rural heritage and quality of life
for residents.

1,066. Dallas B Heber city, UT Keep the fields for wildlife and the beauty of our county safe.
1,067. Anonymous Heber City, UT We do not need this! If we don’t build the Bypass, it could

add 20 30 minutes to your commute while going thru our
town during peak hours. So what? I say NO to the Bypass! I
rather wait in traffic than disrupt the beautiful open area.

1,068. Catharine W Heber City, UT Please respect the open space of the North Fields. The area
is an important environmental ecosystem. The North Fields
open area, beautiful ecosystem, and agricultural beauty
should be allowed to remain as a example of mankind
respecting the benefits of open space for generations to
come.

1,069. Lois S Millcreek, UT We love the beauty and tranquility of this Valley. Would hate
to see this area taken over with busy roads and
commercialism.

1,070. Patty S Heber City, UT The beauty of the north fields is unmatched  and what
makes Heber so distinct from other sprawling communities.
It should be preserved, remain unspoiled. Kept from
The clutches of ‘progress’….it is a reminder
Of the great, hard working settlers of this valley.

1,071. Jennifer L Draper, UT
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1,072. Stanley W Heber City, UT I want to preserve the wetlands and the beauty of the Provo

river area.
1,073. Erika K Heber City, UT
1,074. Nate K Heber, UT We need to preserve the rural nature of the valley and

running a major road through one of our last remaining open
fields is unacceptable

1,075. Chris K Heber City, UT
1,076. Lindsay C Lehi, UT It takes away from what’s most beautiful about Heber! Also

would probably effect some peoples homes who don’t want
to have the bypass run too close to their peaceful home.
People have paid a lot of money to have their home away
from what you are proposing.

1,077. Jolene S Heber City, UT
1,078. Mathew S Heber City, UT
1,079. Theron G Wallsburg, UT
1,080. Stefani G Wallsburg, UT
1,081. Jenn H Los Angeles, CA I visit this area quite often
1,082. Marjory T Richfield, UT
1,083. Mower N Heber, UT Is the North fields represent the desired lifestyle of the

people living in the Heber Valley! The people that live here
want to continue to see open areas with horses cows and
wildlife. That is the reason we moved here!

1,084. Jill L Park City, UT We need to preserve this open space.
1,085. Camila H Midway, UT
1,086. James G Heber City, UT
1,087. Yuri M Heber, UT Too beautiful to get rid of.
1,088. Brytnee U Sandy, UT
1,089. Levi B Midway, UT North and South Fields are a gem! They are irreplaceable

and it’s irresponsible to decimate the wildlife habitats, Provo
River pollution and agricultural lifeline of our city!

1,090. Thaylene R Midway, UT Roads through the N fields would destroy the character that
defines and distinguishes the Heber valley

1,091. Mark R Midway, UT
1,092. Anonymous Heber City, UT because it needs to stay just as it is
1,093. wayne s Murray, UT
1,094. Alysha W Lehi, UT One of the main draws of that area is the small town, country

feel. Don’t ruin it with road and traffic.
1,095. Diane H Holladay, UT This is a beautiful valley that should keep as much

agricultural land as possible!
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1,096. Tracy L Heber City, UT UDOT has not followed due process or completed

Comments close today at midnight. Constructive comments
include anything related to how UDOT has not followed due
process, has not completed the appropriate impact studies,
risk to the Provo River restoration project or not adhering to
local desire to keep the historical and rural nature of this land
in tact. the appropriate impact studies. The options through
the North Fields pose substantial and irremediable risk to
the Provo River restoration project and do not adhere to
local desire to keep the historical and rural nature of this land
intact. See, the 2019 Heber Envision 2050 General Plan
survey results. The North Fields are the crown jewel of what
is left of the Heber Valley’s open space and years of
community supported measures, both fiscal and otherwise,
have been enacted to preserve the North Fields. The
western option D was inserted arbitrarily by UDOT without
community vetting. Let the traffic go down Main Street. Why
should a handful of residents who live on the 40 or developer
entities on the city council have a greater influence than the
96% of the surveyed citizens who responded with an
overwhelming desire to preserve the North Fields.

1,097. Patsy M Sandy, UT
1,098. Rebeca G Millcreek, UT I am a fly fishing guide on the Provo River and our

community of guides understands the negative effects that
this bypass will have on our fishy and the ecosystem. Please
do not destroy the home of hundreds of species and the
solitude that the North Fields brings to many anglers.

1,099. Matt H West valley, UT We don\'t need more roads, we need more fields and nature
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 July 22, 2022 

Utah Department of Transportation 
Heber Valley Corridor EIS  
c/o HDR, Inc.  
2825 W Cottonwood Parkway #200  
Salt Lake City, UT 84121  

Subject: Heber Valley Corridor Screening Report Comments 

Dear Heber Valley Corridor EIS Team: 

As Mayor of Heber City I appreciate UDOT’s current comment period to evaluate the 

Level 1 Screening Criteria, Evaluations, and Results Summary.  I am also the longest serving 

member of Heber City Government and have eight and a half years of experience in Council 

meetings, discussions, & votes.   

I believe it is critical now to realistically examine the Level 1 Screening Criteria of 

‘Allowing Heber City to Achieve its Vision’ to ensure a clear definition, as well as reevaluate its 

impacts on ‘Travel Time’ and ‘Valued Places Impacts,’ and proposed routes in the ‘Level 1 

Screening Results Summary.’ 

My comments intend to first show the nebulous definition and incompatibility of Level 1 

Screening Criteria given Heber City Council actions and their resulting effects on Level 1 

Screening Results Summary; as well as the internal conflicts within the Level 1 Screening 

Criteria that were used to evaluate the previous or currently proposed Parkway routes.   

Second, I will also explain how there are many City Council votes and Citizens actions 

that should eliminate Proposed Routes WB3 & WB4 in the Level 1 Screening Results Summary; 

and support Proposed Route WA1. 

1- THE LEVEL 1 SCREENING CRITERIA OF ‘ALLOWS HEBER CITY TO ACHIEVE VISION’ IS NEBULOUS

AND INTERNALLY INCONSISTENT AND SHOULD BE REDEFINED FOR CONSISTENCY AND CLARITY; THEN

REQUIRE REEVALUATION OF THE ‘LEVEL 1 SCREENING RESULTS SUMMARY.’

A consistent definition of ‘Allows Heber City to Realize Vision’ would allow UDOT to 

reevaluate the rankings of the previously proposed routes given in 2021; as well as other 

routes to this point. 

To my knowledge, UDOT has never formally asked the entire Heber City Council to 

approve any definition for the ‘Allows Heber City to Achieve Vision’ screening definition.  There 

428



has never been a formal discussion or vote from the entire City Council on what this Screening 

Criteria really is.   

Therefore, I submit these concerns on this criteria’s nebulous definition and its 

application in the Level 1 Screening Results Summary. 

Also given the current inconsistency of this Criteria’s definition, the Proposed Routes of 

WB3 & WB4 should receive different rankings from what’s currently listed in UDOT’s Level 1 

Screening Results Summary.  

I will begin these concerns using the “Appendix H, Responses to Alternatives 

Comments” at:  https://hebervalleyeis.udot.utah.gov/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/HVC-EIS-

Alternative-Screening-Appendix-H-Responses-to-Comments.pdf :   

“Increased traffic is incompatible with the vision expressed in Heber 

City’s adopted plans for their historic downtown” (pg. 7).   

-In the last 6+ years, the Heber City Council has consistently discussed that the

downtown should become a ‘destination location.’  If this is really the Council’s goal, then the 

City definitely needs tourism traffic on Main Street and Downtown area.   

-Proposed Routes WB3 & WB4 would prevent a significant number of tourists from

visiting the downtown because Main Street would not be the County’s main throughfare north 

to south.   

- UDOT Traffic Studies show that Proposed Routes WB3 & WB4 would displace

significant amounts of tourism and pass-through traffic thus permanently hurting the 

‘destination’ goal for downtown. 

-Only proposed route WA1 puts tourism traffic on Heber City’s north and south

doorsteps, thus allowing tourists to easily enter and enjoy our Main Street and revitalization 

efforts. 

-Also current tourism and pass-through traffic does contributes to Main Street being the

economic driver for all of Wasatch County as this traffic stops, shops, and dines.  This is shown 

by US 40/Main Street being a very high area of sales tax collections in Wasatch County. Tourism 

and pass-through traffic must stay on Main Street for Heber City to realize its ‘destination’ goal 

as well as continue being the foundation of Heber City’s economic base. 

-Heber City’s own approved development also increases traffic projections for the

downtown.  This rate of growth is not decreasing, and UDOT verifies such in Appendix H, pg. 7 

saying: “The growth anticipated with future development in northeast Heber City exceeds the 

2050 projections.” 

-The Heber City Council willingly approved annexations and upzones at the same time as

planning for the Downtown Revitalization.  The Heber City Council has never officially voted to 



decrease Main Street traffic.  For the last eight years the Council’s main concern was getting 

diesels off of Main Street; not tourism/pass-through traffic.  Again, to my knowledge from the 

last eight years, there are no official studies or Council votes to decrease tourism traffic on 

Main Street.  This is not part of Heber City’s Vision and should not be part of the Level 1 

Screening Criteria ‘Allows Heber City to Achieve Vision.’ 

-Heber City itself needs to work on increased, accessible parking and mobility in the 

surrounding blocks around Main Street to become this ‘destination location,’ but not by 

supporting proposed routes WB3 & WB4.    

-I recommend that UDOT reevaluate this Level 1 Screening Criteria for proposed routes 

WB3 & WB4 given Heber City’s realistic ‘destination’ goals needing tourism traffic in the 

Downtown. 

-UDOT & Heber City must realize that Proposed Routes WB3 or WB4 alternatives will 

perpetually hurt Heber City’s efforts to capture tourism & pass-through traffic. 

-Also Proposed Routes WB3 & WB4 will likely be widened at some point in the future 

because of high growth projections.  The proposed routes WB3 & WB4 will continually be under 

tremendous development pressure.  If UDOT increases access to proposed routes WB3 & WB4, 

or access to the UVU Campus as on previously proposed routes, it will further decrease Heber 

City’s ability to reach its ‘destination’ goal and be a main thoroughfare for tourism traffic. 

-Given these concerns and if UDOT does not want to consult the entire Heber City 

Council on what ‘Allows Heber City to Achieve Vision’ definition should be, then I recommend 

that the Level 1 Screening Criteria of ‘Allows Heber City to Achieve Vision’ ranking for Proposed 

Routes WB3 & WB4 on the Level 1 Screening Results should be reevaluated and assigned a 

different ranking than the ‘YES’ that currently shows. 

There is more.  These next comments are also based on the Heber City’s Downtown 
Revitalization Plan at: 
https://envisionheber.com/GeneralPlan/HeberCityGeneralPlanAPPENDIXONLY.pdf ; pgs. 3-35; 
with a Summary listed on page 5 focusing on the goals of wider sidewalks, center medians, 
pedestrian refuge islands, architecture elements, & bike lanes. 
 

Again, from Appendix H cited above: 

“Heber City’s vision criteria are focused on protecting valued places and 

historic buildings along Main Street and avoiding alternatives that would 

preclude Heber City from achieving their vision for Main Street (which includes 

wide sidewalks, pedestrian crossings, and a reduced speed limit) as expressed 

in adopted plans. 



“Increased traffic on Main Street has disrupted the traditional feel of 

Heber City’s downtown and has led to increased noise and pedestrian safety 

concerns.” 

-I discussed with Rob Clayton and Craig Hancock at the Heber/UDOT Quarterly Meeting

on July 20, 2022 that Heber City’s Main Street will likely keep the four lanes of traffic.  This is 

also used in the traffic modeling studies.  Realistically, it is not possible that Heber City would 

reduce Main Street traffic lanes for ‘wider sidewalks or bike lanes’ as part of its vision criteria.  

This also means that noise will not decrease either.  This again shows internal inconsistency 

within this criteria definition. 

- Heber City would also need to take parking off of US 40/Main Street to allow for bike

lanes since narrower sidewalks would also decrease current pedestrian safety.  This would also 

prevent local or tourism traffic from parking, shopping, and dining in the Downtown blocks.  

Again showing further inconsistencies within this screening criteria definition. 

-Actually ‘wider sidewalks and bike lanes’ in the Downtown could be done on East-West

roads such as 300 N to 300 S, as well as 100 East, 100 West, etc.  These bike lanes and trails are 

already planned for in the City and County’s Trail Master Plan and should also not be a factor in 

this screening criteria definition.    

-In fact, Heber City is already planning for a central Heber bike/pedestrian trail going

east to west from 1200 East to Main Street then to the HVRR/County Fairgrounds.  This will 

provide greater pedestrian and bike mobility to and around Main Street thus meeting the 

criteria of bike lanes, walkability, connectivity in the Downtown Revitalization Plan and 

City/County Master Trail Plan.  Again, UDOT’s criteria of using wider sidewalks and bike lanes to 

eliminate any previous Bypass/Parkway Alternatives on Main Street should reevaluated based 

on a clearer, consistent definition of ‘Allows Heber City to Achieve Vision.’ 

-Also, UDOT and Heber City should realize that the goals of walkability, wider sidewalks,

and bike lanes in the Downtown Vision of Main Street actually conflict with other Level 1 

Screening Criteria of traffic mobility based on (somewhat) shorter travel times.  Heber City 

cannot have it both ways.  There is currently an underlying conflict between the three criteria 

of ‘Allows Heber City to Achieve Vision,’ ‘Travel time of US-40’, and ‘Southbound Queue Length 

of 500 North’ given current evaluations on the Level 1 Screening Results Summary.   

-If Heber City really wants walkability, wider sidewalks and bike lanes on Main Street,

then this will likely increase the current projected ‘Travel Time on US-40’ estimates on the Level 

1 Screening Results Summary, especially if Heber City can achieve its ‘destination location’ goal 

(yet only with tourism traffic). 

-Thus, the current screening criteria definition of ‘Allows Heber City to Achieve Vision’ is

not internally consistent or realistic.  It is nebulous with internal conflicts, as well as conflicting 



with the ‘Travel Time on US-40’ screening criteria and potentially with the ‘Southbound Queue 

Length at 500 North’ screening criteria.  

-UDOT should consult with the entire Heber City Council in an open meeting to discuss 

and refine what the ‘Allows Heber City to Achieve Vision’ definition is and then reevaluate its 

rankings/projections to the proposed route alternatives. 

 -Heber City actually needs the currently Proposed Route WA1 to get diesels off of Main 

Street, without the frontage road on the west side of US Highway 40 north of 800 North. Only 

the currently proposed route WA1 without the west side frontage road has the potential to 

take diesel traffic off of Main Street, but not the high amount of tourist/pass-through traffic 

that proposed routes WB3 or WB4 definitely will.  As said above, Proposed Route WA1 will 

allow tourism traffic to easily access the City’s Downtown destination. 

Also, at the Utah Transportation Commission meeting held in Heber City, May 26, 2022, 

the diesel traffic projections from the Uintah Basin are remaining constant even with the new 

Railroad Connection from Myton to Carbon County.  Senator Winterton, with his extensive 

trucking background, also tells me that diesels will take the shortest route even if a 

Parkway/Bypass road is built within Wasatch County.   

-Given this, if a proposed Parkway/Bypass road is built and becomes US Highway 40 

allowing Heber City to gain jurisdiction over Main Street, the City will need to pay for major 

infrastructure improvements to discourage diesels from using Main Street since current 

pavement strength allows continued diesel use per federal standards.  At some point Heber City 

might consider closing down part of Main Street to discourage diesel traffic; yet UDOT has not 

modeled this potential option in any of its current ‘Travel Time on US-40’ or ‘Southbound 

Queue Length at 500 North’ in the ‘Level 1 Screening Results Summary.  This traffic modeling 

should be done and the Level 1 Screening Results Summary should be reevaluated with 

updated projections.   

-This new traffic modeling and times could affect the number of lanes needed in any 

proposed Parkway/Bypass routes off of Main Street.  It would also show the definite need for 

highway level speeds on Proposed Route WA1 as well as overpasses and flyovers thus limiting 

traffic lights on this route.  It also shows that adding stop lights on Proposed Routes WB3 & 

WB4 or more accesses will only increase travel times.   

 -I hope UDOT would see there is a significant way now to realize Heber City’s Downtown 

Revitalization Vision, plus protect and enhance safety for pedestrians & improve bike mobility. 

UDOT could install pedestrian refuge medians on US 40/Main Street without waiting for the 

future Parkway/Bypass road.  This is definitely needed to achieve Heber City’s vision of 

revitalization, mobility, walkability, and pedestrian/biking safety.  These pedestrian refuge 

medians would lower traffic speeds on Main Street where needed to protect pedestrians and 

bikers. 



2- HEBER CITY COUNCIL ACTIONS AND CITIZEN ACTIONS SHOW A NEED TO REEVALUATE THE 

RESULTS FROM THE LEVEL 1 SCREENING RESULTS SUMMARY BECAUSE OF THE ‘VALUED PLACES 

IMPACTS’ AND ‘ALLOWS HEBER CITY TO ACHIEVE VISION’ SCREENING CRITERIA. 

 Referring again to the point on page 3 of the Envision Heber 2050 General Plan, “Heber 

City’s vision criteria are focused on protecting valued places…”; hence what are the official 

‘valued places’ that Heber City Council and Citizens have consistently voted on? 

 Here is a record of official votes taken by Heber City over the last several years that 

show the ‘valued places’ they want to protect.  These votes show the City Council’s 

commitment to protect the North Fields from development as a ‘valued place’ according to 

4(f) property standards. 

1- The Annexation Policy Plan 

 -Approved by Heber City Council on September 4, 2018 in Ordinance 2018-42.  This 

majority vote is shown on pg. 7 at:  https://heber-

ut.granicus.com/DocumentViewer.php?file=heber-ut 8edc3e7b-f7c4-4c3d-8aea-

cf9a446e6a6a.pdf&view=1   Vote on keeping “buffer zone between City and surrounding 

cities…” is on pg. 6.  An important point of Annexation Policy Plan was to keep the North Fields 

out of Heber City’s annexation boundary area, except for the originally planned route of Bypass 

Road proposed in Route WA1 without the west side frontage road north of 800 N Main Street. 

 

2- The Vote on the City/County MOU for the Annexation Policy Plan at:   

https://heber-ut.granicus.com/DocumentViewer.php?file=heber-ut 8edc3e7b-f7c4-4c3d-8aea-

cf9a446e6a6a.pdf&view=1; pg. 5.  MOU with County kept the North Fields as A-20 zoning 

except for the east side of the originally planned route of the Bypass shown in proposed route 

WA1. 

 

3- The 2019 Unanimous Vote to Adopt the City’s New General Plan called Envision Heber 

2050 at: 

https://envisionheber.com/GeneralPlan/HeberCityGeneralPlan.pdf  

There are 15+ pages referring to the protection of open space & the surrounding agricultural 

lands which provide buffers and the unique identity and heritage of Heber Valley and Heber 

City.  There are only 7 pages in the Envision Heber 2050 General Plan on Downtown 

Revitalization.  Thus over and over again the General Plan and Heber Citizens stood for the 

protection of historical agriculture within the North Fields first.  This is an award-winning 



General Plan that took months of public input to decide and finalize.  See the following quotes 

from the General Plan: 

Pg. 3: 

“The General Plan is the primary tool for guiding the future of Heber City. It contains the 

community’s goals and policies on character and design, land use, open space and the natural 

environment, business and economics, neighborhood vitality, transportation and growth. It 

shapes the physical form of the City, yet it also addresses other aspects, such as community 

services, protection of sensitive lands and the character of neighborhoods and the community.  

The General Plan provides a guide for day-to-day, short- and long-term decision making. Heber 

City’s General Plan has three interrelated roles:  

• It is an expression of the community vision, aspirations, values, and goals;  

• It is a decision-making guide; and  

• It fulfills State legal requirements.” 

Pg. 6 (pg. 1 in Plan page numbers.) 

“Heber City is located in a beautiful rural setting, but the growth that is being planned in areas 

beyond the community threatens the values that residents hold dear. They value open space, 

the rural atmosphere and the small town feel.” 

Pg. 10 (pg. 5 in Plan page numbers) 

“Heber City is nestled in a green valley, brimming with historic agricultural uses, the beautiful 

Provo River, and unmatched views of the Wasatch Mountains. Our residents value this 

beautiful and unique setting and are committed to preserving its character while growing and 

nurturing our City.  

Together, we desire to:  

• preserve the beautiful open lands that surround us;  

• create friendly neighborhoods and centers that focus homes, jobs, shopping, and recreation 

into places where we gather and interact regularly;  

• enhance and strengthen downtown—the heart of our community; and  

• grow, promote and diversify our recreational opportunities.  

By focusing our growth in specific areas, we foster a vibrant community and a quiet 

countryside—a place residents and visitors alike will enjoy for generations to come.” 

Pg. 12 (or pg. 7 on Plan page numbers) 



“Open Space & Rural Character 

 “Heber City draws a clear distinction between what is city and what is country, maintaining a 

distinct city that is surrounded by open land, valuable for its beauty, ecology and agricultural 

function. 

“Principles:  

1. Heber actively works with neighboring communities and Wasatch County on strategies to 

implement the permanent protection of farmlands, natural open spaces, and rural character, to 

keep the distinct separation between communities.  

2. Heber City will work with the County and surrounding communities to create permanent 

farm and mountain land protection through such mechanisms as conservation easements and 

partnerships.  

3. Heber actively clusters development to focus growth and protect remaining open land from 

dispersed development.” 

 

Pg. 16 (or pg. 11 on Plan page numbers): 

“What do Heber Residents Value?  

In addition to basic values, there were also a number of big ideas that rose to the top after 

hearing from residents at the workshop and reviewing online feedback. 

 Six big ideas were identified:  

1. Open Space/Rural Character Preservation   (*The first one.) 

The desire to preserve open space and Heber’s rural character is not a new idea, but it was a 

loud and clear message, especially in regard to the North Fields. As the City and its residents 

contemplate open space preservation, they will need to acknowledge that property owners 

possess a “bundle of rights” that run with the land, including development rights, based on 

their zoning classification. Permanent open space preservation involves employing many 

strategies, including moving development rights and building them elsewhere, selling 

development rights, exchanging open spaces, conservation easements, zoning for large 

agricultural parcels, etc. Many of those strategies require both a voluntary seller and a funding 

source, likely a public one.” 

 

Pg. 17: (or pg. 12 on Plan page numbers) 

6. Small Town Character (Even as We Grow) Heber residents want to maintain a small town feel 

even as the City grows. The following encourages small town feel: 



Separation: open lands surround the town, so it remains distinct from nearby communities. 

 

Pg. 18 (or pg. 13 on Plan page numbers): 

“Industries most important to Heber’s future? (Top 3) 

• Recreation and tourism 

• Agriculture 

• Tech/research & development 

Preferred approach to conserving the North Fields? 

Almost half want to permanently protect the North 

Fields by purchasing land or development rights, 

and there’s a lot of support for maintaining 20-acre 

zoning. 

77%: In addition to precluding development on 

steep slopes, significant open space is permanently 

preserved by clustering development in town 

centers. 

Components that best define “small town” 

1. Unique character 

2. Separation (open space between communities) 

3. Gatherings/gathering places 

 

% that prefer scenarios C/D, featuring centers & open 

space, to address the following values and goals: 

78%: small town feel 

78%: goals for open space 

77%: goals for preserving views & scenic beauty 

 



Pg. 19: 

“Heber residents embrace a future that preserves its open lands and creates vibrant centers for 

living and working.” 

 Map on Pg. 23:  Shows North Fields remaining A-20 with no development pressure or higher 

densities. 

Pg. 26: 

Shows Agricultural Preservation Zone for the North Fields, keeping the A-20 acre zoning and 

only allowing “Dairy, grazing and grazing supportive crops with a homestead. Agricultural areas 

provide separation between communities.” 

Pgs. 54-57 (or pg. 49-51 on Plan page numbers) Section 6:  Open Space and Rural Character. 

“Open Space and Rural Character Vision Heber City draws a clear distinction between what is 

city and what is country, maintaining a distinct city that is surrounded by open land, valuable 

for its beauty, ecology and agricultural function.” 

“Guiding Principles 

1. Heber actively works with neighboring 

communities and the County on strategies 

to implement the permanent protection of 

farmlands, natural open spaces and rural 

character to maintain distinct separation 

between communities. 

2. Heber will work with the County and 

surrounding communities to create permanent 

farm and mountain land protection through 

such mechanisms as conservation easements 

and partnerships. 

3. Heber actively clusters development to focus 

growth and protect remaining open land from 

dispersed development. 



“The North Fields provide a strong rural feel when coupled with the mountainside on the east 

side of US 40. …To the east are views of large open spaces featuring farming and ranching 

functions. West of the airport, large open fields create a desirable separation between Heber 

and other communities. Retaining a sense of being a distinct community— not allowing the 

typical blending of communities that occurs in suburban areas—is a goal that Heber residents 

embrace.” 

“Community interest in open space preservation is focused on the North Fields, maintaining 

separation between communities and the mountainsides. An open space system that includes 

those areas, as well creates open space corridors using the creeks, canals and utility corridors, 

could help retain the open feeling that the community has now. Much of the currently visible 

open space is a result of views of the surrounding mountains, agricultural fields and wetlands, 

all of which may slowly disappear unless actively preserved.” 

“Creating ordinance incentives for farmers to continue their agricultural livelihood, such as 

density transfers, clustering, and preventing residential encroachment, can add help achieve 

preservation goals.” 

“Separation—maintaining open space between Heber and surrounding communities—is the 

second most important feature that defines “small town” for Heber residents (according to a 

recent survey completed as a part of the City’s visioning process). Residents want to preserve 

larger open spaces that provide a rural feel and promote a distinct identity for each 

community in the Heber Valley.” 

Pg. 57 – Map showing Planned Open space through agricultural preservation in the North 

Fields. 

Pg. 63 – Map showing NO trails planned for in the North Field in the County Master Plan trails 

map. 

Pg. 73 – A Map showing NO City roads or new Bypass Road planned for or approved in the 

North Fields; only keeping current gravel county roads. 

Pg. 82-83 Summarizes & reinforces key points above. 

The Envision Heber 2050 definition of Open Space is different than UDOT’s definition 

that open space requires public access.  UDOT should instead use Heber City’s General Plan 

definition which wants Open Space to maintain standards of beauty, ecology and agricultural 

function (see pg. 7 of General Plan, actual pg number).  Because UDOT seems to be using 

Heber’s Downtown Revitalization Plan standards in its ‘Allows Heber City to Achieve Vision’ 

screening criteria, so it should also use Heber’s definition of protecting Open Space and 

evaluate Proposed Route Alternatives from the basis of ‘beauty, ecology, and agricultural 

function’ from its General Plan’s definition.    



Also the many references in the General Plan, etc., show that the Heber City Council 

does value surrounding agriculture lands, i.e. North Fields, as 4(f) historically significant areas. 

4- The Vote on the City/County MOU on Wasatch Open Lands Board and appointment to 

Board at: 

https://heber-ut.granicus.com/DocumentViewer.php?file=heber-ut 6ae836d6-ec03-457b-

9ea3-d499232121de.pdf&view=1 pg. 15, with a unanimous vote of Council.  City provided 

appointment to new Wasatch Open Lands Board since 2019.  See MOU agreement at: 

https://heber-ut.granicus.com/MetaViewer.php?view id=1&clip id=507&meta id=44097  

 

5- The vote to approve a Conservation Fee to buy development rights in the North Fields in 

North Village Overlay Zone (east of Highway 40): 

Go to:  http://heber-ut.granicus.com/DocumentViewer.php?file=heber-

ut 99f61af7d389d0b7c9ed2ac00ade1512.pdf&view=1 ; pg. 7 for City Council’s NVOZ approval 

vote. 

Go to the actual NVOZ code which lists a conservation fee to protect the North Fields 

agricultural fields through purchase of conservation easements at: 

https://heber-ut.granicus.com/MetaViewer.php?view id=1&clip id=888&meta id=80625 ; pg. 

19 under Section 2.1:  “Such agreements may include North Fields preservation requirements 

or the payment of fees for open space/agricultural land preservation.  … All development/ERUs 

may be subject to a negotiated preservation fee paid at the time of recording of any plats….” 

-All NVOZ annexations have a negotiated conservation fee payment of $2500 per ERU at this 

time.   

 -There are also more Countywide votes to protect the agricultural heritage within the 

North Fields, etc., with the Open Space Bond Money vote, etc. 

 

To Summarize: 

-The Level 1 Screening Criteria ‘Allows Heber City to Achieve Vision’ has never been formally 

vetted or approved by the entire Heber City Council in a public, formal way. 

-The Level 1 Screening Criteria ‘Allows Heber City to Achieve Vision’ is nebulous and internally 

inconsistent based on UDOT’s own Appendix H comments and Heber City’s Downtown 

Revitalization plan. 



-The Level 1 Screening Criteria ‘Allows Heber City to Achieve Vision’ conflicts with other 

screening criteria ‘Travel Time on US-40’ and potentially ‘Southbound Queue Length at 500 

North.’ 

-The current use of Level 1 Screening Criteria ‘Allows Heber City to Achieve Vision’ definitely 

conflicts with the City’s Revitalization Plan to continue and increase tourism traffic to the 

Downtown. 

-The current use of Level 1 Screening Criteria ‘Allows Heber City to Achieve Vision’ definitely 

conflicts with Proposed Routes WB3 and WB4 and takes away significant tourism traffic from 

Heber City’s downtown thus must be given different rankings on the ‘Level 1 Screening Results 

Summary.’ 

-UDOT should not only redefine & reevaluate the Level 1 Screening Criteria ‘Allows Heber City 

to Achieve Vision’ but all resulting rankings on the ‘Level 1 Screening Results Summary.’ 

-Proposed Route WA1, minus the west side frontage road north of 800 North Main Street, 

increases the possibility of removing diesel traffic from Main Street, and keeps tourism traffic 

close to Heber City’s downtown to reach City’s ‘destination location’ goal. 

-UDOT must consider highway speeds, overpasses/flyovers, and limited access in order for 

diesels to use the Proposed Route WA1. 

-UDOT must reevaluate traffic modeling, traffic times, & additional lanes needed for Proposed 

Route WA1 given potential future actions of Heber City to close part of Main Street to ensure 

diesels use Route WA1; as well as high growth projections. 

-UDOT should accept the Heber City Council’s many official and public votes to protect the 

surrounding historical agricultural areas, their beauty and ecology per the Envision 2050 

General Plan & its open space definition, and citizen’s majority public opinion. 

-Finally, UDOT should realize that these official Council, County, and citizen actions show that 

the surrounding agricultural areas are ‘Valued Places’ according to Screening Criteria and 

according to 4(f) properties; thus the Level 1 Screening Results Summary for Proposed Routes 

WB3 and WB4 should be reevaluated accordingly. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

I look forward to continuing this discussion and collaboration for the future Parkway/Bypass 

road. 

 

Sincerely, 

Heidi Franco  



Heidi Franco 

Mayor, Heber City 

75 N Main Street 

Heber City, UT  84032 

hfranco@heberut.gov 



To Whom it May Concern: 

I have been a resident in the Heber Valley now for over twenty-one years. I love this 
valley. I, like many, have become frustrated at traffic that is now on our main street. Growth is 
inevitable and I have learned to adjust to the new Heber traffic; although, by any means this 
does not mean I like it. When all the talk began about creating a bypass road I also thought, yes 
we need something. As I have come to look at everything I have realized that a bypass road will 
affect many residents in the Heber Valley not for the better all to help reduce traffic on Main 
Street and cut maybe five minutes of drive time.  

I live at . All of the alternate bypass routes show the bypass coming right 
behind my  home following the canal to Southfield Rd. I am still struggling to understand this 
since I currently only live a block off of Highway 189. I really wish someone could tell me why 
we can’t just use the current highway that does not have homes on it and then cut over to 
Southfield Road. Right now the speed limit on Industrial Road is 25 mph, there is currently one 
stop sign at intersection, the new proposals all show putting in at least a 4-way lighted 
intersection here. This concerns me deeply regarding safety. I have watched the intersection 
just down the road on Highway 189 and Pangea Circle. I wish I had numbers (I am hoping UDOT 
does) of the number of accidents that have occurred at this intersection since it was put in. I 
see them more frequently than I would like and I constantly tell my new teenage drivers to be 
particularly careful at this intersection. Now I learn that we will be unfortunate enough to have 
a very similar intersection right next to our property with the new bypass plans. Last year we 
had a car crash through our fence and enter into our backyard. If this happens with one stop 
sign and a speed limit of 25 mph, how much more likely are the odds for more cars to enter my 
backyard when the speed limit is increased, traffic is increased and a busy intersection is 
added? I am concerned for my families safety. There is also a park just across the street from us 
that will be put in the same situation, not to mention the house located behind us that will have 
to be demolished. How is this acceptable when there is already a highway, Highway 189, quite 
literally a block away already? Some of the routes show getting rid of the this current section of 
189 and just having the new highway run down 1200 S. I wish someone could tell my what is 
the purpose of this, getting rid of a section of highway to bring it in closer to residential area. I 
cannot understand this. 

I never realized that adding a bypass road would come at such a great expense to many 
residents of the Heber Valley, including myself. I love the west side of Heber, it is beautiful, I 
love my home. I hate the thought of putting a major road through such a serene area. I cannot 
imagine that up to 18 families might lose their homes to put a road in. I do not know what is 
worse losing your home or having a highway stuck behind you. My home is a two-story home 
with the bedrooms on the second story. No sound barrier will prevent the noise from coming to 
our second story. My beautiful view will become a scary, noisy highway. I will always be worried 
about the safety of my kids and pets living in such a high traffic zone. I realize that these 
concerns are not worth much when you are looking at alternative traffic routes, but are 
changing people’s livelihoods and demolishing homes worth the five minutes saved on Main 
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Street? If the bypass road has to be done, again I ask why can it not use the current Highway 
189 instead of cutting over on 1200 S?  

I hope the safety of bringing a major intersection into this residential area will be heavily looked 
upon. 

Thank you for the opportunity to share my concerns, 

Linsey Loveland 
Concerned Heber Valley Resident 
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To: Utah Department of Transportation
Fr: Nancy Otoole- Midway City, Utah
RE: Heber Valley Corridor summary report

The Purpose of the NEPA scoping report is to uncover technical and environmental issues that bring
significant and negative impacts and consequences to each option being considered. It is intended to indicate
problems in each option that can result in its failure as a viable choice in the Heber Valley Corridor, otherwise
known as “the bypass.” UDOT began with 23 possible remedies to our overcrowded Main Street. In various
ways these have been scaled down to 5, all on the West side of town and impacting the North Fields.
The challenges to the desirability and sensibility of the options to be located on Heber’s West side are related
to the subjects of aquifer recharge and other water issues, municipal sewer property and legally protected
habitat that replaces similar areas lost to earlier, much larger projects such as the Jordanelle Dam and the
Provo River Corridor.
UDOT stated that all of the East side options failed due to technical issues and that none diverted enough
trucks off Main Street. We note that you did not connect Rt 189 from its junction with US 40 to the East side
options as you consistently did for all of the West Corridor iterations. That is odd, given that there is already a
significant road way from the Rt 189/ US 40 junction to Mill Road, the best existing East side option.
“The eighteen that failed because they were not reasonable and practicable, they did not support local or
regional mobility or Heber Vision for a historic downtown or impact to key resources were to great compared to
other similar alternatives.”
Mobility, the efficient movement of traffic across town on either side of Main Street, will be dependent upon the
design of the new route, the attractiveness or ease of use of the access points and how well trucks can move
on the alternative routes, not whether it is East or West of US 40.
Heber City’s Vision for our down town will not be damaged more by East or West options. What will aid or
injure our down town businesses and access to our town’s center is the availability of parking and how inviting
the north and south entrances to a bypass are. If the entrances from US 40 are right angle turns, and the
access from Rt 189 is a convoluted series of cow paths Main Street will remain crowded.
Impacts to key resources, we believe, refer to water issues, our ability to safely dispose of our sewer plant
solid waste, and the potential for wet land destruction both as part of the building process and as a result of
winter road salt use and industrial spills over the future decades.
I would like to the east side options failed on key resources and why the west side and north fields options are
seen as viable and even desirable.
The council on Environmental Quality Regulations and Guidance defines “reasonable alternatives” as those
that meet the project’s purpose and need and that are technically and economically feasible. This is
determined during the level one screening. There are three primary reasons why an alternative might be
determined to be “not reasonable” and thus eliminated from further consideration.
First: The alternative does not satisfy the purpose of the project, Second: an option is not practical or feasible
from a technical and or economic standpoint and and using common sense. Third: An alternative that is
duplicate of another and gives no other extra benefit to be considered.”
East Side options collect through traffic from US 40 east of town at Mill Road, roughly a mile east of the Rt 189
stop light. It would then carry traffic north out at the edge of the built up part of town, skirt our cemetery and join
US 40 somewhere west of 500 N, well beyond the Smiths complex of businesses. Traffic from Rt 189 comes
north through the existing light, moves east on 1200 south to Mill Rd, turns left onto the new bypass and avoids
Main Street completely. The opposite pattern carries traffic around Heber as it moves from the West to points
East and South to Provo. Everyone living East of Heber Main Street will naturally use this as a more direct,
less crowded route to where the vast majority of Heber City’s expansion is and will continue. For transport and
tanker drivers it is the easier route to rejoin US 40 and continue on their way.
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This reduction in traffic on Heber’s Main Street will not be achieved by any of the West side options. It will not
take the east side residents off Main Street and it may not lure the truckers away from downtown.
With respect to the second point above, practicality, economics and “common sense”, on the West side there
will have to be a new road pushed through the businesses between US 40 and the airport, southwest travel to
where ever the bypass turns North, issues with the Sewer District fields, maybe a bridge over the Heber Valley
Railroad. This will require a total new road build from US 40 around to Rt 113. North of Rt 113 begins the
impact upon wetlands, stream crossings, and the further North it is taken the more of this sensitive aquifer
recharge zone is affected. It can be done. It may or may not be more expensive than the Eastern options.
There is no clear option left to us now. At this point we must select the option that does the least harm to our
valley, to our water issues, and is the least interfering with the Provo River Corridor protections. Water
recharge, already down by nearly 30% from 20 years ago, must not be adversely impacted. What is left of our
valley’s wetlands and habitat can not be rebuilt somewhere else. It is here. It must remain here.
The Clean Water Act, section 404(b)(1) guidelines was used during two aspects of the screening process.

First, to eliminate options that were not practicable due to limitations of technology, logistic and high costs. The
second one was to potential impacts to wetlands. To achieve compliance with section 404(b)(1) UDOT the
alternative selected in the ROD must be the least environmentally damaging practicable alternative.
Below I have brought up many points and concerns I don’t think UDOT gave enough consideration to in the
preliminary evaluation and level one scoping.
In the initial Early Scoping Summary Report in November 2020, (530 pages) you initiated agency coordination
with the ACE, U.S. EPA, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Services and the Division of Wildlife Resources. We know of a
virtual meeting where UDOT representatives gave a short presentation. No city or county engineers or staff
participate in this Zoom meeting. Why did you not included local agencies that have expertise with this issue
and location? Why is there no experts to inform the public and municipalities of problems our representatives
have with each option. I read the minutes of all the supposed stakeholder meetings and no local agencies
attended. They will wait and participate during the EIS process.
Below are important points made by locals with expertise on specific issues, mostly through submitted letters.
• Crossing at grade: All west side options must cross the Heber Valley Rail Road. This will be an issue
because the trains move very slowly. This will stop traffic. Rail speed is 25 mph.
• Frequency of train scheduling and length of trains, number of cars, will continue to grow. In 2020 our Rail
Road sent 600 trains carrying 120,000 people across South Fields Road.
• The Heber Valley Railroad requests any future road/railroad crossings be separated, especially for a high
volume, high speed road way. This means Bridges. More than likely the road will have to go over the rail due to
insufficient track length or ROW for rail to go over the road. Visual impact will be significant for train guests.
They look forward to an unobstructed view.
• Our Railroad is frequently used for filming and brings revenue for RR and community.
• A nonmotorized use trail is being built within the Rail Road right of way, beginning at the Soldier Hollow
Chalet and ending at the Heber Valley Railroad depot. The current South Fields Road is speed limited to 35
MPH. As it stands, this trail crossing will be reasonably safe, with good visibility for both drivers and train
engineers. Any higher speed highway, used specifically by truck traffic, will need intentional engineering
measures to ensure safe crossing for trail users, unless the highway passes over the Rail Road and trail on
bridges.
• Line of sight needs to be 1 to 1.5 miles for RR engineers, especially with trail users in the ROW once the
Railroad trail is built.
• Wetland impacts will be an issue in any option passing through the North Fields. There are over 750 acres of
wetland, streams, riparian areas and wet meadows within the affected area. Building what amounts to a
massive dike upon which to construct the new Bypass will interrupt the surface and subsurface movement of
water. The result will be a reduced local aquifer recharge rate and loss of what are now wetlands all along the
“downstream” side of this road way. The lush meadows will dry out, just as many meadows that used to be
inadvertently watered by the old, quite porous irrigation ditch system that served the valley until it was replaced



with concrete canals and pipelines in 2000 dried up. As an example go and compare the north side of Rt 113
west of Heber with the south side of it. Except right around the creeks that flow under bridges or through
culverts, the land immediately south of what we call Midway Lane is now dry ground requiring irrigation.
• What is known as the Sewer Farm, the area our County Sewer Treatment facility sends it’s solid waste to,
was purchased with federal funds. It is not available, nor is it permitted to build anything within this property.
There are no plans to change the operation or location of the sewer fields.
• This Northwest quadrant around Heber City includes sensitive high value aquatic resources, springs which
are difficult to mitigate. They are not replaceable.
• This well-watered area is home to or is a stopover point for rare or endangered plants including
Ute-Ladies-Tresses and animals such as the Columbia spotted frog, northern Goshawk, yellow-billed cuckoo
and many other migratory birds. A solid, deep dike, needed to support the weight of a major highway, cuts the
subsurface flow of water and will result in less recharge and a drying out of the area adjacent to the highway.
• A letter from Utah Reclamation Mitigation & Conservation Commission dated June 2, 2020 stated “they and
BOR oversee 1,500 acres of land in Wasatch County adjacent to the Provo River between Jordanelle and Deer
Creek Reservoir. This property is known as the Provo River Restoration Project. The land was acquired, and
the Provo River restored through this corridor as partial mitigation for fish and wildlife impacts from the Central
Utah Project.” Our valley has seen the results of a complete sealing of irrigation water into concrete or clay
canals and pipelines. Every time we dike, pipe or otherwise disrupt and impede the flow of surface water
across our valley floor we reduce our aquifer’s recharge ability. In this time of ever increasing water scarcity
anything that limits our valley’s ability to replenish its subsurface water must be counted as a critical issue and
weighted heavily to the negative.

• The Reclamation Commission also stated “of particular concern are direct impacts to wildlife and water
quality. Impacts from motorized transportation can extend beyond 0.5 miles from roads. Stormwater and
associated runoff from the future highway may pose water quality concerns to the Provo River and surrounding
watershed. The antifreeze, oil, salt and fuels that will be dribbled onto any West side by pass will swiftly get into
the wetlands adjacent to the roadways.

• In the final Environmental Impact Statement for the Provo River Restoration it tells us “…purposes are
habitat restoration, biodiversity, and fish and wildlife conservation. The public areas along the Provo River
between the two reservoirs will be managed under baseline conditions as a natural resource area, with primary
recreational uses consisting of angling and other low impact pursuits.”

• The U.S. EPA letter states if the West Corridor is selected as the final option new road construction has the
potential to impact the hydrology, water quality and wildlife habitat of the creek and other resources.
Completely identifying sensitive areas in the project zone and accurately defining them is necessary for best
possible selection among the many possibilities.

• Main Street afternoon peak traffic use by vehicle type reports 92% of traffic is private vehicles, pickups, vans,
cars and motorcycles. This means largely local traffic. Most of the development is on the East side of Main
Street. Therefore, most local traffic will still be using Main Street to turn East. This negates much of the hoped
for reduction in traffic. We note that there are currently 5 stop lights that will be missed as a result of a West
side alternative routing. On UDOT’s maps there will need to be at least 6 full stops including one for the train
and it’s nonmotorized trail companion on a West side bypass. These are not shown as such on the chart, but
must be included for citizen safety.

• At a Stakeholders meeting in August 2020, in the preliminary traffic information it is stated that most of the
vehicle trips that pass through Main Street and Center Street are internal to Heber City and the valley (50%).
At present about 30% of the traffic is just passing through the valley. This is expected to drop to 25% by 2050.



When the Basin oil and gas rail road removes the tanker traffic from US 40 we will see a significant reduction in
heavy truck traffic passing through Heber. Truth be told, we do not want to see a major reduction in “Pass
Through” traffic of a vacationing family sort. And if we open up access to the eastern side of the valley via an
East Side bypass we will remove far more ‘local’ vehicles from Main Street than a West side bypass ever will.

To me, the decision to have all of the final options West of Main Street and through the North Fields brought
the Department of Transportation Act of 1966 Section 4 (f) into play. When you have five choices and they are
all environmentally damaging it is not reasonable to pick the least disastrous out of the five and call it a good
choice.
Here are the concerns I felt were not recognized in the preliminary and level one scooping procedures other
than the stockholders comments.
The Heber Valley aquifer (HVA) is defined as Class 1A aquifer. This means its considered pristine and has met
the drinking water standards. HVA consists of both alluvial fill and bedrock that has a well-connected fracture
network and little separation between alluvial and bedrock units.
The total recharge of the aquifer from precipitation, infiltration, mountain front, unconsumed irrigation water

and subsurface inflow from consolidated rocks is 78,639 acre-ft/year. Discharge from the aquifer which
includes, evapotranspiration, seeps and surface water, wells and subsurface outflow to consolidated rock is
101,256 ace-ft/year. This indicates a deficit of 22,617 acre-ft/year. This confirms the results from testing of
ground water wells by USGS. Eleven out of twenty two wells indicate that water levels in the aquifer are in a
significant downward trend. The groundwater travel time through the aquifer can range as high as 24 feet per
day and as low as 3 feet per day. Based on the information complied for the groundwater transient time for
groundwater to cycle through the aquifer based on estimated flow velocity is 30 to 40 years. Flow generally
runs north to south and the North Fields acts like a huge sponge, enhancing the slow filtration of surface water
into deeper ground water and the aquifer. This allows for pollutants to remain close to the surface and not enter
the aquifer. A freeway with so much impervious surface area changes subsurface water motion. It speeds up
water flows during a storm event. It adds motor vehicle related pollutants and road salt to the waterscape. It
slows the general flow due to the dike affect of the highway base compaction, allowing pollutants to enter the
aquifer at a much faster rate. What is now clean drinking water, or pure irrigation water, will certainly be
adversely affected by limiting the flow of surface and subsurface water and by the inevitable contaminants that
will come off the new road.
The State of Utah code specifies that a pristine aquifer that maintains drinking water quality should be
protected as such. “Class 1A groundwater will be protected to the maximum extent feasible from degradation
due to facilities that discharge to ground water.7” I worry about where all the stormwater from the roads going
to be diverted to? Will it all be piped into our sewer treatment plant? And how do you replace all that rain and
snowmelt that should be working its way into the aquifer as it is now?
My concern is for groundwater contamination of our aquifer. For clarification, surface water includes any
freshwater that is sent into wetlands, stream systems and lakes. Groundwater moves underground slowly from
rainfall and snow melt and seeps into an aquifer of consolidated or unconsolidated rock.
Wasatch County Health Department ( WCHD) had an updated groundwater study done on septic systems in
Wasatch County in 2020. Testing was done around septic systems and USGS wells to test the HVA for water
quality standards and specific contaminants (metals). I will only report on the testing of the aquifer but note that
there is a direct correlation from testing septic systems and groundwater aquifer testing from USGS wells.
Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) - Identified statistically significant upward trends in TDS in four wells consistently

sampled for the aquifer as a whole.
Nitrate- (N) Identified statistically significant upward trends in nitrate in three wells consistently tested by
USGS wells. This can be from run-off from a stormwater event or agricultural practices.
Phosphorus- (P) or Total Phosphorus (TP) Allowable for rivers and streams is 0.05 mg/L or Parts per million
(PPM). The average measure value of total phosphorus in the HVA is 0.06 mg/L. Slightly above the allowable.



Chloride – (Cl) Most common source of Chloride is from road salt. Average Cl concentrations for the HVA is 29
mg/L, well below the EPA standards but with an upward trend in Chloride in six wells consistently sampled by
USGS for the aquifer as a whole
Summary of water quality for the HVA is mixed. It still meets the standards for a Class 1A aquifer but
statistically significant upward trends were found for TDS, nitrate, phosphorus and chloride.
Last but not least is the soil profile of the North and South Field area. An article in the Wasatch Wave in 2000
summed up the soils in the area by saying “the hydric soils of the north fields provide severe limitations to
development with potentials for shrink and swell, high seasonal water tables, low to moderate bearing strength,
and slow permeability.”
Kovich soil series are poorly drained soils with a shallow water table. Substrate extends up to 60 inches and
water capacity is 7 to 8 inches deep. Water table depth is 20 to 40 inches. Soils you find on a flood plains. Not
good for road building.
Crooked Creek soil series are also poorly drained soils, with clay, loam mix and very slow permeability. The
substrate can extend to 70 inches or more. This soil is mainly in seeps areas on alluvial fans with a shallow
water table. Poor road fill, potential for high shrink and swell and moderate bearing strength. No good for
roads.
The challenges to building a freeway in the south and north fields can be overcome. Engineering has come a
long way. We can dry up wetlands and divert stormwater away from the recharge area left in the fields after
construction. We can mitigate environmental impacts. They will be significant. Water Rights from the Morse
Decree ( Provo River decree) of 1921 are complicated. This decree dictates water rights from the Provo River.
It took many years in the courts to settle all the claims for water and how much each stakeholder had. Any
Bypass route that is on the West side of Heber will have water rights/ownership issues to deal with. Water
rights will have to be addressed in the EIS if this moves forward.
What is the point at which cost, technical difficulties, mitigation and water rights becomes too much to
overcome? At what point does it become unjustifiable? At what point does hammering a roadway through
become an unsupportable option? By the time this freeway is built the cost will be close to a billion dollars. Our
aquifer will be greatly impacted and our beloved north fields will be forever changed. All this to save six
minutes of travel time from River Road/Highway 40 to the intersection of Rt 189 is just too high a cost. Let’s
use the money for bus services, trails from the east side of Heber to downtown. Buy properties adjacent to
Main Street and provide parking for local business customers. Promote electric bike rentals. If we make 1st
West and 1st East attractive to local traffic and engineer safe exits and entrances to main street we reduce the
load on Main Street itself. The Basin Railroad has just been given the green light from the forest service to
build a railroad and will transport oil and gas by railcar, eliminating most big tanker trucks. The County and City
can partner with Summit and Utah Counties to partner with us to bring public buses into the picture. All of these
things will aid in managing traffic. All of these must be included in the conversation before we plow forward with
this latest options to choose from.

Respectfully Submitted,
Nancy O’Toole
Midway City, Ut



Heber Valley EIS <hebervalleyeis@utah.gov>

Comments on Heber Valley Bypass Alternatives

Trudy Simmons > Thu, Jul 21, 2022 at 8:40 PM
To: Heber Valley EIS <hebervalleyeis@utah.gov>

Submission by Dan and Trudy Simmons to UDOT EIS for the Heber Valley Corridor

July, 2022
Dear UDOT:

We respectfully take this opportunity to address UDOT’s process issues that have occurred in
choosing and presenting the five Heber Valley alternatives termed WA1, WB1, WB2, WB3, and
WB4.

Our concerns fall into the following categories:

1) UDOT failed in notifying and involving all stakeholders regarding the five
alternatives released in June 2022, particularly those who would be seriously
affected by WB3 and WB4.
2) There are faults in UDOT’S representation of the rationales of WB3 and WB4
and Heber City’s “vision” for downtown.
3) There are multiple consequences that UDOT did not consider in presenting a
Main Street which ceased to be an artery for business, recreation, and through
traffic as Heber City’s vision.
4) Heber City’s General Plan vision of a walkable downtown and vibrant town
center are fully attainable without UDOT’s substitute vision of a crippled or
completely broken Main Street for travel.
5) In promoting its flawed interpretation of Heber City’s vision, UDOT has failed to
understand the will of the people of Heber Valley regarding preservation of the
Valley's rural nature.
6) UDOT uses inaccurate and/or inadequate surveys, studies and information and
has disregarded comments made in response to its October 2021 disclosure of
Option WD (the forerunner of WB3 and WB4).
7) UDOT misunderstands and/or misrepresents Heber Valley’s history and historic
and valued places.
8) Alternatives WB3 and WB4 are inconsistent with UDOT’s stated purposes and
needs of the bypass and enhancing the quality of life for Heber Valley residents.
9) In fast-tracking WB3 and WB4, UDOT failed to recognize that WB3 and WB4 will
kill agriculture in the North Fields and thereby eliminate multiple crucial and
irreplaceable roles it plays, not just in Heber Valley, but also in Utah and Salt Lake
Valleys.

UDOT failed in notifying and involving all stakeholders regarding the five alternatives
released in June, 2022, particularly those who would be seriously affected by WB3 and
WB4.
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�  An informal survey of North fields landowners revealed that few to none knew of the
bypass plans which were revealed in June 2022, even though every alternative posed
threats to residents’ homes and lands. Whatever method UDOT may have used to
announce its forthcoming revelation of the “five final alternatives,” it was inadequate and
dismissive of the very real threat to many peoples’ homes and lives, therefore denying
these affected parties proper opportunity to comment.
�  There have been longtime plans and agreements in Heber Valley (at least 15 years)
for a traffic corridor, which were done with the joint involvement of Heber City, Wasatch
County, UDOT and citizens, which addressed needs of these major stakeholders. These
jointly developed plans (similar to WA1, WB1 and WB2) between government
organizations and stakeholders involved a western bypass beginning at 800 N on
Highway 40.  WA1, WB1, and WB2 and many of UDOT’S discarded alternatives conform
to elements of those plans.  WB3 and WB4 do not do so.
�  Similarly, through the years, Highway 40 has undergone a series of modifications and
widening and is a known way of dealing with Heber Valley traffic, somewhat like
alternatives WA1, WB1, and WB2.
�  However, in October of 2021 UDOT blindsided Heber Valley citizens, along with many
elected officials, and local governments who had participated in developing previous
studies, by suddenly introducing a new alternative involving construction of a 4-lane
highway through the length of the North Fields, called Option WD.  No long-term
collaboration by municipalities, Wasatch County or general citizenry was involved in the
generation of option WD, as had been done with the joint development of previous traffic
options.
�  UDOT then quickly morphed WD into options WB3 and WB4, with no opportunity for
public comment, and presented them as two of the five “final” alternatives presented in
June, 2022.
�  The murky initiation and development of WD (WB3 and WB4) appears to have its
provenance (as we discovered through reading public records and documents obtained
from UDOT through a GRAMA request) with a group, who, in their submission letter to
UDOT, identify themselves as “The Parkway Group.” The writer of the submission letter,
a local architect with an office on Heber’s Main Street, in June of 2021, describes “The
Parkway Group” as being comprised of members of former Heber City mayor Kelleen
Potter’s office, and certain members of the Heber City Council. The submission letter by
this group to UDOT in June, 2021, advocates for a 4-lane Highway going straight through
the North Fields beginning at River Road, which it refers to as “The Parkway.”  Prior to
the submission by this group, “parkway” was not a term used for traffic in Heber Valley
nor was it a part of any previous traffic alternatives that we are aware of.
�  In 2020-2021, before and after Option D was publicly announced by UDOT, three
members of the Heber City Council and an individual who was not a member of the City
Council at the time but now is, along with the local architect, wrote to UDOT in favor of
the “parkway” through the North Fields
�  Therefore, Option D, unlike all previous options, arose through a small group of
individuals (even though some were elected officials) with their personal visions for
Heber Valley, self-interests, and goals. Thus, in its process, UDOT has failed to fully
represent and honor the long history and goals of all parties regarding these traffic
issues, and instead, from October 2021, and perhaps before, has presented and
inordinately pushed the vision of a small group, whatever its obscure membership.

There are faults in UDOT’S representation of the rationales of WB3 and WB4 and Heber



City’s “vision” for downtown.

�  Our personal attendance at UDOT meetings on the Heber Valley Corridor Options
thoroughly evidenced to us that UDOT has proceeded without knowledge or
understanding of local government and citizenry actions and wishes on essential
environmental and social issues regarding preservation of the North Fields and
maintaining the rural/agricultural nature of Heber Valley.
�  Instead, UDOT’s tactic is a “substitute vision,” deviating from general plans, that
focuses almost exclusively on a nebulous “walkable downtown” for Heber City. This focus
is done without clear definition by UDOT or other proponents of WB3/WB4 of what a
“walkable downtown” is.  UDOT completely avoids more important aspects of Heber
City’s general plan that are in conflict with UDOT’s substitute “vision”.
�  Specifically, UDOT substitutes the “vision” of the Parkway Group (and possibly other
small groups concerned with Main Street) for that of Heber City citizens as expressed in
“Envision Heber 2050,” Heber City’s general plan (alternatively, UDOT has coopted the
Parkway Group’s highway plan and vision for Heber Valley and Heber City.  In either
event, or both, the “vision” used by UDOT in its process is incompatible with municipal
and county general plans as well as multiple votes of the people in Heber Valley.
�  UDOT fails Heber City’s citizens, because current practices and the general plan
should dictate what the “vision” is for downtown and not what individuals or small groups
embellish it to be.
�  Certain desires and aims of Heber City are clear in its general plan.  Heber seeks to
decrease traffic (particularly oil tankers) on Main Street.  They want reduced traffic
speeds and seek a visually more attractive Main Street (street art, planted medians,
“reimagining underused spaces”, “themed” lighting, etc.). Beyond that, the “vision of
historic downtown Heber” and a “walkable downtown” in Heber City’s general plan is still
somewhat undefined, as well as unfunded. Huge decisions that will impact this Valley
forever should not be made at this time.
�  Only through efficient flow on Main Street can a bypass complement Main Street, in
order to numerically improve regional and pass-through traffic in Heber Valley.  With a
traditional bypass, Heber City can significantly calm traffic on Main Street through
engineering, enforcement, and education – not by drastically reducing, slowing, or
eliminating traffic on Main Street.  UDOT has failed to address this.
�  UDOT urgently grasps Heber City’s nebulous “vision” as a rationale for eliminating all
of the options involving Main Street or any other downtown streets. However, Heber City
presently has no cohesive plan in its vision for promoting beauty, style and “walkability.”
For example, a building currently being constructed at the corner of Center Street and
100 East crowds the sidewalks of both of those streets and has less setback than its
neighbors!!  It is also stylistically completely incongruous with the building directly across
the street, the Abram Hatch House, built in 1892 and listed on the National Register of
Historic Places.
�  Equally clear is that, while some “dressing” modifications are conceptually envisioned
for Main Street, at no place does Heber’s general plan show anything but the
continuance of an arterial 4-lane Main Street that is, and always has been, Highway 40.
�  UDOT appears to overlook the fact that it is essential to the citizens of Wasatch County
and Heber City that Heber City Main Street remain as an arterial thoroughfare for people
to efficiently reach important locations such as City and County offices, many
businesses, Wasatch High School and the hospital.
�  Thus, UDOT, without directly saying so, seems to be promoting new visions for Heber
City’s Main Street which are contrary to Heber City’s General Plan.  Whose new visions



are these?
�  Sequestered in these new visions may be a plan for a jurisdictional change of Highway
40 to Heber City and the subsequent renaming of any bypass as the new Highway 40.
�  A Heber City Council Member who promoted the “Parkway” to UDOT also promoted
renaming the “Parkway” as Highway 40.  As described below, jurisdictional transfer, while
a windfall to developers, would be devastating to Heber Valley. Yet, it may be the true
endgame of the “Parkway Group” and/or UDOT.
�  If WB3 or WB4 were adopted, and if traffic on Main Street were to be drastically
reduced or eliminated through jurisdictional change to Heber City, where would that
jurisdiction start and end? It would not make sense for Highway 40 to go to the north side
of Heber City and suddenly end. Thus, the proposal of the “Parkway promoters” to
rename WB3/WB4 as Highway 40 would likely call for the jurisdictional change of US
Highway 40 to begin at River Road.
�  Jurisdictional change and control by Heber City of present-day North Highway 40
beginning at River Road would allow developers to seek development of the North Fields
west of Highway 40 and Heber City to seek annexation of this County land.
This would change forever the rural, country nature of the North Highway 40 corridor
and, the treasured scenic entrance to Heber Valley, and, indeed, the entire Valley.  It
would kill agriculture (see below) with profound effects on groundwater and the Provo
River system.  UDOT is remiss in not seeing these consequences of WB3 and WB4 as
they have fast-tracked and promoted those alternatives.
�  The potential domino effect described above, like many other aspects of UDOT’s
misinterpretation of Heber City’s General Plan, speaks to an attempted warping of the
General Plan and deliberate dismissal of the wishes of the citizens of Heber City and
Wasatch County.  No intentions for jurisdictional change of Highway 40 are evident from
Heber City’s general plan or Wasatch County’s general plan. In fact, the opposite is true.
Heber City’s General Plan is replete and uniform in showing protection of the North
Fields and continuance of Highway 40 as an artery through Heber City.  As pointed out
earlier, the proposed, historical western bypass route of Heber City’s general plan hugs
the City, as in WA1, WB1 and WB2, and does not bisect the North Fields as do WB3 and
WB4.
�  Five maps in Heber City’s general plan (pages 14, 15, and 18) show the North Fields
as protected agricultural land.  The map on page 18 entitled “Future Land Use” defines
the North and South Fields as “AP,” or “Agriculture Preservation.” North Highway 40,
beginning at River Road and proceeding south to current Heber City is shown as “SB”,
“Scenic Buffer”, presumably for its spectacular view of the North Fields and distant
mountains as Highway 40 exists now.
�  Four maps on pages 14 and 15 of Heber City’s General Plan all show Highway 40
proceeding through Heber City and onward through Daniels Canyon consistent with
alternatives WA1, WB1 and WB2..
�  Two maps on pages 14 and 15 present a proposed western bypass route stemming
from Highway 40 at 800 North that is only consistent with WA1 and WB1 and largely
consistent with WB2 (other than rerouting of Highway 189).  It is not consistent with WB3
or WB4.
�  The bypass route is shown in Heber City’s General Plan as just that, a bypass route,
not a new Highway 40.
�  None of these maps is consistent with UDOT/Parkway Group’s WB3 or WB4.  Yet
UDOT has consistently, inappropriately, promoted these routes as consistent with Heber
City’s vision.



There are multiple consequences that UDOT did not consider in presenting a Main Street
which ceased to be an artery for business, recreation, and through traffic as Heber City’s
vision.

�  Besides blocking ready travel to critical Heber City entities like a hospital, a major
reduction in speed, or limitations in traffic lanes would force travelers onto nearby
residential streets, which currently have 25 mph speed limits.
�  People would be essentially trapped in a town developed on a highway, with no
efficient way to get to places that were previously readily attainable by that highway.  This
would encourage speeding with all its adverse implications, particularly on residential
streets.
�  Blocking traffic would also negate the numerical benefits of any bypass or highway
improvements.  UDOT, on one hand, says that more traffic lanes (bypass, frontage
roads, etc.) are needed to handle growth even with Main Street/Highway 40 fully
functional, and on the other hand expects the same huge benefits from these
improvements with Main Street severely shut down.  How do those numbers work?
�  UDOTs substitute vision wants it both ways (that are incompatible): it wants to shut
down the main artery that the whole town was built around and preserve connectivity
along that route at the same time.  Moreover, it wants to shut down traffic on a main
artery and significantly improve regional traffic flow at the same time.  UDOT has never
produced the traffic numbers that justify their substitute vision – a huge flaw – yet uses
this myth to push forward WB3 and WB4

Heber City’s General Plan’s vision of a walkable downtown and vibrant town center are
fully attainable without UDOT’s substitute vision of a crippled or completely broken Main
Street for travel.

�  Known traffic calming techniques mentioned in Heber City’s General Plan and
practiced by other nearby communities, such as Provo, can reduce traffic density and
speed and increase aesthetics through engineering techniques. Importantly, these
techniques still let Main Street be arterial Highway 40 as shown on its General Plan.
�  Provo’s University Avenue (U.S. 189) has calmed traffic by landscaped medians,
sidewalk bulbs, and, from 300 North to about 300 South (the center of town), significant
crowning of the cross-street roads in the intersections (like a large gradual speed bump).
These elevations slow traffic, are unintrusive, and are quiet.  Most importantly, Provo has
placed a traffic light at every intersection for safe pedestrian crossing and to slow traffic.
Heber City’s general plan has most of these features, and even mid-block crossings.
Provo has also informed the trucking industry to not use University Avenue for pass
through traffic and to use 800 North in Orem.  Provo enforces speed limits, educates,
and engineers to calm traffic.
�  Our own experience and our talk with Provo City’s traffic engineer confirm that this
system works well to get heavy trucks out of town and to slow traffic. This is remarkable,
given that Provo has 7 times the urban population of Heber City and 25 times Heber
City’s population when counting nearby metropolitan areas.  Moreover, Provo has many
more truly historical sites on University Avenue than Heber has on Main Street, and has
designated University Avenue as one of its main pedestrian walkways.  It is, by definition,
a walkable downtown.  Finally, Provo City does not have a bypass or other alternative for
more efficient truck travel, potentially less than a mile away, to siphon off more traffic and
trucks.  This would be the case in Heber City with WA1, WB1 and WB2 or several other
alternatives that were rejected.



�  All the elements of Heber City’s general plan, including better enjoyment of Main
Street, can be achieved using known methods of calming, but not confounding, traffic on
Main Street to reduce speeds and number of vehicles (particularly tankers). This has not
been part of UDOT’s presentation and is a flaw in its process.
�  Instead, people seem to be introducing Center Street in Provo as a role model of a so-
called “walkable downtown.” Besides Heber’s traffic flow numbers and city functionality
not working in that model, Provo’s Center Street was never a highway like Main Street is.
It was always dedicated exclusively to business and civic buildings in the town center
and was a high-priced residential avenue further east from that. Center Street dead-ends
only a couple of miles east of Provo City Center and was a two-lane country road dead-
ending at Utah Lake on the other.

In promoting its flawed interpretation of Heber City’s vision, UDOT has failed to
understand the will of the people of Heber Valley regarding preservation of the Valley's
rural nature.

�  As has been previously mentioned, the number one desire and clear message of the
citizens who participated in creating “Envision Heber 2050” was the “Preservation of
open space and Heber Valley’s rural character.” Citizens have repeatedly demonstrated
this mandate through their votes.
�  A highway through the North Fields seriously jeopardizes the $10 million bond that was
passed by Wasatch County in 2018. That bond was largely planned to be used in the
North Fields for open space preservation. With a highway through the North Fields on the
table, the bond will be in limbo for years, and may never be used. UDOT's fast-tracking of
WB3/WB4 is flawed because it shows that they did not study or understand the bond.
This flawed action violates the will of the people.
�  UDOT appears ignorant of the will of the people regarding preserving the rural nature
of the North Fields, wherein a citizen referendum in 2016 overturned an attempt to allow
10-acre zoning in the North Fields. 74% of the valley voted to NOT rezone the North
Fields, keeping the zoning at one home per 20 acres.
�  UDOT is ignorant of or has chosen to disregard a 2018 citizens referendum ballot
issue where a 62.74% majority overturned Wasatch County's approval of a landowners
request to rezone his property, which would have introduced higher density in the
beloved Central Zone by the North Fields.

UDOT uses inaccurate and/or inadequate surveys, studies and information and has
disregarded comments made in response to its October 2021 disclosure of Option WD
(the forerunner of WB3 and WB4).

�  UDOT has minimized or dismissed the importance of the Federal Provo River
Mitigation Project and Corridor, which would be seriously compromised by options WB3
and WB4.
�  UDOT’s process has ignored important input from the Bureau of Reclamation.  The
Provo River Mitigation Commission specifically told UDOT of indirect adverse effects to
the Provo River Restoration Project if UDOT’s highway were less than 0.5 miles away.
Yet UDOT placed WB3 and WB4 much closer than that from one of, if not the most
frequented, areas of the Provo Restoration Project.
�  The EPA has said to UDOT; One of our primary concerns regarding the project was the



potential for the development of a western bypass that would be more likely to impact
waterbodies and wetland complexes. Yet, UDOT ignored this admonition in advancing
first, WD, and then WB3 and WB4, which would transect the most sensitive and wetland-
important areas in Wasatch County, let alone Heber Valley.
�  UDOT has failed to adequately study the importance of groundwater in the North
fields, and how it would be impacted by a highway.  The groundwater goes back into the
Provo River and is an important source of water for Deer Creek Reservoir and water
users downstream from Deer Creek Reservoir.  The irrigation water that is applied
because of the agricultural uses of the North Fields of Heber Valley is very important to
the water supply of other communities, such as those in Utah Valley. Among other
effects, a highway would excavate and then compact the ground and interfere with
subsurface water flows in the North Fields and back into and replenishing the Provo
River system.
�  By UDOT's own admission, bypass options WB3, WB4 impact a much larger area of
wetlands than the other three alternatives.
�  UDOT has not analyzed how the retail businesses and restaurants on Main St would
be impacted by rerouting traffic.
�  UDOT has ignored the May 2022 (repeated and enhanced in July 2022) unanimous
Resolution of the Wasatch County Council opposing a highway through the North Fields,
and the voices of many of these and other elected officials at local and interlocal
meetings with UDOT well before June 2022.
�  Surveys UDOT relies on and represents as demonstrating the desires of the public are
problematic, including those done in 2019, to determine what the people want regarding
downtown Heber and the bypass concept.  Questions are general and do not reflect
tradeoffs.  For example, no questions or surveys queried whether citizens wanted a new
vision of very slow traffic, or a pedestrian mall on Heber City Main Street in preference to
preservation of open space and the North Fields. Similarly, jurisdictional changes with the
costs and taxes involved, or potential extension of Main Street to River Road with
attendant development west along its route and into the North Fields have never been
surveyed.

UDOT misunderstands and/or misrepresents Heber Valley’s history and historic and
valued places.

�  UDOT says that one of the "Purposes and Needs" of the project is to allow Heber City
to meet their vision for the historic town center. They say this refers to buildings that are
listed on the National Register of Historic Places. UDOT appears not to have thoroughly
studied this.  In its "Level 1 Screening Results,” UDOT claims that between 9 and 36
"Downtown Historic Buildings" would be impacted by the various plans involving Main
Street. Research into the National Register of Historic Places indicates that there are
actually only 13 buildings in Heber that are on the National Register of Historic Places,
and of those 13, only 3 are on Main Street. It seems a glaring flaw in UDOT's process to
summarily eliminate all options for Main Street and advocate for destroying the North
Fields because of 3 buildings that fit into its self-described criteria. Surely, work on Main
Street could be done with enough care to protect those buildings.
�  The buildings in Heber that are listed on the National Register of Historic Places are:
312 S. Main St; 139 N. Main St; Main St. at 100 North St. and 100 West St. corners; 81
E. Center St; 421 E. 200 North; 4800 E. Lake Creek Rd; 188 W. 3rd North; 124 E. 400
South; 1st West and Center Streets; 261 N. 400 West; 115 E. 300 North; 55 W. Center



St; 315 E. Center St.  UDOT does not address how the ten (out of 13) registered historic
buildings that are NOT on Main Street would be negatively impacted by improving Main
Street.
�  UDOT’s inaccurate designation of impacted historical buildings is also problematic in
the number of impacted historical buildings it claims in the North Fields area.  A higher
number of historic buildings were associated with Options WA1, WB1 and WB2.  Our
inquiry among North Fields landowners into potential historical buildings in this area
yielded scant to none.  Therefore, the numbers listed are misleading and can skew public
opinion against options WA1, WB1 and WB2.  Upon inquiry to UDOT as to what buildings
it was referring to, we received an answer that did not identify clear historical  buildings
and implied a broad standard that was still in progress.
�  UDOT has failed to consider, understand, or list in its June 2022 report impacts on
Heber Valley's historic agriculture area of the North Fields.  This is the case even though
Heber City’s General Plan discusses at length preservation of its rural heritage and
illustrates it in maps referred to above.
�  UDOT similarly ignored in its process the fact that the historic and dedicated livestock
corridors in the North Fields that are a part of the legacy of Heber Valley. Bypasses WB3
and WB4, besides bisecting many farms and wetlands and severely impacting streams
used for habitat and irrigation, would directly impact dedicated historic livestock corridors,
all of which are important, living parts of Heber Valley's legacy. Historic and dedicated
livestock corridors are protected by Utah code.
�  UDOT says it ruled out a number of alternatives because of their impacts on "Valued
Places," but it does not specifically say what those Valued places are.  Furthermore, an
enormous and ironic flaw in UDOT's plan that it hasn't named the North Fields
themselves as a valued place (which they are to countless citizens, and have been for
generations)! This fact alone would necessitate ruling out WB3 and WB4 if the same
criteria were applied as has been done regarding other “Valued Places.”
�  In its general plan, Heber City asks, “What do Heber Residents Value?” Number one
on the list was “Open Space/Rural Character Preservation.  The general plan then
states: “The desire to preserve open space and Heber’s rural character is not a new idea,
but it was a loud and clear message especially in regard to the North Fields.” [emphasis
ours]
�  Why was this message from Heber City’s general plan not a “loud and clear message”
to UDOT?  Why did UDOT, instead, ignore this message in promoting WB3 and WB4?
One more of many examples of how Heber City’s Envision Heber general plan treats with
reverence the North Fields (page 5) “Heber city is nestled in a green valley, brimming
with historic agricultural uses, the beautiful Provo River, and unmatched views of the
Wasatch Mountains. Our residents value this beautiful and unique setting and are
committed to preserving its character while growing and nurturing our city. Together,
we desire to: Preserve the beautiful open lands that surround us; . . . [W]e foster a
vibrant community and a quiet countryside – a place residents and visitors alike will
enjoy for generations to come.” [Emphases in the original].
Is a four-lane highway for heavy traffic and many trucks compatible with “historic
agriculture uses;” “beautiful Provo River;” and “quiet countryside?”

Alternatives WB3 and WB4 are inconsistent with UDOT’s stated purposes and needs of
the bypass and enhancing the quality of life for Heber Valley residents.

�  UDOT says that one of the "Purposes and Needs" of having a bypass is to "Provide
Opportunities for Nonmotorized Transportation." Obvious problems with plans WB3 and



WB4 in this regard are 1) that the proposed paved trails would be located near or next to
highways or freeways with vehicles, including large diesel trucks, going 45 – 55 mph, and
most people do not want to bike or walk next to such unpleasant noise and fumes; and 2)
The trails associated with WB3 and WB4 would be located in the North Fields. If
walkways and bikeways are supposed to be for people to get to where they live and
work, without having to drive a car, then the North Fields is not the place to put them!
�  Increased taxes to Heber City to build UDOT’s vision of downtown Heber have never
been presented to citizens and are a flaw in UDOTs study and presentation of options.
�  In addition to the severe damage to the North Fields, the impacts on right-of-way and
property are greater for WB3 and WB4 than for the other bypass options, which connect
to US 40 near 800 North (WA1, WB1 and WB2)
�  UDOT has failed to address the need for robust arterial roads in the developments to
be built on the east side of North Highway 40. Given the development planned by Heber
City east of North Highway 40, arterial roads in these developments are needed to take
traffic off of Highway 40 and to allow residents in this area to travel north/south between
developments and town centers. The need for an arterial road in this area was
mentioned by Russ Funk, City engineer, in a Heber City Council meeting and
immediately opposed by a “Parkway” proponent and Heber City Councilman.  The lack of
arterial roads would result in traffic in these developments being forced out on Highway
40.
�  Rather than focusing entirely on the present alternatives, UDOT should require (or at
least seriously investigate) a frontage or arterial road east of North Highway 40 where
major development is occurring or anticipated to occur.  This should be incorporated into
traffic studies of the various alternatives as part of UDOTs’ planning and proactive work
with Heber City on this major issue.  UDOT must not have the same lax attitude to east
side traffic that it has demonstrated in choosing its present alternatives and destroying
the North Fields with WB3/WB4.

In fast-tracking WB3 and WB4, UDOT failed to recognize that WB3 and WB4 will kill
agriculture in the North Fields and thereby eliminate multiple crucial and irreplaceable
roles it plays, not just in Heber Valley, but also in Utah and Salt Lake Valleys.

�  WB3 and WB4 will disfigure the North Fields, the “gem of the Valley”, treasured by
citizens, tourists, artists and the farmers who live and work in the North Fields.  It will
introduce a large pollution source (heavy metals, salts, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons,
etc.) into perhaps the most important and sensitive groundwater area in Utah.  It will
extensively and directly impact streams and wetlands and their associated animal and
plant habitats.  It will impact the Federal Provo River Restoration Corridor with noise
pollution, air pollution and potential impact on water flows.
�  Most importantly, it will kill agriculture in the North Fields that is essential to water
management for central Utah as described below.
�  Agricultural killing actions of WB3/WB4 will be the bisecting of many farms, the making
of connections to farms and livestock corridors more cumbersome, the immediate
devaluation of all farms in the North Fields for quiet farming and farm life, the direct
impact on the North Field Irrigation system, and the adverse impact established and
codified livestock corridors.
�  In blindsiding the public in October 2021, and then fast-tracking WD into WB3/WB4,
UDOT either willfully ignored or failed to do simple due diligence into why Heber City’s
and, particularly, Wasatch County’s general plan protect the North Fields for agricultural
purposes.  This protection goes well beyond the important goal of preserving open



space.  It has to do with the vast sensitive water basin under the North Fields that
supplies not just Heber Valley, but the entire Provo River system that provides Utah
County and Salt Lake County its drinking water.
�  The Class 1A aquifer under the North Fields is a rarity in Utah.  Because of the high
water table in this area. Wasatch County has listed it as highly sensitive to groundwater
contamination. [SWCA analysis 2020, Wasatch County]
�  The groundwater plays an important role in a water cycle that is essential to providing
Utah County and downstream users of the Provo River water in late summer and early
fall.
�  This cycle has worked for well more than a century and occurs as North Fields
irrigation farmers apply irrigation water to North Fields lands in April, May, June and July.
This recharges subsurface water that then flows underground to recharge the Middle
Provo River and also Deer Creek Reservoir.  The recharging of the Provo River system
occurs as these subsurface waters emerge into the river system from July onward. This
delay provides downstream users water they would not otherwise have during that later
time period when water is scarce.  The cycle described above is a long-known right that
Utah County and, perhaps, Salt Lake County, as well, lays claim to.
�  The serpentine nature of North Field irrigation ditches - which increases
stream/subsurface communication and groundwater recharge - along with the very
important method of flood irrigation, rather than sprinkling, used by the North Field
Irrigation Company are essential to this cycle.
�  WB3/WB4 will impact North Field Irrigation Company’s ditches, irrigation patterns, and
potentially create a subsurface dam, altering subsurface flow back to the river and/or
make some farms too wet and other farms too dry.
�  Most importantly, since WB3/WB4 will interfere with and devalue these critical North
Fields agricultural lands for quiet country farming, farmers will be forced or incentivized to
sell out to developers, which rather than positively contributing to this water cycle, will not
only stop the cycle, but have a negative effect of increased consumption of water and
potential anthropogenic contamination of the underlying North Fields’ Class 1A aquifer.
�  UDOT’s process was highly flawed by not anticipating such negative effects on North
Fields agriculture and water, given existing general plans.  Studies should have been
done before UDOT pushed ahead the Option WD and subsequently, UDOT’s WB3/WB4.

Respectfully,
Trudy W Simmons
Daniel L Simmons, PhD
Heber Valley Residents



Dear UDOT,

I have many concerns that I hope you will listen to and take seriously. I feel that UDOT is “going through the
motions” without really listening, as evidenced by the following points that have yet to be seriously discussed:

Why and how did WB3 and WB4 come about as options through the North Fields? Why does it make sense to
build ANOTHER highway mere feet from the existing highway? I have heard no real explanation to support
these as viable options.

Why haven’t improvements on Main Street been done to alleviate traffic NOW and then see what traffic
patterns and roadway needs are left to be addressed?

The citizens have spoken many times on the issue of the North Fields being protected.

-In 2016, 74% of our valley voted to NOT rezone the North Fields, keeping the zoning at 20 acres to one home.

-In 2018, our valley voted overwhelmingly to (1) 57.66% preserve the North Fields through passing a $10
million Wasatch County Open Space Bond and (2) 62.74%  DEFEATED a referendum ballot issue, where the
Wasatch County Council approved to move a key boundary for just one land owner to rezone his property that
would have introduced higher -density in the beloved Central Zone by the North Fields.

The two routes of WB3 and WB4 are putting that $10 million bond in jeopardy. There is a time limit on that
bond. What has UDOT done to make sure there will not be a negative affect to the bond and preservation of
land that the people voted for?

-Heber City Vision (directly from the General Plan pg.5)

Heber City is nestled in a green valley, brimming with historic agricultural uses, the beautiful Provo River, and
unmatched views of the Wasatch Mountains. Our residents value this beautiful and unique setting and are
committed to preserving its character while growing and nurturing our City. Together, we desire to:

• preserve the beautiful open lands that surround us;

• create friendly neighborhoods and centers that focus homes, jobs,

shopping, and recreation into places where we gather and interact regularly;

• enhance and strengthen downtown—the heart of our community; and • grow, promote and diversify our
recreational opportunities.

There is no mention in this introduction of anything about a “walkable” downtown.

-The very first thing mentioned is historical agricultural uses.

-The first bullet point is “preserve the beautiful open lands that surround us”
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-On page 11 of Envision Heber 2050

What do Heber Residents value?

#1 Open Space/Rural Character Preservation

That is the vision of Heber according to the general plan. This is a huge oversight on UDOT’s part to not
include this as the Vision of Heber.

It seems as if the importance of the Provo River Mitigation project has not been considered. There are many
issues here. The Bureau of Reclamation informed UDOT in a letter in 2020 that it should not be placed within
0.5 miles of the river. Both WB3 and WB4 are within that distance.

There are grave concerns that the class 1 aquifer could be at risk with the bypass routes through the North
Fields.

UDOT seems to have ruled out certain routes due to impacts on “valued places” without ever saying what and
where those valued places are, and what their significance is. That is also an error in process.

UDOT has not analyzed how the retail and restaurants will be affected. I do not believe there were any retail
business owners that were on the stakeholders committee. I am greatly concerned that there will be very
negative impacts to the downtown retail and restaurant businesses and they have not been included in the
process.

I do not believe UDOT did an adequate job contacting landowners and telling them new routes would cut
through and damage or cause total loss of their property.

I ask that UDOT please consider all of the destruction and irreparable harm that bypass routes WB3 and WB4
would cause to the Provo River, water flow, the aquifer, agricultural protected lands, and the beauty of the
heber valley.

Thank you,

Christi Judd



I have several comments about the E.I.S. process to date.
1. Background.
On March 9th, 2020, I met with the Heber City leaders (Matt Brower\City Manager, Tony Kohler\City Planner,
Heidi Franco\Councilwoman) with a Highway #40 concept, as part of the E.I.S. process, that created one way
traffic on separate streets (Main and First West or First East). This simple proposal was later shared with two
other Council members (Johnson and Kahler) and some County leaders. Mr. Kohler came up with a simple
diagram representing the basis of road realignment for a visual representation. This later became the "40F"
couplet option for public discussion during the Level I screening process.
In my personal and professional travels in the Midwest and Northwest, I had observed that many regional
centers like Heber Valley had adopted this cost effective and practical solution to some of their local traffic and
growth challenges. In my conversations and visits, I found that usually there was a combination of external
boundaries (Pacific Ocean, mountain ranges, Lake Superior, industrial waste, farmland) that limited the local
highway options for a bypass around the City. Also, the business communities and civic leaders were anxious
about the loss of business growth, traffic flow and local traffic movement for locals, among many other issues.
Cost of development of a new road system was always a big discussion point for local and regional political
leaders in their work with the regional DOT staff in various states. All this was an effort, on my part, to see if
there was a realistic option to a new road system through the open lands west and north of Heber City,
including what benefits could come to Heber City in general with more enhanced 20+ block stretch of one
direction traffic between the North\South lanes as I had observed in other communities. As a former resident of
Heber City currently living in Midway, I felt an obligation to follow up on this concept.
After attending recent UDOT EIS meetings in Heber Valley, either by via Zoom or in person, I made the effort
to contact transportation professionals in Oregon and Montana where I had observed "couplet options" in
regional centers in real terms. To be clear, my effort was not to find only support for my proposal for a couplet
option in Heber City, but to get a deeper understanding of the pluses and minuses of the couplet format for
transportation professionals and local leaders. While disappointed that the 40F option was not on the final list
of Level II options for further discussion and evaluation, I submit that the concept has both value and merit for
future discussion.
2. Some comments from three transportation professionals regarding ‘Couplet’ and bypass investments-
Joe Walsh, Regional Director\MDOT, Southwest Region, Butte, Montana, 406-490-0003
_”Overpasses are a necessity for local traffic safety when planning a couplet format.” (Butte and Bozeman,
Montana)
_”…lots of grant money available for traffic related problems for cities as well as urban renewal.”
_”…effort to remove trucks from town but 90% of truck traffic was local and deliveries.”
_”…big bypass to remove trucks but growth and tourism have necessitated both couplet and bypass.
Community is struggling with growth including 20k cars in downtown daily. Bypass is very costly with ROW
issues and environmental mitigation. Bypass not a solution for daily traffic.” (Kalispell)
_ “…new roads- very high cost of with ROW (right-of-way) clearances and interchange development. $5m per
mile minimum currently plus other challenges of access\egress. ”
_”…roundabouts are a problem and with too much traffic and often lead to intersections. When they are the
wrong choice (for traffic conditions), they are very wrong.”
Deer Lodge Co. Traffic Manager [Wayne] speaking about Anaconda, Montana couplet
_”We have 20 blocks of one way traffic now. It’s been a good solution to our growing traffic problems. City and
County leaders are mostly pleased with business and residential services. As we are a few miles from I-90
interchange, we get lots of through traffic and tourism from the mountains west and north through Deer Lodge.”
_”…all businesses in favor of continuing one way traffic after some years of growth.” (Anaconda)
James Feldman, Senior Transportation Planner, ODOT Region 2, Corvallis, Oregon
_”Costs for a bypass are very high here along the coast. It was tens of millions of dollars in Lincoln City and
Newburg for solutions within the communities alone for a new road.”
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_”There are brownfield rehab and business renewal grants for businesses in cities going through couplet
transitions.”
_”Safety research shows that speed and visibility improve with couplet improvements at all levels.”
_”Pedestrian and bike improvements with couplet transition are a low cost benefit to locals and visitors. This is
a big issue along the coast of Oregon.”
_”Safety comparisons between bypass intersections and couplet intersections are important planning
objectives. Talk to engineers. This is a priority for us (Oregon DOT).”
Other Oregon officials with experience in bypass and couplet issues-
-Albany, two existing couplets but looking at bypass. Ron Irish, 541-917-7656
-Astoria, couplet- no bypass. Nathan Crater, 503-338-5173
-Corvallis- couplet and bypass. Greg Gescher, 541-766-6731
-Lincoln City- no bypass but #101 improvements through town. Stephanie Reid, 541-996-2154
-Lebanon- couplet but no bypass. Ron Whitlatch, 541-258-4269
-McMinnville- couplet and bypass. Heather Richards, heather.richards@mcminnvilleoregon.gov
-Newburg- downtown couplet and bypass in process, decades of discussion. Doug Rux,
doug.rux@newburgoregon.bov
-Newport- current E.I.S. in process for downtown couplet and bypass. Derrick Tokos, 541-574-0626
-Philomath- couplet with major streetscape improvements under construction. Chris Workman, 541-929-6148
-Tillamook- couplet. Tim Lynda, 503-374-1823.

In summary, it is my strong opinion that it would benefit the E.I.S. process to both add the 40F option back to
the Level II screening evaluation period. As former State Senator and current UDOT Commissioner Van Tassell
said at the County Council meeting some weeks ago, Heber Valley and Heber City in particular are going to go
through some major challenges in transportation planning and would be well served to look at all options for
#40 and #189 traffic, which means a Heber City option in some form. More importantly, it would serve that
objective to bring in a transportation professional from one of the above cities\counties in either Oregon or
Montana to meet with UDOT professionals, civic leaders, businesses and private interests to find out the
elements of success and costs to communities for either bypass or couplet options over the next evaluation
period. Fresh eyes, experience in transportation and community planning, awareness with environmental
restrictions, rural and tourism experience, business costs and benefits as a regional center- these assets could
be imported for $1000 to $3000 to bring in a pro over a couple of days who would assist our EIS process
moving forward. I envision a series of meetings over a couple of days with various stakeholders to add depth
and experience in evaluating our EIS options. In my former profession, we assisted each other across the
country in transferring knowledge, expertise and skills of our planning and resource work. “We stole from each
other fair and square!”
3. I support the recently submitted letter from the Wasatch County Council with regards to the a) the historic
nature of the North Fields and the Provo River corridor; b) the previous effort by both the Wasatch County
Commission (2006) and Heber City Council (2007) to limit road length and assure steady flow for any bypass
effort around Heber City; and c) “preserve the beautiful open lands that surround us”, including the Clean
Water Act and Provo River Mitigation Commission concerns.
4. Finally, many years ago Heber Valley leaders envisioned Heber City as a regional center like Vernal and
Moab. This included 4 lane roads in and out of the valley, business and residential expansion, the UVU
campus proposal, expansion of the medical and professional services, additional recreational opportunities and
other amenities that enhanced our valley in general and Heber City in particular. All that happened, and then
some. The U.D.O.T. EIS activity is part of that reality.
I’m convinced that the long term benefit of a couplet option for Heber City and area residents is strong. It may
happen with or without a bypass as referenced earlier. There are going to be many issues of street
modifications, overpasses at key intersections, impacts on businesses and residents on both north and
southbound lanes. On the positive side, there will be business expansion and opportunities on the block(s)



between the north and south traffic, all with a safe left hand turn for access and egress. Funds are apparently
available for urban renewal, affordable housing, parks and trails, business and office building expansion along
the current corridors, public safety, etc., as the planning moves forward. I hope that we will take the time to
evaluate the 40F couplet option.
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